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INTRODUCTION
The ITIL MP Transition module comprises the core elements of the following modules:






ITIL 4 Foundation
ITIL 4 Specialist: Create, Deliver and Support
ITIL 4 Specialist: Drive Stakeholder Value
ITIL 4 Specialist: High Velocity IT
ITIL 4 Strategist: Direct Plan and Improve

The MP Transition module covers 30% to 40% content of these individual modules, and the syllabus
of the MP Transition module is based on the syllabi of ITIL 4 Foundation and the four modules in the
ITIL 4 MP stream.

Exam








Prerequisite: ITIL Expert certificate or a minimum of 17 credits from the ITIL v3
Foundation and Intermediate/Practitioner modules.
Exam Duration: 90 minutes, candidates taking the exam in a language that is not their native
or working language may be awarded 25% extra time, that is 113 minutes in total.
Bloom’s Taxonomy: Level 2 and 3
Open Book/Closed Book: Closed Book
no. of Questions: 40 multiple choice questions, which present four options from which one
option is selected.
o There are 23 questions at Bloom’s Level 2 = approx. 57.5%
o There are 17 questions at Bloom’s Level 3 = approx. 42.5%
Provisional Pass mark: 70% or higher (28 correct answers)
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Service Management: Key Concepts
Service Management
Service management is defined as a set of specialized organizational capabilities for enabling value
to customers in the form of services.

Organization
A person or a group of people that has its own functions with responsibilities, authorities and
relationships to achieve its objectives.

Value
Value is the perceived benefits, usefulness and importance of something.

The purpose of an organization is to create value for stakeholders. Different person, groups, or
entities in an organization always operate in an integrated and coordinated way to facilitate value
creation and fulfil a common set of objectives. The term ‘value’ is an important concept in service
management, and it is a key focus of ITIL 4.
Value is not a fixed term; it is subject to the perception of the stakeholders, whether they are the
customers or consumers of service or part of the service provider organization(s)

There was a time when the relationship between the service provider and service consumer was
considered to be mono-directional and distant. It was determined that the service provider delivers
the service and the service consumer receives value; the service consumer plays no role in the
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creation of value for themselves. This view fails to take into consideration the complex and
interdependent service relationships that exist in reality.
Over the time, organizations recognized that value is co-created through an active collaboration
between service providers and service consumers, and other stakeholders. Service providers should
not work in isolation to define the value for their customers and users. They should establish service
relationships with consumers to co-create value.

One of the most important stakeholder groups for any organization is service consumers –
organizations and individuals that consume the services the organization provides. However, in
service management there are many other groups of stakeholder, including investors and
shareholders, regulators, partners, communities, and societies.
Each of these stakeholders must be understood in the context of the creation of value in the form of
services. The organization itself (service provider) is also a key stakeholder, including its employees,
managers and owners.
For the success and the continued existence of an organization, it is important that relationships with
all key stakeholder groups are considered and managed. If stakeholders do not relate to with what
the organization does or how it does it, the provider’s relationships with its consumers can be
impacted badly.
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Service Providers
When provisioning services, an organization takes on the role of the service provider. The provider
can be external to the consumer’s organization, or they can both be part of the same organization.
It is important that the service provider has a clear understanding of who its consumers are in a given
situation and who the other stakeholders are in the associated service relationships.
The service provider and service consumer can be different organizations, or they can both be part
of the same organization.
One simple example of provider-consumer model is where the service provider can be the IT
department of an organization and other departments or units can be regarded as consumers. In
reality, different comprehensive provider-consumer models exist. For example, a service provider
can sell services on the open market to individual consumers or other organizations, or they can be
part of a service alliance.

Service Consumers
When receiving services, an organization takes on the role of the service consumer.
Service consumer is a generic role; in practice, service consumption includes more specific roles:
customer, user, and sponsor.

Service consumer is a generic role that is used to simplify the relationship between service provider
and service consumer in a service relationship. In practice, the service consumption involves more
specific roles such as customer, users and sponsors. Each of these roles may have different
definitions of value and sometimes even conflicting expectations from services.
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Value: Services, Products, and resources

The central component of service management is service. The service provider delivers value
through service. The services that an organization provide are based on products. Products are
configuration of an organization’s resources designed to offer value for a consumer.

Service
A means of enabling value co-creation by facilitating outcomes that customers want to achieve,
without the customer having to manage specific costs and risks.
All services have a service cost when they become operational and this cost must be managed. To
avoid taking risks, consumers look to service providers to satisfy their need for those services. The
service provider, on the other hand, provides those services according to the requirements of the
customers.

Product
A configuration of an organization’s resources designed to offer value for a consumer.
Products are usually complex and are not completely visible to the consumer. The part of the product
that is actually visible to the consumer does not always represent the complete components that are
part of the product and that support its delivery.
The services that an organization provides are based on one or more of its products. Organizations
own or have access to multiple resources, such as people, information and technology, value
streams and processes, and suppliers and partners. Products are configurations of these resources,
created by the organization, that will potentially offer value for their customers.
Each product that is offered by an organization is created in consideration to the requirements of
number of target consumer groups. A product is not exclusive to one consumer group and can be
used to address the requirements of numerous different groups. The products are tailored to meet
the requirements of the different consumer groups and to appeal to them.
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Service Offering
A description of one or more services, designed to address the needs of a target consumer group.
A service offering may include goods, access to resources, and service actions.

Service providers offer their services to the consumers in the form of service offerings.Service
offeringsdescribe one or more services based on one or more products. Different offerings can be
created based on the same product, which allows the product to be used in multiple ways to address
the needs of different consumer groups. Service offerings are designed in consideration to specific
target consumer groups.

The table provides the description and example for the typical components of a service offering.
Component Description

Example

Goods

laptop

Supplied to the consumer
Ownership is transferred to the consumer
Consumer takes responsibility for future use Mobile,

Access to Ownership is not transferred to the consumer
Internet
resources
Access is granted or licensed to the consumer under agreed Network,
terms and conditions
license for

Service
actions

Consumer can access the resources during the agreed

operating

consumption period and according agreed service terms

system

Performed by the service provider to address a consumer need

User support

Performed according to agreement with the consumer
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Service relationships
Service relationships are established between two or more organizations to co-create value. In a
service relationship, organizations will take on the roles of service providers or service consumers.
The two roles are not mutually exclusive, and organizations typically both provide and consume a
number of services at any given time.

Service relationship management
Service relationships include service relationship management, service provision, and service
consumption.
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Service Provisioning
Service provisioning includes:





Management of the provider’s resources, configured to deliver the service
Access to these resources for users
Fulfilment of the agreed service actions
Service level management and continual improvement

Service Consumption
Service consumption includes:





Management of the consumer’s resources needed to use the service
Service use actions
Utilization of the provider’s resources
Request of service actions to fulfill

Service relationship model
When service provider deliver services, they either create new resources for service consumers or
modify their existing resources.The service consumers can use their new or modified resources to
create their own products to fulfill the needs of another target consumer group, and become a service
provider. These service relationships and interactions are depicted through the service relationship
model.
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Services Facilitate Outcomes
A service is a means of enabling value co-creation by facilitating outcomes that customers want to
achieve without the customer having to manage specific costs and risks.
As specified in the definition of service, service providers help the service consumers to achieve
outcomes, and in doing so, take on some of the associated risks and costs.

Outcomes, Costs, and Risks
Achieving desired outcomes requires resources (and therefore costs) and are often related to risks.
Also service relationships can introduce new risks and costs, or they can negatively affect some of
the anticipated outcomes, while supporting others. Service relationships are perceived as valuable
only when they have more positive effects than negative.

Outputs and Outcomes
A service provider produces outputs that help its consumers to achieve certain outcomes.
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Cost
The amount of money spent on a specific activity or resource.
From the service consumer’s perspective, there are two types of costs involved in service
relationships:

The costs removed from the consumer by the service may include costs of service provider’s staff,
technology and other resources.
The costs imposed on the consumer by the service is basically the costs of service consumption.
The total cost of consuming a service includes the price charged by the service provider (if
applicable), plus other costs such as costs of network utilization, cost of procurement, or cost of
training to service provider’s employees. This cost is sometimes described as what the consumers
have to ‘invest’ to consume the service.

Risk
A possible event that could cause harm or loss, or make it more difficult to achieve objectives.
From the service consumer’s perspective, there are two types of risks:

The risks removed from a consumer by the service may include failure of the consumer’s server or
unavailability of workforce. In some cases, a service may only reduce a consumer’s risks, but the
consumer may determine that this reduction is sufficient to support the value proposition.Examples
of the risks imposed on a consumer by the service can be a service provider experiencing a security
breach.
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Utility And Warranty
The assessment of overall utility and warranty is important to evaluate whether or not a service or
service offering will facilitate the desired outcomes for the consumers and create value for them.
Utility is the functionality offered by a product or service to meet a particular need.




Represents what the service does
Determines whether a service is ‘fit for purpose’
Requires that a service must either support the performance of the consumer or remove
constraints from the consumer

Warranty is the assurance that a product or service will meet agreed requirements.





Represents how the service performs
Determines whether a service is ‘fit for use’
Requires that a service has defined and agreed conditions that are met
Ensures the appropriate level of availability, capacity, continuity, and security

Both utility and warranty are important for a service to facilitate its desired outcomes and enable
value creation.
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The Guilding Principles
The guiding principles represent the core messages of ITIL and of service management in general.
These principles provide guidance to the organizations as they adopt a service management
approach and adapt ITIL guidance to their own specific needs and situations.

Focus on Value
aims at creating value for service consumers. To achieve this value, organizations need to tie back
the different activities (directly or indirectly) that they do in a logical way.
In other words, an organization can create value for service consumers only by creating value for
itself, its customers, and stakeholders.
As a direct example of this principle, it may require to re-think on services from the customer
perspective, including new customers. An indirect example can be to improve the process of
managing changes to standardize the types of changes with less disruption on service improvements
visible by the customer.

Aspects to Consider




Understanding who is the service consumer: Service providers can create the desired
value only if they know who will receive value from what is being delivered or improved.
Therefore, it is essential for them to identify who the service consumer is and who are the
key stakeholders involved.
Knowing the consumer’s perspectives about value: To deliver the services that provides
the desired value to the consumers, the service providers should clearly understand what
does value mean for service consumers. In this direction, service providers can help
themselves by having the answers to the following questions:
o Why do consumers use the services?
o What will the services do for them?
o How the services enable them to accomplish their goals?
o What role do the services play for them considering the cost/financial consequences?
o What are possible risks for them?
Value for the service consumer is defined by their own needs and is achieved through the
support of intended outcomes and optimization of the service consumer’s costs and risks. It
is important to understand that the value changes over time and in different circumstances.



Improving the customer experience: The success of any product or service depends on
the consumers’ or customers’ experience with the service and the providers. The experience
is usually known as customer experience. It can be objective and subjective depending on
the defined criteria to measure it.
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Start Where You Are
focuses on considering what is already available instead of starting from scratch (or reusability).To
achieve this, analyzing the existing state is essential to identify what can be helpful in creating the
new value.
This approach can help to avoid waste that is done by removing what has been done in the past and
building something completely new. Organizations often make decisions to remove the old or
unsuccessful methods or services to be better and be up-to-date. However, it is not an intelligent
decision as it can lead to:




Removing the existing services, processes, people, and tools that could play a significant
role in delivering the new value
Developing a completely different value compared to the past
Wasting efforts

It is important not to start over without first considering what is already available to be leveraged. For
example, consider an organization that need to revise its service management processes due to the
fact that cloud services become operational, in parallel to traditional services. It would be a waste to
start from scratch, when different tools and portals with regard to traditional computing are in place.
It is optimal to just use what you have and adjust it for cloud services.

Aspects to Consider
When an organization decides to remove the existing services, processes, people, and tools, they
should consider the following aspects:


Assessing where you are: This aspect is about assessing and measuring the existing
services and methods to understand their current state and what can be re-used from them.
Before start assessing the services and methods, organizations should get the data from the
source to avoid any assumptions and make decisions based on accurate information. Usually,
the reports that an organization generates are different from reality due to the following two
reasons:
o Inaccurate measurement of some data
o Unintentional bias or distortion of data in reports
Once the required data is in place, start with the assessment to:
o
o
o



Know the current state of services and methods.
Identify the amount of reusability that can contribute to creating the new value.
Avoid assumptions related to timelines, budgets, and quality.

Measuring the importance of each element: You can assess anything only if you can
measure it. Therefore, measurement is a crucial part of this principle. It helps to analyze the
data that you get from the source and understand the required impact that each one is playing
in the current state. Please be aware that measurement can also lead to inaccuracy.
People usually find creative ways to meet the metrics that are defined to measure
their performance. Therefore, organizations need to be creative in defining these. They
should focus on defining the metrics that directly relate to the outcome.
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Progress Iteratively With Feedback
Focuses on avoiding doing everything in a go and gathering the timely feedback. To achieve this,
breaking down the work into smaller, manageable components is essential to iteratively accomplish
the initiative.
To accomplish the initiatives, do not even try to do everything in a go rather work in iterations. Always
break down the work into smaller, manageable, logical units. In other words, divide the improvement
initiative into smallest possible significant initiatives that require minimal improvement efforts.
Organizing the work in such a way helps in timely delivery, having a sharper focus on each effort
and easy maintenance. However, keep on re-evaluating the overall initiative with the progress to
ensure the focus on value and reflecting the changes in circumstances, if any.

Aspects to Consider
Organizations when planning to work on an improvement initiative should consider the following
aspects for its success:


Knowing the role of feedback: When working on an improvement initiative, no improvement
iteration can progress in isolation due to changing requirements, such as changes in
circumstances and new priorities. These requirements can lead to several modifications and
can even eliminate the need of having that iteration. To avoid such situations, always seek
feedback before, throughout, and after each iteration and incorporate it to ensure focus on value.
Organizations use feedback loops to cope with the changing requirements that help them identify
improvement opportunities, risks, and issues.
In a well-functioning organization, feedback is actively collected and processed along the value
chain. A good feedback mechanism facilitate understanding of:
o
o
o
o
o



End user and customer perception of the value created
Efficiency and effectiveness of value chain activities
Effectiveness of service governance and management controls
Interfaces between the organization and its partners and suppliers
Demand for products and services

Working with iterations and feedback together: Working in an iterative manner with feedback
loops enables greater flexibility and faster responses to customer and business needs.
A continuous cycle of monitoring and improving with each iteration through feedback loops help
organizations to:
o Improve Quality: Working iteratively with feedback loops provides greater flexibility of
failing fast and discovering the next steps to success. It helps in responding to the
customer and business needs effectively and before time.
o Make Effective Decisions: Getting feedback at each step helps in the clear
understanding of what is the need of doing a given task, who is the customer, how their
action can affect the expected results and many more. Such information enables
organizations to make effective decisions, meet the customers’ needs, and improve the
customer experience.
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Collaborate and Promote Visibility
Focuses on removing silos and building trust. To achieve this, the people of an organization need to
work together and share information to the greatest degree possible.
Removing Silos
Silos can occur through the behavior of individuals and teams and also through structural causes. In
an organization, silos are usually due to the inability of different business units to collaborate. For
example, the processes, systems, documentation, and communications might be designed to cater
to the needs of a specific part of an organization only.
Silos occur when people work in isolation, and information sharing is limited to only a few people.
When people do not know the details, assumptions and rumors are most likely to occur. As a result,
it creates a wall of confusion among individuals or teams. Under such circumstances, resistance to
change becomes a major challenge as people start wondering what is changing and how it might
impact them.
Remember no work is done in isolation. Including everyone in the initiatives is always a better policy
to succeed without any confusion. Enthusiastic contributions help bring creativity and different
perspectives. That is why organizations encourage cooperation and collaboration and discourage
“silo activity.”
Building Trust
Working together on initiatives in a collaborative way provides more relevance and better
understanding that makes everything visible. The visibility helps in making effective decisions, which
in turn, increases the chances of long-term success. However, collaborative working is not an easy
task as it requires building trust.
Trust within the teams helps them to stay committed and manage things (even the unknown) with
confidence. Only if people have trust, they will share information that will help them to learn, grow,
and do great work together.
Sharing information helps people to have a better understanding and clear visibility, such as what
are the hidden agendas and what is happening and why. The more people know about the initiatives
and the associated information, the more they will be willing to support.

Aspects to Consider
Organizations should consider the following aspects when they are planning to work in a
collaborative mode:


Identifying whom to collaborate with: Working effectively in collaboration requires identifying,
managing, and understanding all the stakeholders involved in the initiative. Therefore,
understanding for whom you are working and what are their perspectives and expectations is
essential for successful collaboration. An organization has different stakeholders.
However, the first most important stakeholder is the customer due to their large stake.
They are critical for service providers as they (customers) can question their (service providers’)
ability to manage services effectively. Effective interaction with the customers, considering their
importance, is essential for organizations to deliver the expected results.
Communicating and Improving: When working on improvement initiatives, service providers
should know the extent to which each stakeholder contribute to improving the service at each
level. Knowing the expectations about the level of contribution requires effective communication
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with the stakeholders. The type of collaboration to communicate with the stakeholders depends
on the service and the relationship between the service provider and the service consumer.
Therefore, service providers should define effective ways to engage with them.


Increasing urgency through visibility: Creating the urgency of work is essential to let everyone
know about its priority.Poor visibility to work leads to ineffective decision making that impacts the
organization’s ability to improve internal capabilities. Under such circumstances where no one
knows about the positive impact of the improvement initiative, it becomes difficult to work on it. It
is, therefore, essential for the management to support the improvement initiative in every way
and make its importance visible to everyone. The management can perform the following tasks
to reinforce what is being done, why it is being done, and how it relates to the stated vision,
mission, goals, and objectives of the organization:
o Involving the stakeholders at all levels and addressing their needs
o Providing the appropriate information related to the improvement initiative to employees

Think and Work Holistically
focuses on working in an integrated way. To achieve this, the various activities of an organization
should focus on the delivery of value.
No work is done in isolation. Likewise, no service, practice, process, department, or supplier can
stand alone. Working as a separate entity cannot help them to produce the required outcome. They
have to work together in an integrated way to deliver the expected results. Handling the activities as
a whole that focus on the delivery of value can only help organizations to produce the required results
for its customers, and internal and external stakeholders
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Keep it Simple and Practical
Focuses on simplifying the complex work methods. To achieve this, identify and eliminate processes,
services, actions, or metrics that do not add any value to the outcome.
Organizations can simplify their complex system by reducing the
necessary steps to accomplish the objective(s). Always use outcomebased thinking to produce
practical solutions that deliver results.
Organizations usually try to provide a solution for every exception. In doing so, they ignore the
principle “Keep it Simple and Practical” and end up in developing complex work methods that neither
maximize outcomes nor minimize cost.

Aspects to Consider
Organizations should consider the following aspects when they are planning to bring simplicity to the
system.




Judging what to keep: Asking what contributes to value creation is the key to analyzing any
improvement initiative. It helps to understand how a practice, service, procedure, or process
contributes to creating value. One of the ways to achieve this is to start designing the
improvement initiative with a simple (uncomplicated) approach and adding the controls, activities,
or metrics based on their need.
Avoiding conflicting objectives: “When designing, managing, or operating practices, be
mindful of conflicting objectives. For example, the management of an organization may want to
collect a large amount of data to make decisions, whereas the people who must do the recordkeeping may want a simpler process that does not require as much data entry. Through the
application of this, and the other guiding principles, the organization should agree on a balance
between its competing objectives. In this example, this could mean that services should only
generate data that will truly provide value to the decisionmaking process, and record keeping
should be simplified and automated where possible to maximize value and reduce nonvalueadding work.
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Optimize and Automate
Focuses on optimizing the work carried out by its human and technical resources. To achieve this,
organizations should automate work to the possible extent that requires minimal human intervention.
Optimization helps organizations to maximize the value of work. It helps them to eliminate wasteful
and repetitive actions using the right technology. However, having a holistic view of how the various
parts of an organization work is essential. The four dimensions to service management can help
them in providing the holistic view considering the various constraints, resource types, and other
areas.
Technology enables organizations to scale up and use their human resources for complex decisionmaking. Please note that you cannot rely on technology without the required capability of human
intervention. Automating everything just for the sake of automation without any underlying reason
can lead to huge costs and reduced organizational robustness and resilience.

Aspects to Consider
Organizations should consider the following aspects when they are planning optimize the value of
work through automation.


Finding the right path to optimization: Organizations can optimize practices and services in
many ways. However, it requires the effective use of the concepts and practices described in
ITIL. The practices that organizations follow to optimize work to enhance performance can
be specific to ITIL, Lean, DevOps, Kanban and other sources.
The following points discuss the various steps in detail:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.



Understanding and agreeing the context in which the proposed optimization exists. This
includes agreeing the overall vision and objectives of the organization.
Assessing the current state of the proposed optimization to understand where it can be
improved and which improvement opportunities are likely to produce the biggest positive
impact.
Agreeing what the future state and priorities of the organization should be, focusing on
simplification and value. This typically also includes standardization of practices and
services, which will make it easier to automate or optimize further at a later point.
Ensuring the optimization has the appropriate level of stakeholder engagement and
commitment.
Executing the improvements in an iterative way, using metrics and other feedback to
check progress, stay on track and adjust the approach to the optimization as needed.
Continually monitoring the impact of optimization to identify opportunities to improve
methods of working.

Using automation: Automation is the process of using technology to maximize the value of work
with minimal human intervention. Organizations can find many opportunities for
automation that can help them to save costs, reduce human errors, and enhance employee
experience. In simple words, automation is the process of standardizing and streamlining manual
actions. As a result, the minimum need for human involvement to stop and evaluate each part of
a process leads to greater efficiency.
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Interaction among Principles
The ITIL guiding principles are not independent


You need to think about all of them, each time you need to
o Make a decision
o Prioritise work
o Review improvement opportunities
o Resolve a conflict

Guiding principles interact with each other. Therefore, always remember to recognize how they
depend on each other.
Organizations should not use just one or two of the principles, but should consider the relevance of
each of them and how they apply together. Not all principles will be critical in every situation, but
they should all be reviewed on each occasion to determine how appropriate they are.
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The Four Dimensions
To support a holistic approach to service management, ITIL defines four dimensions that collectively
are important for the effective and efficient facilitation of value. The four dimensions are depicted in
the figure.

While working on initiatives, organizations often start focusing on only one area, ignoring the others.
This may lead to expected results andloss of work and delays. Therefore, it is essential for
organizations to consider all dimensions of service management to work effectively.
These dimensions do not have sharp boundaries. Therefore, there is a probability of having
overlapping dimensions. For example, if members of the service desk team (organizations and
people) are being supplied by the third-party service provider, a special consideration must be give
to information security and the application of policies and procedures (information and technology).
In addition, you might find these dimensions interacting in unusual ways based on the level of
complexity and uncertainty in which an organization operates. If you fail to address any of the
dimensions, it can lead to undeliverable services and unmet expectations concerning quality or
efficiency
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The Four Dimensions and Service Value System
All four dimensions should be considered for the efficient working of the entire SVS. These four
dimensions represent perspectives which are relevant to the whole SVS, including the service value
chain and all ITIL practices.
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Organizations and People
The following figure depicts the key characteristics of the organizations and people dimension

Well-defined organizational Structure
Organizations need a well-defined structure to align their people with the overall organizational
strategy and operating model. To support the strategy and operating model, people need to have a
clear understanding of:
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Reporting Lines:
An organization should clearly define both the solid and dotted lines of responsibility. The
solid lines indicate the responsibility for employee activities, including administering discipline.
The dotted lines indicate a more limited level of responsibility and authority over others.



Roles and responsibilities
When an organization defines clear roles and responsibilities, it allows people to know about
expectations, such as how to behave, what to accomplish, and how to reach the goal. A clear
understanding also enables them to work together with fewer arguments and more creativity.



Systems of Authority
Depending on different types of responsibilities, people in an organization can have three types
of authority:
o

o
o



Line Authority:It is the most basic authority in an organization that allows managers to
direct the work of employees. The managers can make some decisions even without
consulting anyone. Line authority primarily includes managers who are responsible for
achieving the organizational objectives.
Staff Authority: Staff managers support line managers and other staff personnel by
assisting and advising them on improving their effectiveness to perform the required tasks.
Functional Authority: An organization provides functional authority to an employee or a
department to perform a particular job for a period of time. This type of rights deals with
processes, practices, policies, or matters related to activities of other departments.

Communication Model
Communication is the catalyst for a clear understanding of anything as it is all about sharing
information from one person to the other. The process that organizations follow for effective
communication is known as the communication model. Therefore, effective communication is
essential to have a clear understanding of reporting lines, roles and responsibilities, systems of
authority, and for other matters.
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Healthy organizational Culture
Culture is the way in which an organization carries out its work that creates shared values and
attitudes, which over time becomes the organizational culture.


Culture also includes the organization’s vision, values, norms, systems, symbols, language,
assumptions, beliefs, and habits

You cannot assure the effectiveness of an organization just by having a well-defined structure or
system of authority. The organization also needs a supporting culture that is competent enough to
meet the organizational objectives. Having such a culture is crucial for any organization and requires
leaders to educate and support values that encourage the people to work in desirable ways. You
can establish a healthy organizational culture by adopting the ITIL guiding principles.
People and organizational Skills and Competencies
People are a key resource of the organizations and people dimension. It is important to pay attention
not only to the skills and competencies of teams or individual members, but also to management
and leadership styles and communication and collaboration skills
People need to work on updating their skills and competencies not only for the organization but also
for their own growth.
The effectiveness of an organization is positively and directly related to their people’s motivation.
Therefore, it is essential for organizations to have updated management and leadership styles to
keep them motivated to be successful in their business.
It is essential for people to understand not only their role and specialization but those of others as
well. Therefore, organizations need to keep updating the communication and collaboration skills to
ensure clear transparency among individuals and between the different business processes.

Common objective
The business objective is the outcome that a business wants to accomplish. Therefore, organizations
should ensure whether their people clearly understand it or not.
People are the crucial resource of an organization, and it is essential for them to be on the same
stage. If they are not, the organizational effectiveness will suffer. Therefore, they should be clear
about their contribution to accomplishing the objective of creating value for the customers, partners,
and stakeholders.
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InformatIon and Technology






Information Management: Effectively managing the information is the primary way of
delivering value to the customers. It is the key output of almost every IT service consumed
by business customers. Let us consider the example of one of the services of Human
Resources (HR) to understand how they create value for its customers by managing
information. They create value by:
o Enabling the organization to access and maintain accurate information about its
employees, their employment, and their benefits
o Keeping employees’ data confidential by limiting the access to unauthorized
parties
Information Exchange: One of the aspects of the information and technology dimension is
how to exchange the information between different services and their components. Today, it
has become essential to keep optimizing the services considering the several factors, such
as availability, reliability, accessibility, timeliness, information accuracy, and information
exchange between services. As a result, clearly understanding the information architecture
that the services use is crucial.
Challenges of Information Management: The information and technology dimension also
focuses on the challenges of managing information. Many regulations exist that restrict
industries or countries from managing data using their standards, such as security and
regulatory compliance requirements. These requirements greatly influence the policies
and practices that organizations follow to manage information.

Technology
Almost every service today is based on information technology, and an organization can choose to
use technology anytime for its services or products. Therefore, they come up with many questions
when they choose to use technology.
Factors affecting Technology
An organization should consider many factors to choose the right technologies, such as
Organizational Culture and Nature of Business.

Organizational Culture
Some organizations always want to be on the
cutting edge of technology, and some like to go
with the traditional style of working. For example,
an organization might be excited to take
advantage of artificial intelligence technologies,
while another may barely be ready for dvanced
data analysis tools.

Nature of business
Organizations dealing with sensitive data,
such as government clients, finance, and life
sciences, usually have restrictions in using some
technologies. Due to high security concerns, they
cannot use open source and public services.
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Partners And Suppliers
The partners and suppliers dimension includes an organization’s relationships with other
organizations.






Almost every organization and every service depends to some extent on services provided
by other organizations. Therefore, they work with partners and suppliers to achieve the
organizational objective.
Partners and suppliers can be involved in every phase of product development or service
management, such as design, development, deployment, delivery, support, and continual
improvement.
Maintaining healthy relationships with partners and suppliers is, therefore, essential for
organizations to deliver the required value to the customers.

When dealing with suppliers, many factors can impact the overall strategy of the organization.











Strategic Focus: Some organizations prefer to focus on their core competencies and
outsource non-core supporting functions to third parties. Others want to be selfsufficient as possible and prefer to have full control over all important functions.
Corporate Culture: Changing the long-standing cultural bias is difficult due to a historical
preference for one approach over another.
Resource Scarcity: The lack of resources or required skill sets is a big problem for service
providers. It stops them from acquiring anything even without engaging with the partners.
Cost Concerns: The prime factor that affects decision-making is cost. Therefore, service
providers can go with sourcing a particular requirement from suppliers if they find it to
be a more economical deal.
Subject Matter Expertise: Service providers prefer to go with the supplier who is having
the expertise in the required field. Therefore, they do not try creating in-house subject
matter expertise.
External Constraints: Government regulations or policies, industry codes-of-conduct, and
social, political, or legal constraints also impact the supplier strategy.
Demand Patterns: The demand for services is seasonal and different in different situations.
It has a high degree of variability and the tendency to impact the external service providers
that organizations use to deal with the variable demand.
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Value Streams And Processes






The value streams and processes dimension focuses on the integration and coordination of
both the SVS in general and to specific products and services. It defines the
activities, workflows, controls and procedures needed to achieve agreed objectives.
In other words, the dimension focuses on the efficient organization of the various
activities to deliver value to stakeholders. Therefore, there is a need for an operating model
that effectively organizes the key activities to manage products and services.
ITIL provides service providers with such a model known as the ITIL service value chain. This
model can follow different patterns, and the patterns within the value chain operation are
called value streams.

Value Streams
A value stream is a series of steps that an organization uses to create and deliver products and
services to a service consumers. A value stream is a combination of the organization’s value chain
activities.
Characteristics of value Streams








Improved Performance: Value streams help improve the overall performance of an
organization. Therefore, it is essential to identify and understand the various value streams
of the organization.
Better understanding: Organizations should structure their service and product portfolios
based on value streams as it provides two primary benefits. First, it allows having
a clear understanding of what value does an organization deliver and how. Second, it helps
to make continual service improvements.
Increased Productivity: Value streams help organizations to analyze how they perform their
work. The analysis enables them to find waste in their current workflow, such as any
obstacles and non-value adding activities, and increase value-adding activities.
Continual Improvement: In consideration to varying demands, value streams should be
continually improved or refined to meet the organizational strategy and the objective in an
optimal way.

Processes
A process is a set of interrelated or interacting activities that transform inputs into outputs. Processes
define the sequence of actions and their dependencies. A process takes one or more defined inputs
and turns them into defined outputs. Processes are usually detailed in procedures, which outline
who is involved in the process, and work instructions, which explain how they are carried out.
Processes describe what should be done to accomplish the organizational objective, and improve
productivity within and across organizations. These processes indicate the detailed procedure,
including the work instructions and the people who will be involved.
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The ITIL Service Value System
The ITIL Service Value System (SVS) explains how the components and activities of the organization
work together as a system to enable value creation.




Each organization’s SVS interfaces with other organizations, forming an ecosystem that can
in turn facilitate value for those organizations, their customers, and other stakeholders.
The purpose of the SVS is to ensure that the organization constantly co-creates value with
all stakeholders through the use and management of products and services.
In order to function properly, a service management needs to work as a system. The ITIL
SVS describes the inputs to this system, the elements of this system, and the outputs
(achievement of organizational objectives and value for the organization).

The ITIL SVS provides the means to achieve organizational agility and resilience. Organizational
agility is required to support internal changes, and organizational resilience is required to thrive in
changing external circumstances.

The left side of the figure shows inputs (opportunity/demand) feeding into the SVS and the right side
of the figure shows output created for the organization, its customers, and other stakeholders. The
middle part of the figure shows the components of the ITIL SVS.
The main inputs to the SVS are opportunity and demand. Opportunities refer to options or
possibilities that can add value for customers and stakeholders or otherwise help the organization to
improve. Demand refers to the need for products and services among consumers.
Opportunity and demand generate activities within the ITIL SVS, which lead to the creation of value.
This value is the output/outcome of ITIL SVS. The value represents the perceived benefits,
usefulness, and importance of something. The ITIL SVS enables the creation of many different types
of value for a wide group of stakeholders.
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The ITIL SVS includes the following components:
Guiding principles: recommendations that guide organizations in all circumstances, regardless of
changes in its goals, strategies, type of work, or management structure.
Governance: the means by which an organization is directed and controlled.
Service value chain: a set of activities performed by an organization to deliver a valuable product
or services its consumers
Practices: a set of organizational resources designed to perform work or accomplish an objective.
Continual improvement: a recurring activity performed at all levels to ensure that an organization’s
performance continually meets stakeholders’ expectations.

The Service value Chain
The service value chain is the central element of SVS. The service value chain is an operating model
that defines the key activities required to respond to demand and enable value creation through the
formation and management of products and services.

The value chain activities represent the steps an organization takes to create value. Each activity
contributes to the value chain by converting specific inputs into outputs. The inputs may be demands
from outside the value chain or may be the outputs of other activities. In this way, activities interact
with each other wherein each activity receives and provides triggers for further actions to be taken.
To convert inputs into outputs, the value chain activities take different combinations of ITIL practices.
Each activity may use internal or third party resources, skills, and competencies from one or more
practices. “For example, the engage value chain activity might draw upon a number of practices
including supplier management, service desk management, relationship management and service
request management to respond to new demands for products and services, decisions, or
information from various stakeholders.”





All incoming and outgoing interactions with parties external to the service provider are
performed through Engage value chain activity.
All new resources are obtained through the Obtain/Build activity.
Planning at all levels is performed through the Plan activity.
Improvements at all levels are initiated and managed through the Improve activity.
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Creation, modification, delivery, maintenance and support of component, products
and services are performed in integrated and coordinated way between Design and
Transition, Obtain/Build and Deliver and Support activities.
Products and Services, Demand and Value are NOT value chain activities; they are SVS
components.

Plan is to ensure a shared understanding of the vision, current status and improvement direction for
all four dimensions and all products and services across the organization.
Improve is to ensure continual improvement of products, services, and practices across all value
chain activities and the four dimensions of service management
Engage is to provide a good understanding of stakeholder needs, transparency, and continual
engagement and good relationships with all stakeholders.
Design and Transition is to ensure that products and services continually meet stakeholder
expectations for quality, costs, and time-to-market.
Obtain/Build is to ensure that service components are available when and where they are needed,
and meet agreed specifications.
Deliver and Support is to ensure that services are delivered and supported according to agreed
specifications and stakeholders’ expectations

Value Stream
A value stream is a series of steps that an organization takes to create and deliver products and
services to a consumer. A value stream is a combination of the organization’s value chain activities





Organizations create service value streams to carry out specific tasks, or respond to
particular situations.
Service value streams are specific combinations of activities and practices, and each
one is designed for a particular scenario.
Each value stream is a different combination of value chain activities and practices.
Once designed, value streams should be subjected to continual improvement.
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The ITIL 4 Create, Deliver and Support section provides information and guidance across a number
of areas that are required to build and maintain a broad ‘professional’ portfolio – collaboration, strong
and positive culture, integrated teams and employee satisfaction.
This section provides an understanding on how to integrate different value streams and activities to
create, deliver and support IT-enabled products and services. It specifically focuses on two value
streams:



Value stream for a new service
Value stream for user support

The section also discusses the techniques to prioritize work and methods to manage work.

The ITIL 4 Create, Deliver and Support section includes the following four modules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ITSM Professionalism
Resource Planning and Management
How to Create, Deliver, and Support
Prioritize and Manage Work
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ITSM Professionalism
This module focuses on a number of areas that are required to build and maintain a comprehensive
professional portfolio for professionals in the service management domain. These different areas
may be quite familiar, but it is important to understand them from the perspective of ITIL 4. ITIL 4
highlights these areas as of special importance for success in service management and lays special
focus on understanding and practical application of a wide set of knowledge and guidance.
This module re-enforces the learning about these important key areas. It is suggested to use this
module as initial learning and reference points on which to build longer term knowledge and expertise
in each of the specific areas as needed.
Module Topics








Organizational Structures
Collaborative Culture
Capabilities, Roles and Competencies
Team Culture
Customer-Oriented Mindset
Employee Satisfaction Measurement
Positive Communication

Organizational Structures
There are various types of organizational structures used across all organizations. These different
organizational structures vary significantly in approach.

In order to improve and build effective new ways of working and to successfully drive change and
improvement, it is essential to understand how an organization is structured and how it currently
operates. Traditionally, organizational structures have generally been functional and hierarchical in
nature, with military style lines of command and control. In such structures, a defined leader sits at
the top of the organization with various subordinates and sub levels underneath.
Some high-level of examples of structures of organizations include functional, divisional, matrix, and
flat.

Functional Structure
The functional structure typically represents hierarchical arrangements of lines of authority and how
work is managed across different management levels. With this structure, the organization may be
divided into different groups based on functional areas such as marketing, human resources, and IT.
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Divisional
Organizations with divisional structures arrange their activities around market, product or
geographical groups. Each division may have its functional units, such as sales, marketing,
electronics and profit and loss accounting.

Matrix
In a matrix structure, reporting relationships are set up as a grid or matrix with pools of people who
can move across teams as needed. In this structure, the employees often have dual reporting
relationships - generally to both a functional manager and a product manager.

Flat
The flat structure aims to remove hierarchies of authority and management. This structure can be
useful to remove barriers of decision making that can slow down progress. However, as
organizations grow and more teams are required to manage specific responsibilities, this structure
can become challenging to maintain.

Emerging organizational Structures
Adoption of flexible and responsive ways of working, such as Agile and DevOps, have led to adoption
of new approaches to organizational structure, which is more servant and cross-functional. This type
of structure generally involve applications of matrix and flat structures

The Agile and DevOps approaches requires cross-functional, autonomous teams, with a pool of
resources. The pool of resources include people with different specialization, who can be assigned
and re-assigned to different teams without delays of recruitment, onboarding and training.
The formation of organizational structure based on cross-functional teams can be a major change
and may involve challenges as this requires an organization to transition from functional and
hierarchical models of working to a more fluid and in some cases potentially conflicting areas of
responsibility and management.
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Servant Leadership
Servant Leadership is a model where managers support people in cross functional teams to achieve
organizational goals
The Servant Leadership style of leadership is based on two key principles:



Managers are there to meet the needs of the organization, first and foremost (not just
their individual teams).
Managers are there to ‘serve’ and support the people working for them by ensuring that they
have the relevant resources and organizational support to get their jobs done.

“If you’re thinking of moving to a cross-functional servant model, use the ITIL guiding principles to
help you decide. This will involve major organizational and cultural change. “
The Servant Leadership style aims to shift from the process-centric management and teams, who
may work to ensure that their area of responsibility is covered, without considering the broader
perspective of how work is managed across all teams and ultimately how this affects customer
experience and business outcomes. The Servant Leadership style inspires teams to collaborate and
utilise the help of the leader to become more cohesive and productive. The Servant Leadership style
can be implemented in various ways, however the approach is key.
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Collaborative Culture
Collaboration
Collaboration refers to “the action of working with someone to produce or create something. From a
business perspective, collaboration can be perceived as practice for individuals to work together for
achieving a common, shared goal or objective.”

Cooperation
Cooperation “is working with others to achieve your goals, which may be part of a common goal.
Collaboration can be effective with the active and passive participation of all individuals and teams.
With just cooperation, we often end up with silos. This may result in the achievement of the individual
group goals; however, the organizational goals may not be achieved.
For cooperation to become collaboration, it is important to understand how all of the individuals and
teams are successful and what is their value in contributing to the success. This requires that the
goals and KPIs of all the individuals and teams are shared and integrated, and not just aligned.
Collaboration

Cooperation

Work together towards a shared goal

Different goals can lead to silo working

Shared and integrated goals

Aligned goals

Everyone succeeds or fails together

Individuals and teams succeed or fail
independently

Goals and resources aligned in real time

Cooperative, friendly, willing to share information

Technology is necessary but not sufficient

Technology is necessary but not sufficient

Needs respect, trust and transparency

Less need for trust and transparency

Needs multi-channel communication

Needs effective communication

Everyone needs to understand how they

Everyone needs to understand their own role

contribute to the big picture
Need to understand PESTLE factors for all
stakeholders

Need to understand PESTLE factors for own role

Whom to Collaborate with
Depending on the type of service that an organization offers, there can be multiple stakeholders service consumer, service providers, service provider employees, shareholders - to consider.
For effective collaboration, it is important to identify and understand the role and perspectives each
stakeholder plays in achieving the goals. For all stakeholders to understand their responsibilities and
impact in achieving the goal, it is critical to ensure that goals, objectives, and KPIs are aligned and
integrated to the goal.

Characteristics of Collaborative relationships





All stakeholders adapt and adjust their individual goals to a shared goal.
Listening and appreciative inquiry skills.
Transparent, open, and honest communication, constructive feedback (no blaming) and
meeting commitments.
All stakeholders understand the prioritization or any change in prioritization and the rationale
for it
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The communication of shared outcomes, the roles and responsibilities defined for each
team in achieving shared outcomes, and how the outcomes contribute to the success of
the organization.

Collaboration requires that all stakeholders adapt and adjust their individual goals to a shared goal.
In practical terms, collaboration is about the relationships between people and across organizations.
For effective collaboration among different stakeholders, the stakeholders should understand how
they will work together. The key attributes that are important for collaboration among stakeholders
are respect, trust, and transparency.
Collaboration requires active listening. Active listening means listening and exhibiting appreciative
inquiry skills. For all stakeholders to trusteach other, it is required to understand what is being said
and the ask questions to understand how the activities of the service value chain contribute to
outcomes. To achieve this, we must understand the factors that affect the four dimensions:
environmental, political, economic, social, technology, and legal, for each of the partners and
stakeholders.
Collaboration and relationship building requires transparent, open, and honest communication,
constructive feedback (no blaming) and meeting commitments. Effective and multi-channel
communication
is
critical.
Stand-ups,
face-to-face,
clarifications,
assumptions,
confirmation/restatements, and respect and trust for each person is needed.
Collaboration requires that all stakeholders understand the prioritization or any change in
prioritization and the rationale for it. Once the organization goals are clear and individuals goals are
shared, it is important for everyone to understand what others need to meet their commitments.
Collaboration requires the communication of shared outcomes, the roles and responsibilities defined
for each team in achieving shared outcomes, and how the outcomes contribute to the success of the
organization. It may be that there is an assumption that only some stakeholders may know or be in
a position to know the reasons for a change or a changed outcome. This can be the basis for poor
communications and a dysfunctional working relationship. This demonstrates a lack of awareness
of all other stakeholder’s needs or if some individuals are not considered important enough to receive
feedback. An such assumption should be avoided and attempt should be made to explicitly make
contact and engage with all stakeholders.

Different nature of work for Teams
Behavioural science enables to define a piece of work underpinning the operation of a service or
product as either algorithmic or heuristic.
Algorithmic tasks
An algorithmic task involves a person

Heuristic work
Heuristic work is fundamentally more

following a defined process, driven by a set of dependent on human inventiveness. ’Heuristic’
established instructions, along a consistent involves enabling a person to discover or learn
pathway until the work is concluded.
something for themselves.
Follows a defined process, with established Depends on human understanding and
instructions
intervention
Follow the rules

Learn or discover what is needed

Clear inputs, outputs, instructions, and

Needs flexibility, information, knowledge and
experience

branches
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Reassignment and handover between teams Collaboration,
where needed
appropriate
People doing the work may recognise
opportunities to improve how it is done. This
should be part of their role.

swarming

and

DevOps

often

New insights can be recorded for future use,
moving some work to algorithmic

Capabilities, Roles And Competencies
Changing Competences in IT Service management
In IT Service Management, there is a requirement of wider definition of skills, competencies and
areas of work, reflecting the changes in teams and organizational structures.



Newer roles require more flexibility and regular change
Many IT and ITSM roles now require business skills such as
o Ability to manage and motivate a team
o Relationship management
o Negotiation
o Supplier and contract management

The roles in IT and technology have been changing rapidly. The traditional roles followed specific
technical capabilities and were related to clearly defined areas of work in the development and
operations areas. The traditional roles are being constantly replaced by new roles and job
specification. The rapid and constant changes in roles and job specification, in many cases, results
in candidates simply updating CVs to reflect new buzzword roles, rather than to change or develop
their capabilities. It has also become challenging for organizations to build career paths for their
people when roles and job requirements are constantly changing.
In IT Service Management, there is a requirement of wider definition of skills, competencies and
areas of work, reflecting the changes in teams and organizational structures. The shift from
hierarchical structures to matrix-managed cross functional teams has also opened up the definition
of new roles. ITSM professionals are now expected to have a wider set of competencies for which
they can demonstrate capability, experience and qualifications, where possible. Many of these skills
are ‘business skills’ which could be obtained from other areas of work. Many of these skills have
been used successfully by professionals for some years – the key is that these are now being
highlighted and recognised as of equal importance to technical and framework skills and
qualifications. These skills include managing and motivating a team, relationship management,
negotiating skills, supplier and contract management. IT and technology organizations may look for
the recruitment of future roles to people with these areas of experience, either more than the
technical skills or along with the technical skills.
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Let us analyse some examples of complementary competencies needed to be fully effective in
service management. Many of these skills are considered as ‘soft’ or personal skills – although, in
fact, the delivery of these can be challenging and difficult to find.

Communications Skills
The communication skills represent the ability to establish good working relationships with a variety
of stakeholders at a number of levels, using different techniques. This includes verbal and written
communications, different media, and using appreciate language and tone. Good communications
is not just an additional skill to possess – it is vital to ensure good and positive relations with coworkers, customers, and all other stakeholders.

Market and Organizational Knowledge
As the distinction between the traditionally separate IT and business roles and teams is getting
reduced, the nature of technology roles by definition needs to become more aware of the business
and market sector of their organization. Technology people should be aware of developments in their
market, with competitors, relative costs and capabilities.

Management and Administration
Service management professionals also requires management, delegation, documentation and
logistical skills. Much of the work in this area involves holding people together, agreeing on actions
and providing useful and practical documentation to support this. Good managers are expected to
build successful teams, hire suitable people and manage and help the team members to develop
their careers.

Leadership Skills
Leadership involves the ability to influence, motivate and support people in their work. Leaders are
not only managers – great leaders are people who show initiative, take ownership and empathise
with and inspire others to get things done. When building teams, it is important to include some
leaders who possess these skills and create a great working culture.
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Business and Commercial Skills
Most technology environments involve a mixture of suppliers and commercial relationships. Service
managers are required to use a number of commercial skills to specify, buy, negotiate and manage
these relationships. Skills and procurement and contract management are in high demand.
Budgeting and financial management are also key service management requirements and useful to
write and sell a successful business case. There is also often a need to produce promotional
‘marketing’ materials and also to present and ‘sell’ the service – whether as an internal or external
capacity.

Relationship Management Skills
Relationship management has developed as a skill-set for professionals who act as a point of contact,
liaison, demand capture and value demonstration between business, customer and supplier groups.
The role of “Relationship Manager/Professionals’ has become more clearly defined as an active
liaison and synchroniser for information,
feedback, demand and progress between parties. This role also play back requirements and
feedback to relevant groups to ensure a smooth flow of information and actions.

Innovation
A business and entrepreneurial mindset is becoming a prevalent requirement, even within internal
service management organizations. This is required to identify new ways of working, delivering
services and solving problems, which may exploit new technologies or also which may involve
creative and innovative thinking and customer interaction.

Generalist or ‘T-Shaped’
Traditional organizations generally looked for individuals that were typically viewed as either
generalists or specialists. Today, this viewpoint is changed and organizations are now looking for
people to be T-Shaped, Pi (π) Shaped, or Comb (Ш) shaped.

A T-shaped individual is an expert in one area and knowledgeable of other areas. For example, a
developer or tester who also possesses knowledge of marketing.
A Pi-shaped individual is strong in two areas and knowledgeable of other areas. For example, an
individual can be both a designer and developer and also possesses good testing skills.
A Comb-shaped individual is strong in more than two areas and knowledgeable of other. For
example, an individual can both gather requirements, design, and develop and has a good
knowledge of the adjacent areas.
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Team Culture
A team culture is made up of the values, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours shared by a team.
Team culture reflects how people work together towards a common goal and how they treat each
other. In an effective team culture, members recognize the work of their team in the context of their
organization’s strategic plan and success goals. Teams understand where their work fits in the total
context of the organization’s mission, goals, principles, vision, and values. Teams feel that they are
part of something bigger than themselves and tend to experience increased engagement and work
satisfaction.
Team members understand why using teams will help their organization attain its business goals—
and how they can attain their personal goals through effective participation. Team members also
understand that some of their problems relate to how they interact and relate to each other, and that
their challenge as individuals and as a team is to remove the obstacles to success.

Strong and Positive Culture
Strong, Positive Culture:





Team members collaborate, share knowledge and communicate.
Team members feel confident, speak up and take challenges.
Beneficial for organization as a whole as well as for each individuals’ personal
growth.
Organizations exhibit empowered autonomous environment.

Organizations need strong, collaborative teams at all levels






Mutually responsible for shared outcomes
Strong and agreed shared vision
Giving and receiving feedback
Understand their impact on each other
Continually learning and improving, removing barriers to success

A good culture is one in which team members collaborate, share knowledge, communicate and,
most importantly, support one another. When people feel supported, they feel safe and are more
likely to do great things. Positive supportive culture is like having a safety net that allows everyone
to ask questions, have confidence, speak up and take on challenges. A strong and positive culture
is beneficial not only for organization, but it benefits each individuals’ personal growth. Organizations
with strong culture exhibit empowered autonomous environment where people feel empowered to
act and do the right thing.
On the other hand, organizations with weak culture feel the need for a vast amount of heavy, precise
rules and processes. This leads to a permission-based autocratic culture. This type of broken culture
can be realized through the way people deliver service or interact with each other or in the products
being delivered - disjointed, not integrated, unfit for use.

Cultural fit
Cultural fit is the ability for employees to comfortably work in an environment that is in line with their
own beliefs, values, and needs.
An employee that is considered a good cultural fit is more likely to enjoy their work and workplace,
commit long term, and be more productive and engaged. When hiring for a good cultural fit, it is
important to be conscious of bias. It is natural to incline towards like-minded people with similar
personality or beliefs and this may produce homogenous teams and culture that are less likely to
grow and be suitable for change and development.
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Good culture is supported by a good diverse approach. Diversity is needed in teams as each
experience will strengthen and add value to the team – each individual can help others with
complementary experiences, perspectives, skills and capabilities.

Guidelines for Strong Team Culture

Evolving a positive team culture starts with identifying the current state of the team, the desired
outcome, and future state that is desired for the team. Let us analyse some guidelines for a positive
team culture.

Creating a ‘bigger vision’ around great team culture
To belong to a team, individuals will need a desire to belong and contribute. So, it is important for
any leader to clearly articulate a vision and how the team will achieve it. The ‘bigger vision’ of the
team has to be continually reinforced. Leaders need visibly and continually infuse this sense of
purpose for the continued growth and productivity of the team. A compelling purpose is a key element
in building a strong team. Generally, this will involve a holistic view of the objectives of the overall
organization, and how the work of the team supports this.

Meeting regularly
Regular meetings will build rapport, encourage productivity, and bring the importance of improving
the team to the forefront. The meetings should be scheduled in advance and everyone should be
made aware with the agenda before the meeting begins. These meetings should focus on discussing
problems and finding the solutions; they should also be an opportunity to build relationships. The
value is in having the meeting, regularly and as promised.

Creating leaders, more than managers
A good team culture emphasizes mentorship over management. Cultivating leadership will play an
important role in establishing the culture of the team. Team members should be mentored on how
to give constructive feedback that encourages productivity. Leaders, managers, and all team
members should together facilitate and participate in improvement efforts. The best way to teach
leadership is through example. Good leaders give people their time, support team members clearly
and patiently, and considers everyone important and believe that everyone has something to offer.

Encouraging informal teams
Sometimes more work can be accomplished through informal teams than formal ones. It is useful to
encourage informal teams that emerge, particularly as issues often fall across organizational
reporting lines. An efficient organization involves and encourages employees to resolve problems
and concerns themselves, without escalating every decision to top management.

Cross-training employees
Training about others jobs helps the employees to understand how different areas of the organization
work. This will enable them to make good decisions that benefit the organization as a whole, rather
than solely their own department or group. Employees should be given opportunities to learn from
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other people’s jobs. Some organizations also use the practice of switching employees’, including
managers, roles on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. For example, if top executives spend a few
days working on the front lines with customers or directly with your product, they will have a new
appreciation for what the employees go through on the job.

Integrating socially
It is important for everyone to spend some time to get to know people personally. People will work
and support each other better if they trust and understand each other better. Developing personal
relationships and getting to know people behind their work persona helps to build understanding of
their strengths, weaknesses, and skills.

Providing feedback
To help teams improve continually, proactive, constructive feedback is one of the best ways. The
feedback does not need to be formal or complicated. Feedback is often more impactful when it is
informal and a natural part of an ongoing dialogue. No two people are the same and The method for
delivering feedback should not be the same for every person. This is another reason why it is
important to develop relationships with team members; when people share trust they will take
suggestions to heart from each other.

Promoting a culture of learning
Promoting a culture of learning where every person is encouraged to continue expanding their skill
sets can be done by providing access to ongoing training and personal development. The expansion
of online learning has made this much easier for people to learn on their own time, at their own pace.
Encouraging ongoing learning and goal achievement will help to prevent team members from
becoming complacent or bored in their positions. It will also allow them to learn new skills which will
add value to the team and workplace as a whole.

Measuring Culture
If you work on creating a strong team culture, it is to be measured as part of a continuous
improvement exercise.
Business or operational performance measured by improvements in sales, profit, efficiency, cost,
customer value, and successful delivery outcomes and other measures such as customer retention,
market position, industry awards and recognition reflect that the organization is apparently working
and being successful at what it does.
From an internal perspective, it is also important to check that the organizational goals are not being
delivered at great cost in terms of employees’ well-being. Poor culture can be identified through high
indicators of mental health, staff sickness and attrition issues.
Companies in the industrial revolution might have been successful in earning profit, but may fail to
provide a pleasant experience for many of its employees. There should be careful consideration
given to monitoring morale and employee happiness and satisfaction with their work. It is important
to monitor other people-based indicators of value (or of issues). These can include employee
satisfaction, customer satisfaction, regular one-to-one meetings, suggestion schemes, social
interaction, and team-based morale calculators.

Developing a Team Culture
Following a merger of two organizations, the two respective IT departments are also merging. The
IT director is concerned that the different departments are wary of each other, and want to overcome
a “them and us” atmosphere.
Brainstorm to identify actions that can help to develop a team culture
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Customer-Oriented Mindset
Customer orientation
Customer orientation is defined as an approach to sales and customerrelations in which an
organization focuses on helping customers to meet their long-term needs and wants.


Management and employees align their individual and team objectives around satisfying and
retaining customers.

The success of an organization is dependent on the way in which it anticipates the wishes and needs
of its customers. Customer orientation essentially means observing the wishes and needs of the
customer, anticipating them and then acting accordingly. Customer orientation is based on a service
mindset. Service mindset is an outlook that focuses on creating customer value, loyalty and trust.
An organization with service mindset aims to go beyond simply providing a product or service. It
focusing on creating a positive and enduring inscription in its customers’ or prospects’ mind. To do
this, an organization has to care about the customers’ or prospects’ experience and work
continuously to improving the customer experience.
Gaining understanding into the expectations and satisfaction of customers enables organizations to
find new ways to deliver and improve services. Monitoring customer satisfaction provide insight into
the information that makes it possible improve the way services are delivered. When the organization
understands what customers are or are not satisfied with, clear objectives and improvements can be
implemented.
Customer orientation should be an important focus of an employee or team. Studies have also shown
that satisfied, loyal and committed employees are more enthusiastic towards customers, which
ultimately leads to more satisfied, loyal and committed customers. This relationship is part of the
(profit) value chain. Business relationship
managers, service desk staff and service owners are front-line communicators of an organization’s
customer-orientation. As a result, efforts to implement customer-orientation strategies should include
a strong training component for front-line employees who work in the customer contact or cross
functional roles. This also requires staff to be empowered to use a wider range of individual initiatives
to solve customer problems.

Customer experience
Customer orientation puts the customer at the beginning, centre and end of every transaction. It
shifts the organization’s focus from the product to the customer.
This approach requires that organization must have a deep understanding of the customer’s needs
and expectations. It also requires that everyone in the organization has an important part to play
when it comes to customer service and retention.
Organizations must have the capability to deliver the strategy that supports customer orientation.
There are some steps that can help an organization become customer oriented:
1. Create a customer value proposition (CVP): Determine at the strategic level the sum total
of benefits, which are promised to be delivered to the customer, in return for their loyalty.
2. Map the customer experience journey: Consider the whole end-to-end experience of dealing
with the service organization, seen from the customer or user’s perspective. Touchpoints
need to be coordinated and modified from the customers’ perspective and not from
service organizations’ perspective.
3. recruit customer-friendly individuals: Individuals should be hired for their attitude and should
be trained for skills involving empathy, good communication and problem-solving abilities.
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4. Treat employees well: If the employees feel good at work, they will deal with the customers
in a more customer-friendly way.
5. Empower staff: The customer-facing teams have the authority to resolve most customer
complaints without further escalation. The silo mentality should be avoided by encouraging
different departments and functions to work closely together.
6. Provide training to the team: The front-line as well as backoffice staff should be provided
appropriate training to help them understand the customers’ expectations, product and
industry they support. They should also be provided training on the soft skills, including
communications and teamwork.
7. Walk the talk: Senior management must embrace the customer service concept.
Organizations with the best customer-orientatedculture value ‘servant leadership’ where
senior managers exist to provide guidance and direction, but the employees are empowered
to make decisions on their own.
8. Listen to the Voice of the Customer (VoC): An honest appraisal of progress from customers
is critical. This can be achieved by conducting surveys, having direct meetings and by
gathering customer comments.
9. use a broad set of feedback data: Balanced scorecards of metrics, such as key business
outcome delivery, customer satisfaction, net promoter score or service availability, can
measure performance across a range of customer experience elements to drive
improvements.

Employee Satisfaction Measurement
Employee Feedback
Employee needs and expectations continue to change, so organizations need to conduct employee
satisfaction measures that gather regular feedback, to understand how well they are meeting
employee needs and expectations.
The true potential of an organization can only be realized when the productivity of employees and
teams are aligned, and their activities are integrated to achieve the goals of the organization. The
needs and expectations of the employees continue to change, so organizations need to conduct
employee satisfaction measures to understand how well they are meeting the needs and
expectations of employees.

Gathering Employee Feedback
Components for collecting and managing employee feedback






Employee satisfaction surveys
One-to-one meetings
Unstructured meetings
Reviewing sickness and attrition levels
Staff-driven metrics

The most common component employee satisfaction surveys can measure many attributes including
leadership, culture, organizational climate, culture, organizational structure, and job activities. The
employee surveys can be locally or at organizational level. The employee satisfaction surveys should
be used to baseline current satisfaction level and to identify actions that will increase employee
commitment and trust, which directly impacts the ability of an organization to achieve its goals.
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The regular one-to-one meetings are another good source of feedback, depending on the
relationship between parties. Meetings can provide more granular detail than surveys in a natural
way.
The unstructured meetings are often the best way to get real honest information. The unstructured
formats are used for much of the real conversations that happen in organizations.
The reviewing sickness and attrition levels help to highlight any high levels of sickness or staff
movement of a team. Monitoring these levels and identifying any changes is a useful technique to
monitor for any issues.
As staff driven metrics, some organizations let their teams submit their own ‘morale indicators’ on a
regular basis. This involves team members discussing and agreeing on a regular ‘score’ that reflects
their overall morale. This can be useful to standardise opinions, although this can be challenging in
teams with strong or influential individuals.
The key elements in collecting employee feedback should include:




Confidentiality: People should feel able to speak their mind without fear of any negative
consequences.
Support and understanding: Honest feedback will be given when the response is trusted.
People should feel that their opinions and voices will be listed to and taken seriously.
Call to action: Employees also need to know that their comments will be acted upon and
initiate some activities or changes. Future inputs will not be open if it is clear that opinions
are ignored.

Employee Surveys
When conducting an employee satisfaction survey, following components need to be considered for
a successful survey process:




Who is the sponsor of the employee satisfaction survey?
What is the purpose of the employee satisfaction survey?
What does the leadership team need and want to know?

Before designing the actual survey, the organization needs to understand what and who they want
to survey.
Once the organization understands the purpose of the employee satisfaction survey, it can design
the survey questions, ensuring that the necessary attributes are addressed in the questions. The
most common attributes measured in employee satisfaction surveys
include:












Overall satisfaction
Employee retention (likelihood of remaining)
Satisfaction with the organization’s services and products
Effectiveness of communication within the organization
Understanding of organizational goals, objectives, vision
Trust within the organization
Relationships with management and colleagues
Competitiveness of salary and benefits
Job structure, training, advancement, performance management
The level of trust and respect throughout the organization
The sample size and how will the data be collected should be determined. The data in
employee satisfaction surveys is typically nominal (categorical) data and ordinal data.
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The surveys should include a mix of open-ended questions (opinions, emotions, attitudes) that allow
users to explain or provide a narrative and closed questions (data, stats, facts). The people taking
the survey expect that in response to survey, someone will respond to their comments/questions.
Organizations conducting the survey should ask the individual completing open-ended questions if
they want someone to contact them. A test of the questions to a limited audience is often done to
verify that the survey instrument meets the needs of the organization and the audience.
Once the questions have been designed and tested, the survey is conducted. Adequate time must
be allowed for employees to complete the employee satisfaction survey. As the surveys are
completed, the results are compiled, the data is analysed, and summarized, usually by
categorizations (nominal data). The results may be compared to previous surveys, targets,
geographic regions, other categorizations, or to other organizations.
One challenge for organizations conducting surveys is about presenting the results and
corresponding actions based on the analysis of the results. The top four motivation factors for people
at work are achievement, recognition, responsibility, interesting work.
The actions identified to increase the rating for any of the attributes should take these motivation
factors into account.
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Positive Communication
Value of Positive Communication
Human interaction and communication keep the real people stand apart and ahead of the machines.
Good communication is about being human.
There are increasing areas where technology advancement can achieve results that humans could
never do. Still, most working projects, teams, initiatives and organizations still require productive,
positive interaction between people in order to succeed. In certain situations, a human being on a
service desk plays a lot more importance, than a technology or a tool, when a customer need a direct
communication with a person. Good communication is about being human and being efficient,
responsive, professional and effective. Good communication is about establishing positive
relationships that avoid problems and stress and which are the basis for the success of the services
that are delivered.
The ability to communicate effectively is a key business skill, which is also fundamental to success
in service management. Some of the reasons why communication is a key skill for service
management:
1. Service management, sales and customer support roles depend on building positive
relationships, which include trust, empathy, proximity and shared goals. In many cases, this
requires a recognition of the intellectual and emotional needs of those with whom we interact.
2. Service Management professionals require the ability to collaborate and manage
relationships both with co-workers and team members – for collaboration and to achieve
business goals.
3. Service management need to be able to build and maintain effective, positive relationships
with customers, quickly and efficiently.
4. It is required that things are done as planned for our projects or service operations. This is
ensured by having good communication and ensuring that there is no failure due to missed
or mixed messages, inadequate information or unclear and contradictory expectations.
5. Good communication enables people to question, probe and be curious about issues and
how to make improvements. Communication enables people are also needed to read
situations, perhaps with changing perspectives and to react quickly when there are gaps and
potential issues.

Anatomy of Service desk Interaction
The service desk analyst (SDA) has to analyse and react in in three different ways:




Emotional: The SDA may need to recognise the frustrated, angry, confused, and emotional
behaviour of customers and help them accordingly.
Business: The SDA needs to be able to understand that business impact, risk and issues
being reported, in order to act with appropriate priority and urgency.
Technical: The SDA needs to diagnose the technical issue and be able to act accordingly to
resolve or escalate this, as needed.

Whilst there are interactive robotic chat and natural language systems in use that can handle some
of the issues, the ability to manage this at a human to human level is still not available. Many tasks
for call centres can be automated, although this is due to the predictability and repetitive nature of
these incoming queries. This is not the case in IT support and service desk interactions where there
are literally 1000s of potential scenarios that might arise. People are still best placed to carry out the
multi-functional activities of understanding, making emotional contact, and getting the technical issue
resolved in line with business needs.
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Communication Principles
Fundamental principle required for good communication:
1. Communication is a two-way process: Successful communication means exchange of
information and ideas between 2 or more parties.
2. We are all communicating, all the time: People give off messages about their mood, attitude
and emotional state through use of language, tone of voice, body language, dress and
manners.
3. Timing and frequency matters: Successful communications needs to take into account when
is the best time to make contact and also when is not.
4. There is no single method of communicating that works for everyone: It is important to
recognise and make use of different preferences and methods used by those with whom we
interact.
5. The message is in the media: Choose an appropriate way that is appropriate to the
importance of the message that is being communicated.
People at work need to communicate regularly and effectively with other human beings, so a rounded
set of communication skills – verbal, written and collaborative - is a must. It is important to remember
thatcommunication requires an acknowledgement of the perspective of the other person. Good
communication involves being flexible enough to use appropriate content and tone in order to
achieve the desired objective.

Good Communication in ITSM
For good communication in ITSM, follow points should be considered:
1. Service management professional interact with customers and other stakeholders; so they
must be professional and positive in their interaction and communication.
2. When working with to discuss service level agreements (SLAs) and services, the service
management professional should focus on listening and understanding the needs to other
party.
3. User escalation emails and customer satisfaction surveys should not always be automated.
4. For coordinating the issuing of communiques and project updates, a small team or an
individuals should ensure that messages are appropriate in content, context and timing.
5. Documents should include simple and short information.

The nature of ITSM means that it needs to be embraced by a large and disparate group of
stakeholders, including customers, users, service desk team, and other teams and managers. All of
these will hold the value of ITSM and therefore it is important to actively solicit feedback from all
parties.
The way the service management professional interact with customers has a very high impact on
forming the image of the whole department and organization. All IT workers create an image of their
team before other stakeholders and so must be aware of the need to be professional and positive in
their interactions. Delays can cost customer downtime and goodwill; to deal with such situations,
proactive communication is often needed to ensure that escalations work effectively.
When meeting with users and customers to discuss requirements, service level agreements (SLAs)
and services, it is essential that IT people do not dive into ‘solution mode’. A key part of human
interaction is listening and being seen to be listening, to acknowledge the other party and their needs.
This helps to built trust and foster a constructive and effective relationship.
User escalation emails and customer satisfaction surveys must also be carefully considered.
Sometimes, the issuing of these can be automated, which can be mistakenly regarded as good
communicating, When in fact it is disliked and ignored by customers.
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Everyone or most people in a team have the responsibility of sending out updates and following up,
if required, for updates and actions. It is useful to coordinate the issuing of communiques and project
updates through a small team or an individual who should ensurethat messages are appropriate in
content, context and timing. In such situations, the ‘brevity’ approach is expected to work well. People
will be more likely to read and perhaps comprehend updates if they are rare in frequency and short
and simple in content.
For effective documentation, keep documents (such as monthly reports, project reports, SLAs and
processes) simple and short. The documents should include only the information that is needed or
useful. Jargon, legalese and technical terms, which are usually of no interest or confusing to non-IT
people, should not be included documentation and discussions with these audiences.
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Resource Planning And Management



Workforce Planning
Results Based Measuring and Reporting

Workforce Planning
Workforce – the human resources - is possibly the most important asset of most organizations.
Workforce planning is understanding how human resources of an organization will be used to meet
your organizations business’ goals.

Workforce Planning and Talent management
Workforce planning and talent management defines a set of specific workforce strategies for
recruiting, retaining, developing, and managing employees.

Workforce and Talent Management Practice
The purpose of the workforce and talent management practice is to enable organization, leaders,
and managers to focus on creating an effective and actionable people strategy (analysing the current
workforce, determining future workforce needs, identifying the gap between the present and the
future, and implementing solutions) so that the organization can achieve its mission, goals, and
strategic objectives.”
The scope of workforce planning and talent management include:




Strategies for recruiting, retaining, developing, and managing employees
Understanding how human resources will be used to meet business goals
Understanding about required numbers of staff as well as skills and competence

The workforce planning should be applicable at multiple levels, from whole organization to a single
project and for all capabilities - new and changed services and support. workforce and Talent
management and Service value Chain
Workforce and talent management is itself a service value network, with service value chains and
clearly defined inputs, outputs, and outcomes.

The activities of workforce and talent management can be identified in relation of the activities of
Service Value Chain activities:


Plan: Managers must understand the required skills for current and future projects and the
required turnover. Also, the managers should understand the service portfolio necessary for
them to develop their training plans. There are strategic, tactical, and operational activities in
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planning to ensure that the necessary resources for the new and improved services are not
only identified, but also future skills, abilities, and knowledge needed to ensure that
the organization has the necessary competencies to meet future business needs are
addressed.
Improve: Talent management needs to understand the tools, frameworks, and
methodologies that will be adopted to meet the requirements as well as the governance of
the services. Talent management must work with leadership to understand the strategic
direction of the organization and how it plans to meet both the tactical and operational plans
of the organization - development, testing and validation, operations, training, and support.
Engage: Workforce and talent management works closely with the relationship management,
business analysis, capacity management, organizational change management, knowledge
management, service level management, service request management, supplier
management, monitoring and event management, and service desk practices to understand
and forecast changing service demand requirements, and how this will impact and direct
workforce planning and talent management activities.
Design and transition: Understanding the competencies needed to support Agile, DevOps
and other standards, frameworks, and methodologies is required to identify gaps identified
and accordingly define the training plans. The concept of T-shaped and pi-shaped
people is often applied in the Design and Transition activities, ensuring that there are skilled
and competence to complete the scheduled activities on time, at the quality specified.
Obtain/build: Through training, personal development, mentoring, and succession planning,
the necessary competencies need to be available for the organization. Where the necessary
competencies are not available with internal staff, these skills will need to be acquired from
suppliers.
Deliver and support: Measurement of the practices need to include individual measures, as
well as the effectiveness of practices impacted by knowledge, abilities and attitude.

Workforce Planning Strategy
Workforce planning strategy should:




Identify the roles and associated knowledge and the skills, abilities, and attitudes to:
o To keep the organization running
o To exploit emerging technologies
o To provide leadership and organizational change capabilities
o To position the organization for future success and growth
Address the emerging technologies, leadership, and organizational change capabilities required
to position the organization for continue future success and growth.

Workforce planning is understanding how human resources of an organization will be used to meet
your organizations business goals. This can include determining how much resource (person hours)
are needed for a project/program, identifying the skills required by these resources, and how the
individual skills of employees can be utilized to meet the organization objectives.
Workforce planning is constantly reported as a capability that managers want and need; however it
is too often not implemented successfully due to the lack of understanding of how the current and
future gaps will impact strategy execution and the lack of time and experience to execute the strategy.

Capacity Planning
Capacity planning includes understanding of the required competencies and the amount of each
resource.
For successful service delivery, an understanding of the required competencies and the amount of
each resource is needed. Often, the project management office is responsible to identify and
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schedule the resources needed for development, testing, release and deployment; however, there
is often a gap for the support, training, and user resources needed to deploy and maintain services.
For all teams - applications, infrastructure, service desk, desktop support or even service consumers
- the challenge is to ensure that there are the right number of people, with the required skills, abilities,
and competencies to complete the design, development, test, validation, release, deployment, and
support of services.




Time must be allocated for incidents, requests, and problems, as well as for building and testing
changes, and their subsequent deployment and release.
Service level targets for resolution time (incidents and requests) need to be organizational targets,
not service desk targets.
Accurate forecasts can be developed for incoming incident, request, and problem volumes.

Changes in Workforce Planning







With increased automation added to organizational capabilities, realistic understanding of the
required resources is more critical for the successful delivery of services.
Few years ago, the professionals could be demarcated as generalists (broad knowledge) or
specialists. In changing scenario, the requirement and competencies are needed at different
times to fulfil different roles.
With Agile and DevOps becoming more prevalent in organizations, the roles of the past have
become more blurred and new operating models are needed for the successful development,
testing, release and deployment, operations, and support of services.
In coming days, people will fill different roles on different releases and deployments.
Developers and operations staff will take a more active role in resolving incidents. Realistic,
achievable schedules will require better forecasting and understanding the competencies
available to achieve the organizations goals.

Results-Based Measuring And Reporting
Why Consider measuring and reporting
Organizations use measuring and reporting to drive improvement activities andthen track progress
against the stated objectives. Some of the key reasons to measure and report are to:








Identify current and planned future state
Measure achievement of improvements, changes, or plans
Measure progress towards goals or objectives
Support business decisions
Drive behaviours
Understand how well services are meeting customer needs/expectations
Identify opportunities for improvement

Why Consider Good Metrics



Good metrics support good business decisions. Metrics should help to clarify facts and actual
experience and drive positive change.
Metrics drive behaviours. If metrics are not correctly calibrated, it may lead to inappropriate
behaviours to meet the targets and this might be inappropriate for the overall business or
customer experience.
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Outputs And Outcomes
A service provider produces outputs that help its consumers to achieve certain outcomes.

Outputs are data or indicators of performance, whereas outcomes are the actual business activity
that has been achieved (or not) or supported through the technology service.
The outcomes or results should also clarify the benefits of the services to customer/consumer.
Outputs are a measure of what your function or organization produced. Output measures are
necessary for a function to understand its efficiency, effectiveness, and quality; however, it does not
measure the value or impact that your services provide for your customers/consumers. Most process
metrics are outputs as they are one component needed to provide the value that the customer
expects. It is the combined outputs of all the processes and activities that create the outcomes. The
outcome is the level of performance or achievement that the business achieved due to the activities
or services your organization provided.
Results-based measurements are typically defined as the regular measurement of outcomes and
results, which provides information on the effectiveness and efficiency of the services. The purpose
of the results-based measurements is to understand how well the services are meeting the needs of
the customer or is there expected value created through the services. There are many quantitative
measures provided by operations or administrative groups, typically around the efficiency of the
operations or process.

Measuring People
Behaviours should be measured when




Results should be measured when

There is no clear relationship between 
behaviours and results
If outcomes are too far in the future

If results are not in control of those we are
measuring





There is a clear link from behaviours to
results
There is a need for an easiest way to
translate strategic objectives into
measured actions
People have skills and abilities needed to
complete their work and can correct their
own behaviours
People are motivated to improve and are
allowed autonomy on how to deliver the
results
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Results-Based Approach
The results-based approach is a method of measurement focused only on the outcomes of employee
actions. The results-based approach is considered to be a fair and objective method of measurement.
The results-based approach allows competent people to use their information and resources to
achieve the desired outcomes in a more autonomous way.
According to Fredrick Herzburg, the top four motivational factors for people at work are achievement,
responsibility, interesting work, and recognition. By focusing on these four factors, organizations can
aim to increase employee satisfaction and engagement and benefit the customer, employee and the
organization.
Organizations will often integrate multiple factors into their performance management systems. For
example, a results approach may be more applicable to regional retail managers, who focus on
setting and achieving sales goals than for restaurant owner, who focus on making drinks and
engaging with customers.

Performance goals for Individuals
Considerations for defining individual performance goals:







Establish face-to-face meetings to discuss and agree goals.
Ensure that goals are suitable for the individual.
Ensure that goals are specific, measurable and documented.
Define goals for each organization, function, team, employee.
Align goals with customer needs and work activities.
Monitor goals and adjust them if they are not realistic or if there is a change in situation.

Performance goals for Teams
Considerations for defining team performance goals:





Ensure that the team’s goals are aligned to organization’s goals or service goals.
Align goals with customer needs and work activities.
Measure both team and individual performance.
Use both qualitative and quantitative goals.

Value Streams To Create, Deliver And Support Services
Value Stream
A value stream is a series of steps an organization undertakes to create and deliver products and
services to consumers.


A value stream can be visualized as journey through activities in the service value chain, for
a specific scenario or type of demand. A sequence of service value chain activities is referred
to as an ITIL service value stream, or more simply as a value stream.
o A value stream may involve many service value activities.
o A value stream can even loop round to carry out similar value chain activities many times.
o Every value stream starts with demand and ends with value.
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Anatomy Of A Value Stream
Structure of an ITIL Service value Stream




A value stream is made up of one or more steps.
A step comprises one or more actions that accomplish a specific objective. Actions
might occur sequentially, or in parallel to other actions.
An action can be comprised of one or more tasks. There may be a connection between tasks,
or tasks might be independent of each other.

The following figure shows the relationship between value chain activities, the value stream, the
steps in a value stream, the actions within a step, and the tasks within an action.

A value stream can be described using fields such as:









Name
Owner
Description
Demand
Trigger
Outcomes
Value created
Estimated or target lead time
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Value Streams: Inputs and outputs
A value stream always starts with demand, and always ends with value being created or restored for
one or more stakeholder.
Inputs


Outputs

Information provided by stakeholders or 
another value stream
Service provider resources from one or more
ITSM practices (people, information, tools and 
partners, and suppliers)
Consumer resources (such as funding,
location, and identity)







Artefacts (records or other types of output) that
can be used to create intended outcomes for
consumers
(Sometimes) Modification of resources, for
example:
o Creating new skills and competencies
in a team
o Updated knowledge items
(Sometimes) Triggers for other value streams,
for example:
o Value stream to register a new
employee (Human Resources) can
trigger a value stream to onboard the
new employee (IT)

Designing a value Stream
The following section describes one of many approaches to design a value stream:
1. Define the use case, or scenario, for the value stream, by describing:
 The demand (preferably in non-technical terms)
 The trigger created by the demand
 The outcomes created by the value stream
 Value in the context of the value stream (value can be created or restored)
2. Document the steps required to traverse the service value chain from demand to value.
3. Map the steps to the service value chain activities.
4. If necessary, decompose steps into actions and tasks.
5. Identify the practices and associated resources that contribute to the successful completion
of each step, action, or task.

Describing a Step of the value Stream
When describing a step of the value stream, following fields need to be considered:







Name of the step: What are we calling the step?
Number (or some reference to its place within the value stream)
Input triggers: What will cause the step to start, or when will the step start?
Information required to complete the step: What information is required to create the
defined outputs or outcomes?
Practice contributions: What tools, technologies, people, and other resources can the
organization’s practices contribute to ensure the successful completion of the step?
Actions and tasks: What needs to occur in order to act on the incoming trigger and achieve
the required output?

Constraints: What policies does the step have to comply with? What resource constraints does the
organization face?



Outputs: What outputs does the step need to provide? What value does that create for the
service provider, its consumers, or other stakeholders?
Estimated (or target) lead time: How long should a unit of work take to complete the step.
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Value Streams and organizations
Value Stream
A value stream is a series of steps an organization undertakes to create and deliver products and
services to consumers.






A value stream is fundamentally connected to an organization.
Value streams can be defined for every level of granularity - for a single person, a
team, a business unit, and so on.
A large enterprise can include several distinct organizations managed with certain level of
autonomy; each of these organizations can be treated as a service value system with its own
value chain and value streams.
Each step of the value stream can be described as a process, or as a value stream for a
lower-level organization.

Each step of the value stream can be described as a process, or as avalue stream for a lower-level
organization.

Value Stream and Processes
The difference between value streams and processes is about their focuses and how they are used.
A process can be considered as many sets of interrelated activities that transform inputs into outputs.
Value streams are focused around the flow of activity from demand or opportunity to customer value.
So, process taxonomy, and management tools and techniques are applicable to value streams,
however many processes are not value streams.

Value Stream mapping
Value stream mapping is a lean management tool that helps visualize the process/steps needed to
take from product creation to delivering it to the end-customer. Value stream mapping helps to
introspect and improve these processes by visualizing both its value-adding and wasteful steps.
Value stream mapping helps organizations by:





Visually communicating the steps needed to fulfil demand
Highlighting sources of wasteful or unnecessary work
Highlighting other opportunities to improve
Providing a common language and baseline to discuss value streams and processes

A key advantage of the mapping exercise is the ability to see potential points of failure - areas of
high risk, blockage and weakness in the value stream, particularly if these are not a technical element.
For example, there may be a dependency on a specific process or person who is out of the control
of the organization, or who is not skilled, or a supplier who does not understand the value stream
etc. These areas of risk may not be clearly owned or accounted for in traditional siloed organizations,
although they can become points of failure if not attended to. The value stream mapping highlights
these points of failure and can then initiate action to mitigate these risks.
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Key metrics for value Streams
Some important metrics that can be defined at the value stream, step, action, and task level are
listed in the table.
Cycle Time

Amount of time required to complete a discrete unit of work, converting input(s) into
output(s).

Queue

Number of discrete units of work waiting to be operated on by the step, action, or
task

Wait Time

Amount of time a discrete unit of work waits in a queue before it is worked on.

Lead Time

Cycle Time(s) + Wait Time(s)
Total time required to complete a discrete unit of work, from when it enters the
queue to when the work completes

Work-inProgress

Number of discrete units of work currently being operated on, but which are not yet
completed.

Throughput

Rate at which work enters or exits the system - Scope of work under
consideration, which could be the service value system, the value stream, a value
stream step, action, or task
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Value Stream For A New Service
Development of a new Service
For the value stream to develop a new service, we examine typical steps that organizations
undertake to create or modify an existing service. This value stream describes the journey from
demand through six key steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand and document service requirements
Decide whether to invest in the new service
Design & architect the new service to meet customer requirements
Build, configure, or buy service components
Deploy service components in preparation for launch
Release new service to customers and users

Considerations for the value Stream
For each step in the value stream, it is important to consider









Inputs/triggers: What will cause the value stream to start, or when will it start? How will the
value stream be recognised and classified?
Stakeholders: Who are the customers, users, suppliers, partners, colleagues involved?
Information: What information is required to create the defined outputs or outcomes?
How will this information be accessed and used?
Practices: Which relevant (ITIL 4) practices and other work activities are required to be used
and integrated?
Activities: What tools, technologies, people, and other resources, does the organization have
to execute the value stream? What roles and responsibilities do resources have at each step
of the value stream?
Constraints: What policies from various sources does the value stream need to comply with?
Outputs: Why does this value stream exist? What outputs and outcomes does the process
need to create? What value does that create for the service provider, its consumers, or other
stakeholders?
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Demand and value: Trigger

This demand might originate from:






A consumer (that is, a sponsor, customer, or user). Depending on the context, the consumer
can be external to the service provider or a member of the service provider organization.
An external stakeholder other than the consumer, such as a supplier, regulator
A member of the service provider’s business functions such as sales, or marketing, who has
sensed a new opportunity. Opportunities external to the service value system can translate
into demand for value co-creation.
Members of the organization’s governance body

Step 1: understand and document Service requirements

For collecting and assessing the requirements, business case methods are commonly used.
Successful completion of this step requires the organization to engage with the requestor and other
stakeholders such as marketing and sample users (using surveys and polls) to collect the high-level
information about the requirement, benefits (both quantitative and qualitative), costs, and risks.
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Step 2: decide whether to Invest in the new Service

Planning the work would require detailed discussions with various internal teams, customers and
other external stakeholders. Once completed, the business case can be considered by the
management team, and a decision to proceed with or abandon the plan can be made.

Step 3: design and architect the new Service to meet Customer requirements

At this stage, it is also required to translate the requested features and updated service design into
software and infrastructure designs and specifications
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Step 4: build, Configure, or buy Service Components

A service component can be a technical component, such as software, servers, storage, networks,
and so on, and/or there can also be non-technical service components that are required to be
managed to deliver a product or service, such as new team structures, new roles, critical skills and
competencies, knowledge base articles, training documentation, and vendor contracts. Thus, it is
critical to acknowledge and configure both the technical and non-technical aspects of products and
services.

Step 5: deploy Service Components in Preparation for Launch

Due to the mixed nature of service components, the organization may need to utilize different
approaches to deploy new products and services in live environment. For example, software
components are immediately deployed into production by leveraging the continuous integration or
continuous delivery toolchain, and infrastructure components (server, storage, or network
configurations) are developed and deployed just prior to launch.
At this step, two more important tasks can also be considered.



Planning the release of the service: Once the majority of the development and
configuration work is completed, release plans can be finalized.
Creating customer collateral to build awareness of the new features, and to promote their
benefits.
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Step 6: release new Service to Customers and users

Once all the service components have been deployed, the product and services are ready to be
made available to end users. While the release was planned in the previous step, it is being
implemented in this step. Releases of service components can be more than technical procedures.
It is necessary to carefully coordinate technical and nontechnical work, such as sales and marketing
campaigns.
Once the service components have been released, customers and users can interact with them
through the service relationship. This generates the required outcomes and co-creating value.
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Value Stream For User Support
Restoration of a Live Service
The value stream for restoration of a live service encompasses the typical activities that
organizations undertake to support an existing service.

This value stream describes seven key steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Acknowledge and register the user query
Investigate the query, reclassify it as an incident, and attempt to fix it
Get a fix from the specialist team
Deploy the fix
Verify that the incident has been resolved
Request feedback from the user
Identify opportunities to improve the overall system (that is, service, value stream, or
practices)

As the given figure shows, this value stream branches at step 2. If the initial attempt to fix the incident
is successful, then value is restored without any further activity - represented as the dash line from
step 2 to value.
The restoration of value after step 5 could be the end of the value stream, but there are further
activities described in steps 6 and 7. These steps focus on asking for and processing feedback.

Considerations for the value Stream


Identifying key stakeholders, and what restoration of value means for them, for example:
o For users, the ability to resume using products & services.
o For compliance officers, the maintenance of proper records.
o For service owners, the documentation of activity to enable improvement.
o Having an outside-in approach to understand the impact of incidents on users.
o Highlighting dependencies/ risks from partner & supplier activities.
o Understanding how systems can be integrated to facilitate data sharing.
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Stakeholders in a user Support value Stream
The major stakeholders in a user support value stream:







users: Who these are and for which services, with details on their relative support needs.
Customers: Buyers and sponsors of the service and usually recipients of reports and outputs
on performance, major incidents, and availability.
Supporting (service) teams: Internal support teams – functional or virtual – that are in place
to provide support as needed. In addition, with swarming this could be team capabilities that
can be quickly created to meet peaks in demand.
Suppliers and partners – These can vary from basic (and multiple) commodity-based
suppliers to strategic partners who are involved and engaged in the whole value chain.
relationship managers: Provide a clear link to customers – in with demand and out through
value – on requirements, ideas, feedback, suggestions, innovations, reports and output.

In addition, as part of the stakeholder analysis there will be involvement from senior management
figures – as internal service owners and also with governance responsibility for the whole or part of
the service value chain.

Value in the Context of user Support value Stream
Value - in terms of outcomes, costs and risks – is a key element in defining service and service levels.
It is important to realize that resolving an incident is much more than simply carrying out a process
or task. The swift resolution of the incident may be vital for the operation of the business or
organization. An interruption in service may have a financial consequence from downtime and lost
revenue, or may impact on delivery and availability of business functions, so this may affect the
reputation of the organization or add to risk.
When designing the incident value stream with and for a customer, it is essential to understand the
risk associated with loss or interruptionto the business process and in changing situations. It is also
then vital to understand the relative importance of services and customers and the potential impact
as it may change in different contexts and circumstances. The joint engagement and listening
sessions that are needed with customers do determine that these criteria are in effect how the
concept of ‘co-created’ value is defined.
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Demand and value: Trigger

The demand for value to be restored (or “value restoration”) drives this value stream.

This value stream is triggered by a user who is unable to use a live product or service. This loss of
productivity leads to loss of value, wherein the consumer is unable to derive maximum value from
the below-the-standard product or service.
Demand could also originate within the service provider, when there are alerts to failures through
monitoring. In this scenario, the value stream might bypass Step 1 or switch the order of Steps 1 and
2. In other words, the service provider might start working to resolve the incident without being
prompted to do so by a user. In such a scenario, if required, it is advisable to proactively contact
users to notify them of an ongoing incident.
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Step 1: acknowledge and register the user Query

At this stage, the issue raised by user is still a query and has not yet been recognized as an incident.

Step 2: Investigate the Query, reclassify it as an Incident and attempt to fix it

As the query is being recorded, a support agent or an equivalent automation can recognize and recategorize the query as an incident. This initiates a script or standard procedure for classifying the
record accordingly or creating a new incident record linked to the initial query – depending on the
organization’s procedures and tools.
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Once a user-initiated incident is registered, an attempt to quickly identify its nature and apply a known
solution is usually made.

Step 3: get a fix from a Specialist Team

If the attempts (in step 2) to restore the service failed, the incident is escalated to or referred to a
specialist team. This can happen in several ways, depending on context, some of which involve
passing control over to the specialist team. For example:





The support agent can look for a patch on a vendor website - this does not pass control of
the incident to the vendor.
The support agent raises an incident with a vendor - this does not pass control of the user’s
incident, but instead creates a parallel incident ticket managed by the vendor.
The support agent escalates the incident to an internal engineering team - this passes control
of the incident to the engineering team.
The support agent asks an outsourced engineering team to provide a fix - this may, or
may not, involve passing control of the incident to the engineering team.
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Step 4: deploy the fix

Once the fix has been obtained, tested and validated, it can be deployed to the user or to a production
environment. Deployment can take many forms; for example, using a continuous
integration/continuous delivery pipeline to distribute the fix across a production environment,
delivering a hardware component to a data center, or delivering a hardware component to the end
user office.

Step 5: verify That the Incident has been resolved

This step is quite similar to step 1 and step 2 in the value stream, as it involves the support agent
communicating with, and empathizing with, the user.
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Step 6: request feedback from the Customer

After the incident is resolved, organizations ask for feedback from users in order to identify
opportunities to improve the service, the way they communicate with the users, procedures to fix the
incident or to improve key practices. It is often useful to supplement this feedback with additional
feedback from other roles involved in the value stream, such as the IT support agent and technical
specialists.

Step 7: Identify opportunities to Improve
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The opportunities to improve may include improvements in:





The service provider organization (or more specifically, the service value system
and its components)
The value stream
The relationship with the user, partners and suppliers, and other stakeholders
The ways of defining and perceiving value
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Prioritize And Manage Work
Prioritization is the method of managing work according to relative importance, by creating an
ordered sequence of work to fulfil more important demand first.
When demand for work exceeds the capacity to complete work within expected time, queues can
occur. Organizations often face variation in demand for services, and often have fixed capacity to
meet the demand. This imbalance between demand and capacity creates queues or backlogs where
work items need to be prioritized.

Managing Queues And Backlogs
Managing work as Tickets
Ticket represents a discrete unit of work and its current state within its expected lifespan.
Tickets are important for:




Prioritization of activities and task
Communicating the current state of a task
Enabling high value behaviours such as identifying supporting resources like knowledge
articles

After work is completed, the archive of recorded tickets can continue to provide value, acting as a
source of data for management reporting, and analytics.
The user experience and behaviour that has built up around tickets can be a problem. Tickets don’t
themselves cause queues to happen: the queues are the result of the way the organization allocates
people and other resources to manage tickets.
In recent years, service providers have differentiated themselves by moving away from a digital
equivalent of a form to a more polished interface that obscures the record-keeping experience.
These new interfaces have been shown to significantly enhance user experience, as the interface is
a more “human representation” of the work and context, but it is the system that does the data entry
and record keeping.
The effective service design does not require tickets to be avoided or eliminated. They should simply
not be the dominant influence on the user’s experience. The use of design thinking principles is key
here, enabling the service designer to focus on the challenges of the stakeholders, and to identify
good, user-focused solutions.
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Variation in demand requires Prioritization
Prioritization of work to create, deliver, and support services is necessary to co-create value while
minimizing costs and risks that arise from unfulfilled demand and from idle capacity.
At a high level, if demand is created when idle capacity exists, then there is no need for prioritization
of work, and the work to fulfill demand can start immediately.
When demand exceeds capacity, organizations need to manage demand and minimize queues to
avoid the need to prioritize work.

Reducing variation in demand
Some methods for minimizing queues are:





Reduce variation in demand with pricing mechanisms.
Reduce variation in how much demand is taken into a value stream or step.
Increase ability to accept demand.
Reduce the cost of increasing or decreasing capacity.

Examples for the Methods for Minimizing Queues
Reducing variation in demand for value









Using pricing mechanisms based on volume of work; for example, the first 10 requests
are charged at a different rate than the next 10.
Using pricing mechanisms based on when demand occurs; for example, a restaurant offers
a discount on weeknight service.
Using pricing mechanisms based on quality; for example, a business class plane ticket costs
three times as much as an economy class plane ticket.
Altering customer expectations around time to complete work; for example, requests made
after 11 am will be completed the next working day. Reduce variation in how much demand
is taken into a value streamor step.
Employees can submit one request per quarter to change theirbenefits. Increase ability to
accept demand
Use automation to speed up processing of common and repetitive tasks.
Increasing the size of teams or the number of teams, so that more work can be done in
parallel.

Reduce the cost of increasing or decreasing capacity



Using elastic cloud platforms to quickly increase or decrease available computing power.
Outsourcing staffing needs to professional services organizations.
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Prioritizing Work
Need for Prioritizing work
Often, there are not sufficient resources to manage everything immediately and perfectly, so
prioritizing of work is required.
Prioritizing of work applies not just to incidents, but also applies to requests, defects, development
requests, projects, improvement opportunities etc.
Prioritization of work to create, deliver, and support services is necessary to co-create value while
minimizing costs and risks that arise from unfulfilled demand and from idle capacity. In other words,
prioritization can be seen as a technique within an organization’s risk management practice.

Prioritizing at different Levels
Prioritization of work can take place at different levels of granularity, with different implications on
the wider system, and with different levels of impact on user or customer experience:



Prioritization at a value stream level
o Increases the need to manage user/customer expectations.
Prioritization at a value stream step
o Can create or move the constraint or bottleneck.
o May result in idle resources downstream from the step.
o May create a backlog upstream from the step.

Prioritization conducted at a value stream level increases a need to manage user or customer
expectations, to keep them engaged, and to provide regular status updates. Prioritization conducted
at a value stream step, action, or task level can result in the constraining flow of work to the point
that resources used later in the value stream remain idle or create a buildup of work (in a queue or
a backlog) earlier in the value stream.

Techniques to Prioritize work
There are many different techniques to prioritize work and minimize queues and wait times. These
techniques can be categorized as:













Techniques based on resource availability or quality: Consider the availability of resources to
complete the work.
Techniques based on resource availability or quality: Consider current workload on resources in
environments using shared resource, when there are no differences in quality between resources
or variations in size of work item.
Techniques based on time factors: Consider the time required to complete work items; for
example,
Shortest item first: The work that can be completed quickest is dealt with next.
Longest item first: The work that requires most time to complete is dealt with next.
Techniques based on age: Consider the age of work items or time required to complete work
items; for example:
o First-in, first-out: Next oldest waiting item is dealt with next.
o Last-in, first-out: The newest waiting item is dealt with next.
Techniques based on financial factors
o Highest economic benefit or highest financial impact first
Techniques based on source or type of demand
o VIP status for some users in incident priority
o Triage based on urgency and impact (see next slide)
Techniques that consider multiple factors
o Cost of delay considers time and finance
o Weighted shortest job first considers cost of delay and work duration
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Techniques based on triage: Prioritize work by urgency, which is often calculated by the impact
delays might have.

Techniques based on resource Availability or Quality
Prioritization can consider the availability of resources to complete the work. For example, if an
infrastructure support team has one networking specialist who is assigned all network support cases,
then the team can prioritize non-network related cases while the network specialist s occupied.
Prioritization can also consider current workload on resources in environments using shared
resources, when there are no differences in quality between resources or variations in size of work
item. For example, support center automation might assign incoming calls or chats to idle support
agents, or to agents with less workload.

Techniques Based on Economic or Financial Factors:
Prioritization can consider the monetary benefits or disbenefits of work items. An organization that
has the ability to process just work item is likely to prioritize the item that has the highest economic
benefit; for example, the feature that earns most revenue or the incident that has highest financial
impact or the project that has the highest return on investment.
Alternatively, prioritization can consider order items based on economic penalty; for example, the
compliance feature that reduces a regulatory fine or the support ticket that might breach SLA.

Techniques Based on Source or Type of Demand
Priority can be given to sources that are entitled to more immediate attention. For example, a request
from the CIO of an organization might be prioritized over a similar request from a sales clerk. It is
common to see organizations create (and price) levels of entitlement; for example, many technology
vendors and support service providers create contracts where “Silver” tier customers are prioritized
over “Bronze” tier customers.
Alternatively, work can be triaged, that is prioritized by urgency for attention. This technique can be
applied to IT to prioritize different types of work, from development to support, but IT organizations
also need to supplement the technique with procedures to ensure that low priority work is not left
unattended. For example, support organizations often increase the priority of open support issues
when certain deadlines or thresholds are met.
Swarming is a method of managing work, where many different specialist resources (or
stakeholders) begin working on a work item until it becomes clear which one of them is best placed
to continue and which can move on to other items.
The swarming method address the disadvantages of tiered structure through the following approach:






Creating a single cross-functional and self-organizing team whose structure and composition
is dynamic and flexible, reacting to the work that comes in.
Relying heavily on good communication and collaboration within the team and with external
stakeholders.
Focusing on individual and group autonomy, rather than rigid process.
Focusing on avoiding the buildup of a backlog of work items.
Cross-pollinating skills and experience across all team members.

Categories of Swarming
Because of the self-organizing nature of swarming, there is no definitive categories or types of
swarms. However, some examples from real organizations include:


Dispatch swarms: These swarms meet frequently through each day to review incoming work,
select quick-to-complete items, and validate that correct information has been recorded for any
work which requires onward assignment.
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Backlog swarms: These swarms are convened on an ad-hoc or regular service specialists who
need input from members of other specialist groups, thereby avoiding delays as work items get
reassigned between teams and queues.
Drop-in swarms: For these swarms, experts are either made continuously available or
continuously monitoring the activity of other teams so they can decide if (or when) to get involved.

Challenges of Swarming
The adoption of swarming can be challenging and may require a review and realignment of an
organization’s practices to support the new ways of working.
Some common challenges of swarming are:






Perceived increase in ‘per-record’ cost, because higher skilled staff may be involved earlier.
Difficult to evaluate individual contributions, which is often difficult to describe or
quantify in a dynamic and self-organizing team.
Finding the right people to swarm can be difficult.
— Ensuring that individual contributors do not disrupt discussions or dominate decisionmaking processes.
Securing executive support or loosening of rules to move away from rigid process to culture
of self-reliance in teams

Key Terms Covered In ITIL 4 Create, Deliver And Support
Artificial intelligence

Highly-advanced automation that demonstrates capabilities of general
reasoning, learning, and human-like intelligence; a branch of computer
science and engineering focused on simulating intelligent behaviour in
computer systems

Big data

The use of very large volumes of structured and unstructured data from
a variety of sources to gain new insights

Business case

The justification for an organizational activity (such as a project), which
typically details timescales, costs, benefits and risks, and against which
continuing viability is periodically tested

CI/CD

An integrated set of techniques and tools used to merge developers’
code, build and test the resulting software, and package it so that it is
ready for deployment

Collaboration

The process through which a person works with others to create or
achieve a common goal or product. From a business perspective,
collaboration is a practice where individuals work together to achieve a
common, shared goal/objective

Cooperation

Working with others to achieve shared goals/objectives

Customer journey

The complete end-to-end experience that service consumers have with
one or more service providers and/or their products through the
touchpoints and service interactions with these service providers

Data

Information that has been translated into a form that is efficient for
movement or processing

Data analytics

A branch of data science focused on analysing raw data in order to make
conclusions about that information using highly automated techniques
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Design thinking

The cognitive and practical processes by which design concepts,
experiences, processes, and systems are developed

Early life support

A period of time associated with the release of service components to
users and/or with onboarding, when additional resources are allocated to
user support and service operations. Early life support can also be
applied to the onboarding or offboarding of users from a service

Information model

The construct of information, related to the taxonomy and relationships
of data to other data, required to present and share content in a
meaningful and representative way

ITIL service value

An operating model for service providers that covers all the key activities
required to effectively manage products and services

chain
ITIL service value
chain activity

Archetypal steps that an organization takes in the creation of value, as
described in the ITIL service value chain

Lagging indicator

Metrics that report what has already been achieved. Lagging indicators
appear in SLA reports and may be used to report historical trends

Machine learning

An applied form of AI based on the principle of systems responding to
data, adapting their actions and outputs as they are continually exposed
to more of it

Minimum viable

A technique of providing users with the minimum set of capabilities to
enable rapid assessment and learning. Minimum viable approaches can
be applied to products, services, practices, processes, and process
outputs

approach

Product owner

A role responsible for defining user stories and acceptance criteria,
prioritizing user stories in a backlog, clarifying requirements and
answering questions from the development team, and assisting with
demonstrations to customers

Role

A role is a set of responsibilities, activities, and authorizations granted to
a person or team in a specific context

Servant leadership

Leadership that is focused on the explicit support of people in their roles

Service integration

A common and effective way of managing a complex ecosystem with
multiple partners and suppliers, where a separate function of a service
integrator is established

and management
Service level

One or more metrics that define expected or achieved service quality

Service quality

The totality of a service’s characteristics that are relevant to its ability to
satisfy stated and implied needs

Shift-Left approach

An approach to managing work that focuses on moving activities closer
to the source of the work in order to avoid potentially expensive delays
or escalations. In a software development context, shift-left might be
characterised by moving testing activities closer to (or integrated with)
development activities. In a support context, shift-left might be
characterized by providing self-help tools to end- users
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Technical debt

The implied cost of additional work (or rework) caused by omitting one or
more tasks in order to expedite completion

User experience

The sum of functional and emotional interactions with a service and
service provider as perceived by a service user

User stories

A technique in Agile software development that uses natural language to
describe desired outcomes and benefits from the point of view of a
specific persona (typically the end user)

Value stream

A series of steps an organization undertakes to create and deliver
products and services to consumers

Value stream

A Lean management technique to visualize the steps needed to convert
demand into value, used to identify opportunities to improve

mapping
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DRIVE STAKEHOLDER VALUE
The purpose of the ITIL 4 Drive Stakeholder Value is to guide stakeholders, whether they are
customers or service providers, through the principles and practices of co-creating value through
services. To drive stakeholder value, stakeholders contribute to the creation of service value through
the stages of a generic customer journey, as depicted in the figure:

ITIL 4 Drive Stakeholder Value and Service Value Chain
The following figure depicts how Drive Stakeholder Value maps to the ITIL service value chain. The
Drive Stakeholder Value covers the beginning and the end of the value chain. At the beginning of
the value chain, it is about the engagement with the stakeholders for whom the value is created. At
the end of the value chain, it is about how value is realized. Some other activities of the service value
chain are also referred in the Drive Stakeholder Value module, but the main focus is on the Engage
activity.

The ITIL 4 Drive Stakeholder Value section includes the following modules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Customer Journey
Foster Relationships
Shape Demand and Define Service Offerings
Onboard and Offboard Customers and Users
Value Co-Creation
Realise and Validate Service Value
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Customer Journey
Customer Journey
The complete end-to-end experience customers have with one or more service providers and/or their
products through the touchpoints and service interactions with these service providers.

If you are a service provider, you are in the business of customer experience. For a service provider,
it is not enough to focus on what you deliver (products and services), but how you deliver for your
service consumers is as important. It is therefore important for service providers to identify,
understand, and master the customer journey: the complete end-to-end experience customers have
with an organization from their perspective.
This module will introduce you to how you map, understand, design, measure and improve the
customer journey as a whole.

Purpose of Mastering the Customer Journey
The purpose of mastering the customer journey is to maximize stakeholder value through co-creation,
not only focusing on outcome but also experience.
For the service consumer

For the service provider

Facilitate





outcome



To gain optimal service value and experience
from the service relationship
To get what the service consumer fundamentally
wants and needs and not just what the consumer
states, which is not always the same




To identify and support the specific
service
consumer
behavior
and
outcomes that matter
To optimize and improve products,
services and customer journeys for
future value realization

Optimize risk
and comply



To ensure key business risks have been
identified and addressed



To focus on the customer satisfaction
issues and key areas with the highest
payouts related to cost invested

reduce
cost
and optimize
resources



To work together to commit and optimize the use
of resources during the whole service lifecycle
To be fair and transparent regarding costs



To work together to commit and optimize
the use of resources during the whole
service lifecycle
To be fair and transparent regarding
costs
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Touchpoints And Service Interactions
Touchpoint
A touchpoint is any time a potential service consumer or service consumer comes in contact with
the service provider and/or its products.

Service interaction
A service interaction is a value co-creating reciprocal action between a service provider and a service
consumer.
Identifying, understanding and managing potential touchpoints and service interactions is a key to
consumer experience.
Every customer journey involves a number of touchpoints and service interactions between the
service provider, service consumer and other stakeholders. Touchpoints and service interactions are
two different aspects. For example, a user may be in contact with the product, such as laptop, without
interacting with the service provider.
As an example of service interaction, an insuree may enter into an interaction with the insurer
(service provider) through a third-party insurance agent without being in direct touch with service
provider.
The important consideration is that both touchpoints and service interactions are part of the customer
journey and have an influence on the service experience and the outcome.
The customer journey rarely follows a predefined path between touchpoints and interactions. Some
journeys may follow a simple welldefined and logical path, but most journeys are more complicated
and are developed based on earlier states and transitions or they even follow a complex pattern and
dynamically emerge along the way.
The first step to identify the touchpoints and service interactions by making a list of all the places
and times the service consumer might interact with the service provider or come into contact with
the service provider, its products or brand. Initially, this task of figuring out all touchpoints and service
interactions may seem difficult, but you can manage this task by stepping out of your role into
customer’s role. By having the customer mindset, you can identity, list and experience all touchpoints
and interactions.
However, identifying and understanding the touchpoints and service interactions is only enough. It
is very likely that individual touchpoints may perform well even if the overall experience is poor.
Customers experience service providers through end-to-end experiences, not touchpoints. So, to
improve service consumer satisfaction, you need to make sure that each touchpoint leads to a good
customer experience, and that the journey, as a whole, delivers on customers’ expectations.

Mapping The Customer Journey
The service consumer’s experience across the entire journey, and not simply individual touchpoints
and interactions, is the most important consideration.
In addition to identifying, understanding and managing individual touchpoints and service
interactions, the customer journey and service experience should be mapped and analyzed end-toend.
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It is common to generate high individual touchpoint-satisfaction scores but unacceptably low scores
across the end-to-end journey. This can be because the individual roles and teams that manage
touchpoints and service interactions are at the risk of losing sight of what the service consumers
perceive and want or the job they have to do; although the individuals and teams may work hard to
optimize their own contributions to the customer experience. This is especially common in
multitouchpoint, multichannel, always-on consumer environments.
The outburst of potential customer interaction points - across channels, devices, applications, and
more - makes consistency of service and experience across channels difficult. It, therefore, requires
managing the journey, and not simply individual touchpoints.
This does not mean that the touchpoints and service interaction management and thinking is of no
value. The expertise, efficiencies, and insights that individual roles and teams exhibit are indeed
important, and touchpoints and service interactions will continue to represent invaluable sources of
insights. What is required is that in addition to identifying, understanding and improving individual
touchpoints and service interactions, the customer journey and service experience should be
mapped and analyzed end-to-end.
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Customer Journey maps
A customer journey map visualizes the story of the service consumer’s experience.
It not only identifies key interactions that the service consumer has with the service provider, but it
also identifies feelings, motivations and questions for each of the touchpoints and service
interactions.
A customer journey map has the objective of helping the organizations to learn more about their
stakeholders.
A customer journey map communicates the journey, along with the emotions that are experienced
by a customer at every stage of the journey. A customer journey map considers the people’s mental
models, the flow of interactions and possible touch points. They may combine user profiles,
scenarios, and user flows; and reflect the thought patterns, processes, considerations, paths, and
experiences that people go through in their daily lives.
To map a customer journey, it is important to consider the organization’s stakeholders, the journey’s
time frame, channels (telephone, email, portals, service catalogues, in-app messages, social media,
forums, recommendations), and actions that happen before, during, and after the experience of a
product or service.

A simple customer map typically includes the steps of the journey, the duration, the touchpoints and
interactions, the personas, the service experience and the service provider teams and roles who
interacts with the service consumer. Depending on the purpose, the complexity and nature of the
customer journey, other attributes such as service consumer goals, service provider goals, products
and product features, channels, environmental properties, data sources, moments of truth, and prior
improvements may be added to the map for each step. Some attributes may be decomposed into
sub-attributes.
Mapping of customer journeys can be done through several techniques and models, such as the
Customer Journey Canvas. In addition, different software solutions are available to visualize
personas, stakeholder maps, scenarios and customer journey maps including storyboards,
emotional journeys, service blueprints and many more.
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Personas
A persona is a fictional, yet realistic, description of a typical or target customer or user of a service
or product.
A persona is a model instead of an actual living human, but personas should be described as if they
were real people. They are human-like snapshots of relevant and meaningful commonalities in a
customer group or segment and are based on user research.
It is generally not practical nor feasible to map individual customer journeys as each end-to-end
experience of a customer with one or more service providers represent a separate customer journey.
The customer maps generally represent a generic flow for a group or segment of customers to allow
the service provider to focus its efforts. To represent a group or segment of customers, personas
can be used. Personas summarize the key characteristics for one or more individuals who possess
similar attitudes, goals, and behaviors in relation to a service and a service provider.
Creating persona is different from defining consumer groups or segments. When segmenting broad
categories of consumers, ranges are used in order to summarize attributes of the entire group. On
the other hand, a persona is a singular user derived from these data ranges to highlight specific
details and important features of the group.
When creating personas, you should focus on general attributes and relevant characteristics related
to the use of the service to avoid creating bias.

Scenarios
Scenarios are short stories about the service consumers and their representations, the personas,
who try to achieve their goals by using the service or product in their context. Customer scenarios
are specific to customer segments and contexts.
Good scenarios are concise and answer the following key questions:
Questions

Answers

Who is the user?

Use the personas that have been developed to reflect
the service consumer groups or segments.

Why does the service consumer want Note what motivates the service consumers as well as their
the service?
expectations.
What goals does the service consumer Define how the service consumers can achieve their
have? How can the service consumers goals through the service, identifying the various
achieve their goals?
possibilities and any potential barriers

Understanding the Customer experience
The customer journey maps are useful for understanding the customer experience. However,
customer experience is not only defined by the interaction between the service provider and the
service consumer but is also affected by conditions or aspects that are partly or fully outside the
service provider’s influence. Some aspects such as brand touchpoints and the environment
(including the digital environment) also influence the customer experience.
To get a complete picture of customer experience, customer feedback surveys at major touchpoints
or setting up customer experience management software can play a key role. This feedback should
not only reflect the individual customer journey touchpoints and service interactions but also examine
brand touchpoints and environmental conditions and their impact on comfort, ease and speed.
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Designing The Customer Journey
Plan the Customer Journey
Plan and design customer journeys that support optimal value co-creation and provide bestin-class
customer experiences.
Customer journey design is part of service design. However, a customer journey may span more
than one service or product and one service or product may support more than one type of customer
journey.
Before designing the actual customer journey, the desired outcome and customer experience should
be defined. Two important questions need to be considered: What value is expected from the journey
and how can each step of the journey contribute to the continuous co-creation of value during the
entire journey? The value definition should include, but not necessarily be limited to outcome,
emotional experience (how the journey, services, products, brand and environment make you feel),
utility, warranty (including availability, capacity, security, continuity and usability), risk and
compliance as well as cost and resources. The desired value should be defined for each major
stakeholder involved
in the customer journey.
Next, the actual design of the customer journey can begin. It is not practical to design each and every
individual journey. The customer journeys are designed for representative personas and scenarios.
This is about what is designed is a customer journey model. Service design Thinking
At a high level, Marc Stickdorn’s five principles of service design thinking may be adopted to guide
the design process. The Five Principals of Service Design Thinking:
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At a high level, Marc Stickdorn’s five principles of service design thinking may be adopted to guide
the design process:










user-centered: The customers and users need to be put at the center of the design process.
This requires an understanding of the customers and users beyond mere statistical descriptions
and empirical analyses of their needs. Customer journeys should be experienced through the
customer’s eyes.
Co-creative: A vital aspect of design thinking and a fundamental part of service design is to
facilitate co-creation in groups that are representative of the stakeholders. All stakeholders
should be included in the design process.
Sequencing: Service design thinking can use analogy of a play or movie to visualize customer
journey. This movie would consist of a series of static pictures, which would be combined to
create a moving sequence. Service design thinking uses this analogy to deconstruct customer
journeys into single touchpoints and interactions. These, when combined, create service
moments. Touchpoints and interactions take place human-human, humanmachine and even
machine-machine, but also occur indirectly through third parties, such as reviews from other
customers or through print or online media. The customer journey should be visualized as a
sequence of interrelated actions. Every customer journey follows a three-step transition:
o Pre-service period (getting in touch with a service),
o Actual service period (when the service consumers actually experience a service)
o Subsequent post-service period.
Evidencing: Physical evidence or artefacts can trigger the memory of positive service moments
and thus, through emotional association, continue to enhance customers’ perceptions of the
service they have received. Service evidence can thus prolong service experiences beyond the
service period far into the post-service period. Also, service evidencing can help reveal
inconspicuous backstage services. Intangible services should therefore be visualized in terms of
physical artefacts.
holistic: We see, hear, smell, touch, taste and emotionally feel the physical manifestation of
services. The entire environment of a customer journey, service or product, as well as alternative
customer journeys should be considered.
Customer Journey model
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Each customer journey is unique, and therefore it is impossible to describe all possible journeys. As
an alternative, the customer journey models are designed for representative personas and scenarios.
ITIL4 recommends a generic customer journey model build around seven generic steps or stepping
stones. Before you explore this journey model, it is important to consider that customer journeys
never follow a linear and theoretical sequence of steps in real life.
Explore
The customer journey often starts much before the service provider and service consumer even
have established a relationship. Both parties may explore their own needs and market opportunities
for identifying partners that may contribute to the fulfillment of their respective needs. The exploration
of the needs may include aspects such as operational context, strategic objectives and
organizational capabilities.
Engage
An important precondition for co-creating value through services is a relationship between the
service provider, service consumer and other stakeholders. Good relations are a prerequisite for a
collaborative or partner relationship.
Offer
Products and services can only be designed when the service consumer needs are well articulated
and truly understood. To determine if the service provider and service consumer may benefit from a
mutual service relationship, the service consumer and the service provider need to build a business
case and articulate and match their demand and supply in the form of requirements and service
offerings.
Agree
If collaboration exists between the service provider and service consumer, next step is to align
expectations, plan value co-creation and tracking, and agree service scope and quality before
investing in each other.
Onboard
If the parties came to an agreement or not, they have to undergo a transition that involves integration
or separation of the resources of both the service provider and the service consumer.
Co-create
The service consumer makes use of accessible service provider resources, consumes the goods
provided and acts together with the service provider to co-create value based on the agreed service
offerings.
Realize
Stakeholder value does not just realize. Value must be tracked and driven based on the value cocreation planning and improvements implemented to continually maintaining and increasing the
service value.
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Measuring And Improving The Customer Journey
Measuring Service Quality and Customer experience
Customer satisfaction is a changing target. To improve constantly, you need to know how you are
doing

One way is to measure service quality and customer experience through feedback. Another way is
to gather journey analytics about stakeholder behavior across the journey and at individual
touchpoints and interactions. It is best practice to start at the top, with a metric to measure the
customer experience, and then cascade downward into their key customer journeys and
performance indicators. Some of the key performance indicators to measure improvements in
customer experience can be lifetime value of the customer, retention rates, customer referrals. The
key performance indicators understand how improving touch points affect loyalty, brand equity, and
overall profitability of a customer or specific customer segments. The changes in these metrics might
be slow and must be monitored regularly.

Prioritizing Gaps And Opportunities
Set priorities for the most important gaps and opportunities to improve the customer journey.
There are always more opportunities for improvement than resources. Focus should therefore be on
quality and customer experience issues with the highest payouts. Set priorities for the most important
gaps and opportunities to improve the journey. While eliminating pain points for customers is
important, it is equally critical to identify areas where you can differentiate your organization from
competitors as customer expectations change.
Then, use problem management techniques to identify the rootcauses for the gaps and identify
improvements to all levels of the service stack, including the customer journey, the service and
product design, the underpinning value streams and practices and resources (in all four dimensions)
that enable the value streams and services.

Customer Journey – Stepping Stone 1: explore – understand markets and
Stakeholders
This topic ‘Stepping Stone 1: Explore - Understand Markets and Stakeholders’ is not part of the exam
specification for ITIL 4 Managing Professional Transition module. It is included here just for reference
and building the sequence of the different steps of customer journey.
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Engage And Foster Relationships
Customer Journey – Stepping Stone 2: Engage - Engage – Foster relationships
This module is based on the second stepping stone of the customer journey model: Engage - Foster
Relationships.

The relationship between the service provider, service consumer and other stakeholders is a key to
co-creating value through services.
It is important to foster relationships to build transparency, continual engagement and trust between
the stakeholders, specifically to ensure a good mutual understanding of each stakeholder’s
preferences and experience. In any service, relationship and trust are essential prerequisites for
successful service value realization. Existence of trust among different stakeholders leads to an
assurance that each party is committed to mutual success. Further, as the relationship leads to
interdependent successes, even more trust may be accumulated.
All involved stakeholders win when they foster and sustain a climate for collaboration and trust:



With a high level of trust, a customer that tends to increase demand, shows a higher tolerance
to service quality deviations and is more inclined to engage in value co-creation.
A service provider that that is trusted gets the resources and commitment to create and deliver
a quality product or service of value for the service consumer. Trusted commercial service
providers are more likely to strengthen their competitive advantages.

In a low-trust relationship everything tends to be fixed, documented and regulated; in a high-trust
relationship things are typically more flexible, and the number of touchpoints and service interactions
may increase. Hence, collaboration becomes easier (but not necessarily simpler)

Aspects of Service Value

A good service relationship helps to achieve the three aspects of service value: business outcomes,
preferences and perceptions.
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A good service value fosters and reveals an understanding of each stakeholders’ expectations for
outcome as well as for experience and preferences. Since prejudices and wrong assumptions are
primary threats to the mutual endeavor for success, it is a good idea to engage as early as possible
in the journey in order to start clarifying and communicating mutual assumptions and expectations.

Service Relationship Types
Effective engagement in Service relationships

These activities may differ a lot depending on objectives which the customer pursues, type of service
the customer asks for as well as service provider type.
Close and mature relationships require more transparency, more informal communication, and
sharing of risk and rewards. However, not all customers are ready to adhere to it because of some
reasons, including market requirements and security concerns. In addition, a close and mature
relationship may not even be desirable to a service provider from an economic perspective.
Different Types of Service relationships
Basic relationship

Collaborative

Partnership

relationship
Relationship
maturity




Approach



for building



relationship
Key
attributes

Ad-hoc, order taker.
Reactive service without
challenging
customer
requests, lack of quality
data.



Frequent misperceptions
and distrust.
Reactive course changes,
value may be hidden













Little information sharing.
Price driven, easy to exit.
Single point of contact




Service provider, (trusted)
advisor.
Both understand capabilities
and needs.
Mutual decision making,
increasing sense of value.




Routine
is
good
but
innovation is challenging.
Portfolio aligned to business
needs.
Sense of value.



Seek to add value.
Many points of contact,
expensive, Forecasting, but
not joint planning.











Strategic partner.
Common goals with focus on
value.
Clear
accountability
for
achieving value, quality data
for understanding value.
Shared goals for maximizing
value.
Shared risk and reward.

Deep trust and partnership.
Acknowledge
mutual
importance.
Free
exchange
of
information.
Hard to exit.
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Basic relationship






Typical focus: Support and efficiency
Typical organizational level involved in the relationship: Operational
Typical level of relationship maturity: Ad-hoc, order taker
Typical service types: Commercial off-the-shelf services, outof-the-box services, highly
standardized commodity services or goods supply
Typical types of agreements: Standard contract, service level agreements (SLA) and
experience-based agreements (mostly for mass market)

Example: The service consumers articulate their expectations quite clearly, and the service provider
expects them to do so. Examples include standardized services offered to a wide group of individual
external service consumers. This is how mobile operators, broadband service providers, and
transport companies usually operate.
The customer in a basic relationship usually has good control of the service provider in terms of
achieving service level, but it often struggles to assess service value.
Collaborative relationship






Typical focus: Improvement and effectiveness
Typical organizational level involved in the relationship: Operational and tactical
Typical level of relationship maturity: Service provider, trusted advisor
Typical service types: Services that have to be configured or customized to fulfill the
needs of the service consumer
Typical types of agreements: Advanced SLAs, experiencebased agreements (depends on
service provided) or outcomebased agreement

Example: Depending on the relationship between the service provider and the service consumer, it
can be difficult for the service provider to fully understand the outcomes that the service consumer
wants to achieve. In some cases, they will work together to define the desired outcomes. For
example, business relationship managers (BRMs) in internal IT or HR departments may regularly
talk with customers and discuss their needs and expectations.

Partnership






Typical focus: Innovation and growth
Typical organizational level involved in the relationship: Operational, tactical and strategic
Typical level of relationship maturity: Strategic partner
Typical service types: Custom or bespoke services with unique value propositions
Typical types of agreements: Bespoke contract, outcomebased agreement or probably no
agreement, agile environment, experimentation and hypothesis testing

Example: Services based on service offerings and products that have been planned and built in
accordance with requirements specified by the customer. Agile product development where the
service consumer and the service provider co-create the product in shared teams.

Building Service Relationships
Service relationship Ladder
ITIL 4 applies the Relationship Management practice and other ITIL4 management practices to the
“Engage” step of customer journey through the following service relationship ladder.
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The ladder covers the initial phase of a relationship and comprises five broad steps to develop
customer relationships.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create environment that allows relational patterns to emerge
Build and sustain trust and relationship
Understand service provider capabilities
Understand customer needs

THEN
5. Assess mutual readiness and maturity
The following sections explains the steps of the ladder in detail. Let us understand that even though
the description addresses a relationship between a single service consumer and a single service
provider, the service relationship is often more complex. The service consumer may belong to a
group of consumers being served by the same service provider (shared services provider). A service
may also be orchestrated and provided by numerous service providers to one service consumer
(service integration and management (SIAM). The service ladder is still applicable and should be
adapted to the specific environment.

Service relationship Ladder: Step 1
Create environment that allows relational patterns to emerge
Objective: Establish or take advantage of existing meeting places to bring the service consumer
close enough to engage with and make mutual endeavor possible.
In order to initially engage with a service consumer, a service provider may walk a customer through
the following activities.
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Initial Engagement Tools
The service catalogue may take different
forms such as a document, online portal,
or a tool that enables the current list of
services to be communicated to the
audience, and has different views for
different audiences (for example: sponsor,
customer, user, and IT views). The service
catalogue may not include complete
information about risks and constraints
needed by customers in order to make
informed decisions. The service provider must work with the customer to provide clear information
about choices and to understand which risks the customer is willing to accept and which ones they
are not. Although only the customer can decide what risks they are willing to accept, the service
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provider is responsible for making the nature and scope of the risks clear and proceed based on the
customer’s wishes.
The CRM may provide the customers a direct access to information about relevant service offerings,
service levels and conditions, and overview of obtained products and services.

Service relationship Ladder: Step 2
Building and Sustaining Trust and relationship
Objective: After the customer has shown interest, it’s time to
build trust and relationship as a basis for further value
cocreation.
As the service provider and the customer must work together
to cocreate value, they need to build and manage a
transparent relationship that supports mutual trust and focus
on achieving the service outcomes while optimizing costs and
risks.
The relationship of both parties should be based on
transparent communication, a common language, and the
willingness to take ownership and accountability for key
decisions on both sides. These activities are usually referred
to such disciplines as business relationship management (for
internal service provider) and customer relationship
management (for commercial service provider). In ITIL® 4 both disciplines are covered in the
“Relationship management ITIL® 4 Practice Guide”.
Hacker and Couturier have proposed a trustworthiness model, which suggest three trustworthiness
dimensions: capability, commitment and consistency. These dimensions provide the basis of the
trustworthiness profile an individual, team or organization creates.





Capability is the ability to produce results or to meet performance expectations.
Commitment is the concern for common goals and other’s success and welfare.
Consistency is to walk the talk, mean what we say and perform as expected.

Service relationship Ladder: Step 3
understanding Service Provider Capabilities
Objective: After the relationship has been established, the customer may ensure that the service
provider has a proper set of capabilities available, to fully leverage the provider capabilities.
The most popular ways to understand and evaluate service provider capabilities are audits and
maturity assessments.
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Service relationship Ladder: Step 4
Understand Customer needs
Objective: To leverage the relationship to uncover and understand the value that the service
consumer wants to create as well as underlying value drivers.
Important considerations:



Customers do not buy services; they buy the fulfilment of particular needs.
They have jobs to be done47. The service provider must understand these jobs-to-be-done
to identify the service consumer’s needs, preferences and desired outcomes and experience.

The Explore step of the customer journey focuses on service consumer to attain clear understanding
of its purpose, objectives and desired outcomes. The service consumer also got an understanding
of potential service providers and may reach out to one or more service providers that may or may
not have a basic understanding of the customer. The service provider now need to get a deeper
understanding of the service consumer and its preferences, needs and desired outcomes. This step
of service relationship ladder not only educate the service provider, but also foster relationship and
trust between customer and service provider. Good understanding of the service consumer’s
purpose, objectives and desired outcomes is a prerequisite for understanding the service consumer’s
need for products and services, especially in collaborative relationships and partnerships.
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Service relationship Ladder: Step 5
Assessing Mutual readiness and Maturity
Objective: When needs are understood, it’s time to answer the final question of engagement both
for the service provider and the customer: Are we ready to engage? Mutual readiness is when both
parties have completed appropriate checks (i.e. past performance checks) and due diligence (i.e.
audits), have built initial trust and are ready to form a working relationship in order to co-create value.

When capabilities of service provider and needs of customer are known there are some assessments
that both parties need to make before they continue. The exact assessment needed depends on the
relationship type.
The approach of the assessment of maturity readiness and maturity may differ with the relationship
type. The following table sums up the relevance of different types of assessment to the different
types of relationship.







In basic relationship, the customer may want to check past performance of the service
provider, but do not want to invest in additional assurance measures, such as audits or
readiness assessments. Over the service lifecycle, the customer would primarily rely on
formal controls and reporting.
In collaborative relationship, the customer may want to assess the service provider maturity
using audit and maturity assessment tools. Readiness to collaborate and communication
mechanisms also become the matter of high importance. It’s crucial to clearly align outcomes
across all parties and agree on feedback procedures. Controls may become semi-formal.
In partnership, openness and trust are the cornerstones of mutual endeavor success.
Therefore, while formal capability maturity and past performance checks may take place,
readiness to collaborate becomes absolutely crucial. Also, the services which require such a
level of collaboration require readiness to change the customer business-as-usual practices.
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Shape Demand And Define Service Offerings
This module is based on step 3 of the customer journey: Offer – Shape Demand and Service
Offerings. This step helps the customer to articulate its needs and demand and the service provider
to design matching service offerings.

Designing Digital Service Experiences
Methods for designing digital Services
Some of the methods for designing digital service experiences based on value driven, data driven,
and user centered service design include:







Lean thinking
User centric design
Story mapping
Minimum viable product (MVP)
Small iterations
Fast Feedback

Value driven and data driven service design implies an iterative approach based on frequent
feedback, continual experimentation, and learning. The methods based on value driven and data
driven require engagement, involvement, and interaction between different roles both from the
service provider and the service consumer side.
Lean Thinking
Lean thinking is a process improvement philosophy that prioritize flow efficiency over resource
efficiency.
Lean Terminology





Flow: The way in which work progresses through the system.
Work unit: A piece of work flowing through the value system.
Good Flow: Work unit moves steadily and predictably.
Bad Flow: Work unit has to stop and wait because of lot of queues with many work items in
them.
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Agile Product and Service development
In 2001, agile methods for software development was initiated with the Agile Manifesto.
The Agile Manifesto states that we value:

This means that while there is value in the items on right, the items on the left are valued more.
The three important aspects of the agile philosophy are lean thinking, iterative development through
SCRUM, and continuous delivery.
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Lean Thinking
The agile product and service development uses ideas from lean.



Work unit is a feature (a piece of limited functionality) or an enabler (technical prerequisite
for a functionality)
Development is iterative, often using Scrum
o Requirements backlog is continually prioritized by Product Manager.
o The Dev team create as much as they can in a time-boxed sprint.
o The end of each sprint includes a demo to seek user feedback.
o Retrospective captures feedback on method and teamwork.

Iterative Development using Scrum
The agile product and service development follows the idea of iterative development, often using
Scrum.





Requirements backlog is continually prioritized by Product Manager.
The Dev team create as much as they can in a time-boxed sprint.
The end of each sprint includes a demo to seek feedback from users.
Method and teamwork are evaluated at end of each sprint (retrospect).

The iterative development approach helps the service provider and the service consumer to grow
together, as they can start with defining a minimum viable product (MVP).

Continuous Delivery
The key idea with this approach is to start with the Minimal Viable Product (MVP).
Methods used for continuously delivery:





Feature flags: Enable feature to be turned on and off
Dark launch: New functionality is launched but not made visible yet
Canary-release: Dark launch in which a few test users are invited to test the new functionality.
A/B release: Two production environments to enable switch to new version

Continuous delivery requires a close collaboration between the service provider and the service
consumers and enable to develop and release new functionality at a high speed, with safety.

User-Centered Design
User centered design is an iterative design process which holds the user at the center of all decisions
in each phase of the design process.
User-centered design ensures that the product and the service focus on what users need. The
primary focus is on the user experience (UX).

User Experience
It is the sum of functional and emotional interactions with a service and service provider as perceived
by a user.

Service design Thinking
The core of the service design thinking is to explore, prototype and gather feedback from real users.
Service design thinking is a good example of value driven, data driven and user-centered service
design.
The main objective of the service-design thinking process is to identify solutions to the original
challenge that are desirable, feasible, and viable.
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Service blueprinting
A service blueprint is a diagram visualizing the service usage, with the aim of optimizing the user
experience.
Key elements of the blueprint are:





Line of interaction: Pinpoints the direct service interactions between the customer/user and
the service provider
Line of visibility: Separates the service activities that are visible to the customer from those
that are not visible. Every “frontstage” activity appears above this line, while everything
“backstage” (not visible) appears below this line
Line of internal interaction: Separates the employees in contact from those who do not
directly support interactions with customers and users

One service can have multiple blueprints if there are different scenarios that it can support.
The service blueprints help organizations to define the high level view of how a service is
implemented by a service provider and how it is used by the customers and users. A service blue
print can help to:





Link the customer journey to products and services.
Highlight the different touchpoint with the users.
Discover weaknesses and identify opportunities for optimization.
Bridges cross-department efforts and avoid “double work”; for example, regathering of
customer information that has already been requested earlier in the process.

This is an example of a service blueprint showing the relationship between the different service
components and the touchpoints with the user.
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Selling And Obtaining Service Offerings
After the products, services and service offerings are designed, they need to be sold. Depending on
the nature of the service and the service relationship, the products and services are sometimes sold
before they are built and sometimes after they are built. It doesn’t help to design a great service
offering, if your service consumers are not aware of it and or if they do not desire to obtain it.

Pricing
Pricing is the activity for establishing how much customers will be invoiced, if they are charged.
The following factors should be taken into account when deciding the price of a service:








Sales and marketing: Can we “get the message across” and sell the service?
Customers’ perception of value: How much are customers willing to pay?
Competition: Are there similar services in the market?
Market price: How are the similar services priced in the market?
Scalability: How easy is it to scale the service and onboard new customers?
Customer onboarding: How easy is it to onboard new customers?
External influence: Is there an influence on the pricing from external sources or policies,
such as the triple bottom lines approach, where a certain customer is accorded a price based
on its social or environmental activities?

For commercial service providers, charging is less tied to the cost, and more to the value of the
perceived service and relative costs of similar services provided by competitors. The cost models
will indicate the lowest level of charging before causing an impact on profitability. Commercial service
providers may also base their decision on the preferred pricing model on expected value of the
service sale and trends of consumption over the year.

Internal Service relationships
The internal service relationships initiatives starts with raising awareness of the services.
Internal service relationships initiatives contribute to the overall customer perception of the internal
service provider.
Benefits of selling to internal customers:





Better utilization of services
Better control over the demand for services
Improve communication with customers and users
Achieve feedback on how well services meet needs
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Some important supporting tools for internal sales are service catalogue, service desk, and self-help
tools.

In addition, most of the traditional techniques used for external sales can also be applied to internal
sales.
At the end of the game, what matters most for the service consumer is that the services are used by
the users and the service desk has a key role to play for this. A service desk will often make ordering
forms and self-service systems available to the users and provide the necessary guidance and
assistance on how to use the products and services. The service desk is a key contributor to the
internal service relationships process. The user experience is highly dependent on the culture and
the service attitude of the service desk.

External Service relationships
In general, sales to external customers is based on traditional sales techniques, such as advertising
and sales campaigns.
The sales process is very dependent on the type of service relationship, the nature of the parties
and contextual factors.
The sales process may include formalized purchasing processes that include formal request
methods such as:




Request for information (RFI): Information gathering process to identify potential vendors
Requests for quotation (RFQ): Targeted request for pricing for a for a highly specific
product or service
Requests for proposal (RFP): Strategic and intensive proposal process
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Perception
If the service does what is required and the price remains competitive, the customer perceives it to
be valuable. However, there is more to value than the customer’s business outcome and its price.
The perceived value is also highly dependent on customer’s perceptions and preferences.





Past history with the service provider
How you treat the customer at every touchpoint
Recommendations from others
Many other intangible factors

Within sales and procurement of services, service providers should be able to understand how strong
the factor of perception is. Many service providers think they compete on price. In many cases, they
may be dealing with an already determined perception. If the customer has a perception that one
particular provider is better than the others, they might choose this provider even if it more expensive
on price. Perception is made by a lot of intangible factors. It is not about the impression you can
make on glossy brochures. It is more about the way your employees meet the customer at every
touch point of the service. Since people often rely on recommendations from others, the stories told
about all these “moments of truth” might be the strongest influencer on the overall perception.
Brand and Reputation



How the organization is perceived in the market
How people speak about the organization, its people and its organization

Characteristics of building a good relationship:





Needs a good relationship with the market
Built gradually, “stone by stone”
A positive brand means trust
Strongly affected by the customer journey

Sustainability goals and the Triple bottom Line (3bL)
UN goals for a better world by 2030 address global challenges including poverty, inequality, climate,
environment, prosperity, peace and justice. These can help in choosing sustainability goals for an
organization.
The triple bottom line (3BL) refers to an accounting framework covering not only financial, but also
social and environmental aspects.
How are sustainability goals and the triple bottom line related to selling and procuring services?




As awareness arises about all the global challenges we are facing in the world, the
consumers might choose not to buy from service providers that can´t produce products and
services are environmentally friendly.
Any news or notification covering serious breaches on social responsibility might
bring a service provider out of business.

Adding sustainability goals is about merging the opportunities to make positive contributions and
build engagement and goodwill. Motivating both staff and customers with a BIG purpose will
influence both the brand and the perception in a positive direction. Sustainability goals and the triple
bottom line is not only important for building trust and engagement. It will also represent new
opportunities for service offerings.
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Customer Journey – Stepping Stone 4: align expectations and agree Service
The purpose of the Align Expectations and Agree Service step is to align expectations and establish
a shared view of target service scope and quality between the service provider and the service
consumer.

Note: This topic ‘Stepping Stone 4: Align Expectations and Agree Service’ is not part of the exam
specification for ITIL 4 Managing Professional Transition module. It is included here just for reference
and building the sequence of the different steps of customer journey.
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Onboard And Offboard Customers And Users
Customer Journey – Stepping Stone 5: Onboard – Get on Board or Leave the Journey

Onboarding includes all the activities necessary for a service consumer to start using the service
and for a service provider to be ready to deliver the service. Onboarding takes place after agreement
is reached or changed and before service consumption starts. Onboarding, among other, includes:




Building awareness about the new service consumer among all stakeholders.
Ensuring that all resources within the scope of the service offering are prepared for the
service provision.
Ensuring that customers and users are ready for the service consumption.

Offboarding of a customer or a user is similar to onboarding in many ways, but is also specific in
some ways. When both onboarding and offboarding are managed by the same service provider, a
good approach is to pre-define offboarding actions and responsibilities as part of product and service
design and adapt them for the context of a specific onboarding/offboarding initiative.

Planning Onboarding
Onboarding Plan
Planning onboarding is a joint activity, involving the service consumer and involves setting and agree
goals, plan activities, review.
An onboarding plan should include answers to the following questions:





What are the goals of the onboarding?
What is the scope of the onboarding?
What are the onboarding actions? Who is responsible for the onboarding actions?
How do we control the onboarding and ensure its success?

Onboarding approach




Onboarding plans and actions are based on the onboarding approach which should be
defined for every product, service and service offering as part of their design.
Onboarding approach includes scope, actions, stakeholders, timelines and other aspects of
onboarding.
When creating an onboarding plan for an onboarding initiative, the service provider
identifies specific resources that require onboarding and required actions based on the
onboarding approach.

A onboarding approach is used as input for planning an onboarding initiative. The approach
depending on the structure of service offerings and other factors, such as consumer resources, scale,
regulatory requirements, and risks. Onboarding approach should be carefully planned and tested
during the service offering design.
Onboarding actions involve the service provider and the service consumer. When the service
consumer involvement requires significant resources, it is common to agree the onboarding
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approach and plan with customers in advance. It may also involve suppliers and partners; in this
case it is recommended to ensure their awareness and acceptance of the onboarding approach and
plan.
All services of a service provider organization are based on the resources of the organization:





Organizations and people
Value streams and processes
Information and technologies
Partners and suppliers

The service consumer’s and provider’s resources may be interacting in various combinations. Some
of these service provider’s resources remain below the line of visibility and do not interact with the
consumer’s resources during service provision and consumption; while other resources are visible
to the consumer and interact with its resources.
Likewise, some resources of a service consumer organization are not visible to the service provider
organization, while others interact with the provider’s resources. A service offering may combine a
number of services. The scope of a service offering defines which resources of the parties are
expected to interact during service provision and consumption. All combinations are possible; for
example, provider’s people may interact with consumer’s people, and/or processes, technology,
partners, and vice versa.

Onboarding goals
The service provider should define, agree and build awareness about the onboarding goals among
relevant stakeholders.
The onboarding goals should be defined for the context of every onboarding initiative.
Some relevant examples of onboarding goals are listed here:





To ensure smooth migration of the service consumer to the agreed services
To ensure seamless migration of the service consumer from inhouse technology platform to
the cloud
To support temporary increase of the number of users of the selected services
To support the service consumer’s switch from one (third party) supplier to another

Key onboarding activities








Identifying provider’s resources that will interact with consumer’s resources
Identifying consumer’s resources that will interact with provider’s resources
Identifying the need for ‘introduction’ for each pair of resources
Exploring opportunities to optimize and automate ‘introductions’
Creating procedures where manual actions are required
Testing the procedures, update based on test results (repeat as needed)
Documenting and communicating to the involved parties

Onboarding Scope for Customers
Onboarding scope for customers implies one of the following or similar scenarios:






New service consumer organization
New customer, existing organization
New services for existing customer
Migration of service consumer from another service provider
Migration of service or product from another service provider
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These scenarios aim to establish a connection between resources of the service provider and the
service consumer and may involve multiple services, users, locations, suppliers and partners and
require significant resources and careful coordination.

Onboarding Scope for users
Onboarding scope for users takes place when the customer is onboarded and implies one of the
following or similar scenarios:






New user to start using services
Existing user to use new services
User switching to new service version
Migration of user between services
Could involve very large number of users in some circumstances

These scenarios imply that resources of the service provider and the service consumer have been
integrated during the customer onboarding, and only minor user-focused actions are needed for the
user onboarding

Onboarding Control
When planning for onboarding, it is important to agree on the approach to the control and validation
of the initiative success. This approach is driven by number of options, as described in the table.

In general, the control of the onboarding is best defined as part of the onboarding approach. Like
other components of the onboarding approach, the control should be reviewed and adjusted when
service provider and service consumer are planning the onboarding initiative.
In most cases, a formal review of the completed onboarding initiative should be done. Based on the
approach to onboarding control, the review of the following should be considered:





Formal confirmation that all planned onboarding actions have been completed
Review of user, customer and other stakeholders’ satisfaction and experience
Review of outstanding actions and errors
Initiation of improvements
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Fostering Relationships With Users
User experience
Some services have very little user interaction, whereas many services have active, frequent,
important user interactions. For services that involve user interaction, user experience is a critical
factor for service success.
User onboarding defines user attitude towards the service and the service provider. It is important
for successful service consumption, value co-creation, and for establishing and maintaining
sustainable relationship with users and the consumer organization as a whole.

User Experience should be considered as part of

Poor user experience leads to poor productivity and affects users’ attitude towards the service and
the service provider. Where the service consumer is external to the service provider, poor user
experience leads to loss of consumers and may eventually lead to loss of the business. If the service
consumer and the service provider belong to the same legal entity, users may have less direct
influence on the service provider and service choices made by the organization. However, poor user
experience leads to poor productivity, affects users’ attitude towards the workplace, and eventually
leads to unwanted consequences for service relationship. Even if customers do not pay enough
attention to the user experience or do not express explicit user experience requirements, service
providers cannot afford ignoring user experience. Service providers have to foster relationship with
users even when this is not directly required by the customer, and users do not directly influence
service procurement decisions.

Fostering relationship with Corporate users
User onboarding in the context of corporates is triggered by



Changes in the services consumed by the organization
Changes in the user groups

Customers become representatives of the organization and users in communications with service
providers regarding new and changed services. This may lead to situations where the first time when
users interact with new services is during onboarding. In some cases, users do not welcome new or
changed services and resist the onboarding.
As noticed earlier, this resistance is likely to affect overall productivity and eventually the value of
the services.
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To prevent resistance to new services and enable good relationships, service consumer and service
provider organizations should work closely together in every step of the customer journey:












Include user experience in every step, from exploration to realization.
Plan user onboarding as part of every new service implementation
Involve users in requirements definition
Involve users in testing of the services and the onboarding actions
Design user-friendly interfaces
Provide useful, convenient and relevant service catalogue, including service request
catalogue
Make user satisfaction an important metric for each service
Where relevant, automate user experience measurement; consider including these metrics
in service level agreements
Involve users in service testing, assessments and reviews
Involve influential users in service promotion and peer-to-peer support programs.
Monitor service usage for profiling and proactive use the realtime end-user computing
data

Fostering relationship with Individual Consumers
For individual consumers, the factors depicted in the table affect the service provider’s approach to
service relationship management at every step of customer journey.
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Providing User Engagement And Delivery Channels
Omnichannel management
Onboarding requires appropriate user engagement and delivery channels in order to provide a good
user experience. Users use different channels to interact with the service provider. They may report
an incident on one channel, then move through others
Managing the user experience across all channels, touchpoints and service interactions is called
omnichannel management. The purpose of omnichannel management is to provide a seamless user
journey to the user.

Service providers may use more than one channel on each individual user journey. A user may
report an incident through a self-service portal, add more information to the case with an e-mail, ask
for status on telephone, respond to a question from the service provider in a chat.
There are number of trends that influence the choice and design of these channels:








Many service providers try to apply the ‘shift left’ approach to service support. It may include
shifting some support tasks from service provider to users, expanding the range of self-help
and self-service options. Channels such as instructions, video tutorials and step-by-steps
wizards may support this approach.
Many service providers use social media for peer-to-peer and service provider’s support. This
approach is widely used for services provided to individual users that are likely to be an active
user of social networks. It is usually enabled by multiple channels, including Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.
Users expect an experience based on their daily use of mobile phones, personal computers
and commonly used applications. To meet this demand, service providers try to use or
emulate familiar interfaces to deliver and support their services. They also update the
interfaces to stay aligned with development of operating systems, mobile devices, popular
applications and social networks.
When remote user support is provided for technology-based services, it is an increasingly
common practice to use video capabilities of mobile devices to allow support agents to see
the devices and applications user is struggling with. It may be effective for supporting users
with lack of technology skills, so they don’t need to explain technical symptoms to the support
agent.
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Machine Learning
Machine Learning capabilities are used for:



Automating user support - Chat bots are the most common example of this approach, which
may include predicting user’s behavior before and during the contact with the service provider.
Optimizing support and delivery channels based on user profiling
and
service
consumption patterns - It may include advanced types of routing to find the optimal
support agent or resource for the user including skill based, language based, country
based, product based, customer based and technology-based routing.

Unsatisfied with automated interfaces, many users value the opportunity of talking with a human
support agent, especially in case of an incident. In consideration to this demand, some service
providers (re)introduce or improve human-operated support through phone, email, chats or social
media. It is especially important to ensure high availability and fast response combined with high
resolution rate when using this approach. In some cases, physical presence (walkin) remains the
most desirable way of contacting the service provider.

Challenges with different Service Channels
Service providers and service consumers should consider benefits, risks and cost into account when
they make decision about service channels. Different service channels to user engagement are
associated with challenges that have to be considered by service providers.
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Enabling Users For Service
Entitlement to users
Some services require special user skills and rights. For many services, certain requirements to user
ability to use it correctly, safely and effectively should be met before the user can start using the
service.
It should be ensured that users can see only the services they are entitled to and only at the available
levels. The entitlement to users should be to:





Get requirements from relevant stakeholders
Apply actions caused by requirements
Control execution
Continually check relevance of requirements

Considerations for entitlement to users
The requirements for proper entitlement to users require the following:





Due diligence: Only users with certain level of rights may have access to the information and
technology provided as part of the service.
User training and certification: Only users with proven knowledge and skills may use
certain services.
Safety training and certification: Only users people with proven of safety procedures
are allowed to use certain services.
Control on the basis of age: Only users of proven identity may access certain services or
service levels.

These requirements need to be supported by:





Effective management of access to services
Presentation of the service catalogue and service request catalogue
Onboarding and regular confirmation checks
Agreements made with customers during offer and agree steps of the journey
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Elevating Mutual Capabilities
elevating Capabilities in a Service relationship




Service relationship is about value co-creation for all involved stakeholders. Each service
interaction is an opportunity for uplifting the capabilities of another party.
Service provider and service consumer can help each other to make best use of these
capabilities and become better in their respective roles in service relationship.
The ITIL® guiding principles may be a means for one party to improve the other party’s
capabilities.

Elevating Consumer’s Capabilities
Service providers can consider the following methods to make use of the customers’ capabilities and
to ‘help users to become better users’ and ‘to help customers to become better customers’:








Offer targeted user training to specific user groups, roles and user profiles based on
personas
Educate users and customers on the exciting aspects of service, opportunities for
cooperation and collaboration and less-known benefits of the services
Promote responsible use of services
Involve users and customers in discussions of service changes and all aspects of service
relationship to seek their opinion
Cultivate non-blame culture, where users feel safe to report issues, mistakes and to ask
questions
Establish and support user communities, involving multiple service consumers, where
applicable
Involve proficient users in helping others to adopt the new services

Elevating Provider’s Capabilities
Service consumer organizations may consider using the following methods ‘to help their service
providers to become better providers”:






Invite service provider’s teams to observe service consumer’s business directly.
Demonstrate to the service consumer how services are being used and affect service
consumer’s business.
Involve service provider in discussions of relevant changes in organization, processes and
technology at the earliest possible stage
Provide feedback at all levels of service relationship.
Where type of relationship allows, form joint specialist teams with the service provider
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Offboarding
Offboarding Customers and users
Just as onboarding, offboarding approach should be planned as part of service design and then
adapted for specific initiative.
Important considerations of the offboarding are information security management and asset
management. It is important to ensure that physical and digital assets previously involved in the
service provision, are properly archived, reused, withdrawn, or otherwise handled after the user is
offboarded.
Offboarding initiatives should be reviewed following the same principles as onboarding initiatives
and should lead to improvements of the same areas of service relationships. If a service consumer
leaves as a result of dissatisfaction or a dispute, special attention needs to be paid. In such case, it
is even more important that offboarding has been agreed and prepared as part of an offboarding
approach to ensure a seamless offboarding where each step in the separation doesn’t have to be
negotiated and agreed in a conflict-filled negotiating environment. Also, both parties should avoid
escalating any conflicts and act judiciously to cause no harm for any of the parties. Preferably, the
parties should agree to keep their disputes confidential or carefully agree on communication to
relevant stakeholders. This is especially important, if subsequent legal action is expected.

Offboarding Customers
Customer offboarding is performed by the service provider upon service agreement expiration or
termination.
In general, following actions are included in offboarding of customers:










Communication about planned service termination with all relevant stakeholders
Interaction with users requesting further information or any other support
Organising and performing equipment hand-off from the service consumer to the service
provider
Removal of service provider resources operating on the service consumer’s premises
Revocation of access rights of both parties to each other’s resources
Archiving and retention of records
Calculation and processing of exit payments
Changes to third party contracts associated with the services being terminated
Relationship management actions relevant to the situation - closing meeting, letter of
appreciation, invitation to restore service relationship and so on

These are the general actions that may apply to most of the customer offboarding scenarios,
including termination of all or some of the services provided to the customer, for all or some users.
Specific actions depend on the nature of services and the scope of the offboarding initiative.
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Offboarding Users
User offboarding may take place as part of ongoing service relationship, without service or contract
termination.
In general, following actions are included in offboarding of users:








Communication about planned off-boarding and user responsibilities
Interaction with users requesting further information or support
Equipment hand-off to the service provider
Revocation or change of user access
Records archiving and retention, if applicable
Maintaining formal off-boarding records
Relationship management actions relevant to the situation

These actions may be more or less formal, depending on the service relationship. For example,
when service provider and service consumer belong to the same organization, the level of formality
may be lower, and some actions may be performed by a service consumer representative, such as
user’s manager.
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Co-Creation And Consumption Of Services
Customer Journey – Stepping Stone 6: Co-create – Provide and Consume
This module is based on the Step 6 of the customer journey. This scope of this step includes:



Service delivery and support
Service consumption/usage

Provision Of Services
Approaches to Provision of Services
There are different approaches to provision of services to users.
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Automated Or Manual
Initiation and execution of service actions can be automated in different ways:



Technology-free: Technology is not involved in the service provision
Technology-assisted: Technology is used to support the service provider in the service
provision.

For technology-assisted services, technology level can be used at different levels: technologyfacilitated, technology-mediated and technology-generated.

Technology-facilitated: Both the service provider and the user have access to the same
technology as part of the service provision. For example, a service desk representative may use
remote access software to take over the screen of a user, while they are discussing an issue.
Technology-mediated: Service is provisioned without the service consumer and the user being in
physical proximity. For example, a user may communicate with the service provider through
texting.
Technology-generated: The service provider, the service consumer or both are represented
entirely by technology. Examples are selfservice, chat-bots, a service consumer application that
automatically requests more storage from the service provider.
The approach to provision of services or interaction with customer is defined as part of service
architecture and design and is agreed at the earlier steps of the service journey and applied as part
of the cocreate step:





Defined as part of service architecture and design
Agreed during agree step
Implemented during onboard step
Applied during co-create step

The approach that is used has a major impact on user journey and user experience.
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Service Interactions
Depending on the service architecture, service interactions between service consumer and service
provider organizations may include the activities as included in the table.
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How Users Request Services
Service request
“A request from a user or a user’s authorized representative that initiates a service action which
has been agreed as a normal part of service delivery.
Some service requests are initiated at the discretion of service consumers. Such service requests
are generally designed to enhance value from the service and support the service consumer’s
business activities. Other service requests are part of user’s responsibility and should be initiated
in order to keep service running in line with the agreement. Such services generally include userinitiated maintenance and support actions.

Rules and Conditions for Service requests
For all types of service requests, rules and conditions should be agreed and communicated to all
involved roles in both service provider and service consumer organizations. These include:










Channels and means of initiating a request
Available request options
Responsibilities
Procedures
Timeframes
Authorizations
Costs/prices
Legal requirements
Any other constraints

Service desk Interaction
When users interact with service provider other than by using resources as part of the service, they
do it through dedicated interfaces or channels provided by the service desk. These interfaces may
take various forms, including service desk agents talking with users.
The purpose of the service desk interfaces is to ensure that users’ requests are captured and
processed according to the agreements and expectations established between the service provider
and the service consumer.

User Communities
During normal operations, as well as in situations of incidents and other difficulties, user
communities can be a valuable component of service interactions.
Major activities of user communities:




Peer support
Knowledge articles
Discussions and improvement initiatives

Major benefit of user communities:





Decrease demand for support
Provide insights and improvement opportunities
Help communicate news and status updates
Improve service provider image and users’ loyalty
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Creation and Maintenance of user Communities
User communities may be formed by user groups or by service provider. User communities formed
by service providers may include users from:




One service of a service provider
Multiple services of a service provider
Multiple services of multiple service providers

User communities created and run by service providers may be designed and managed as
services, using all relevant practices of the service provider. User communities created and run by
user groups themselves, may be supported by the service provider’s representatives.
Service provider participation in user-created groups tends to be more effective than trying to
switch users to official groups. Service provider may support these groups and manage their own
group.

Moments of Truth
A moment of truth is a key interaction or touchpoint where user forms/changes their impression of
any aspect of the service experience, service organization, products and services.
Every service request or incident reported to a service desk is a potential example of moment of
truth. What starts out as a negative event, may be turned around to a positive experience. The
service provider should be aware of potential moments of truth. The service provider should possess
the resources and capabilities to make the right decisions and provide the right service in a moment
of truth.

Encourage And Manage Feedback
Feedback from customer and user is extremely important for:



Success of the relationship
Continual improvement of the services

Service providers need open, direct and comprehensive opinions about their services and related
user and customer experience.
However, users and customers may be reluctant to provide this due to negative experiences in the
past.
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Challenges and Solutions for user feedback
The following table presents some typical challenges and solutions for continual user feedback.

Challenges and Solutions for Customer feedback
The following table presents some typical challenges and solutions for continual customer feedback.
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Realize And Validate Service Value
Customer Journey – Stepping Stone 7: realize – Capture Value and Improve
This module is based on the Step 7 of the customer journey. This purpose of this step is to track,
assess and evaluate if the value that the stakeholders expected and planned for is realized
throughout all steps of the journey and to continually identify improvements to the journey and the
involved services.

This module discusses how value realization can be tracked. Next, the module focuses on
assessment and reporting of the realized value. Finally, the module discusses how value realization
is evaluated as a basis for service and customer journey improvements.
Module Topics




Tracking ValueRealization
Assessing andReporting Value Realization
Evaluating Value Realization and Improving Customer Journeys
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Tracking Value Realization
Tracking of value realization through the ITIL® metrics Cascade
The following figure represents the hierarchy from purpose to metrics - the ITIL® metrics cascade.






A prerequisite for assessing and evaluating value realization is tracking and measurement of
service value indicators. A service value indicator is a measure that either directly or indirectly
indicates the state or level of a specific aspect of service value.
Indicators are supported by one or more metrics. Metrics can be used to measure customer
journeys, services, products, practices and resources.
Indicators reflect an objective or goal. The objective is this case is to achieve the
desired or agreed service value.
The reason behind one or more objectives is called the purpose.

Tracking experience and Satisfaction
Three important questions to understand customer experience and user experience from the
customer perspective:




How does the service work? (functional experience)
How does the service feel? (emotional experience)
To what degree does the service fulfil my needs? (satisfaction)

In order to ensure that the customer and users are satisfied with the service and with the whole
customer journey, the service provider should measure and track customer experience, perform
customer satisfaction surveys, and request and process feedback from service consumers.
The following tables presents the characteristics and metrics to measure functional experience,
emotional experience and satisfaction of customers.
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Measuring Service value
Value is the perceived benefits, usefulness, and importance of something. Valuable service enables
the right balance between supported outcomes, costs removed, risks removed and affected
outcomes, costs introduced, risks introduced.
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The figure represents the supported outcomes, costs removed and risks removed, which are the
part of service value proposition and the reasons why the customer invests into the service. All these
attributes of value proposition should have been examined closely on the Require step of the
customer journey and are the parts of business case, if applicable.
Affected outcomes, costs introduced, risks introduced are the reasons why the customer could have
been decided to go offboard. These factors can be called as dis-benefits or undesirable side effects.
The customer’s initial assumption about shortcomings of the service consumption are often far from
reality, because all parties are usually focused on what they can gain, not lose.
Supported outcomes, costs and risks removed and affected outcomes, costs and risks introduced
represent the customer’s point of view on value realization. It is generally a good idea to enhance
supported outcomes and risks and costs that are removed and to reduce the outcomes that are
undesirably affected and to optimize risks and cost that the service introduces.

Value proposition
Value proposition is a clear statement that explains how your product solves customers’ problems
or improves their situation (relevancy), delivers specific benefits (quantified value), tells the ideal
customer why they should buy from you and not from the competition (unique differentiation).

In order to track, assess, and validate service value realization, a target is required. This target can
be set in the form of a value proposition,
acceptance criteria, or a benefit realization plan. If these documents contain only tangible indicators
of value realization, it is also important to realize the importance of perceived or experienced value.
At times, the service value is validated by its service levels. If there is service level agreement (SLA)
in place, SLA monitoring charts are used for demonstrating that the service gives intended outputs.
While there is nothing wrong with this approach in certain contexts, it is generally incorrect to reduce
tracking value realization to just checking service outputs.
Value proposition reflects the consumer’s needs and it is crucial to remember that consumer needs
are never fully documented in any type of agreement between the consumer and the service provider.
With every step from consumer needs to expectation to requirements to agreement we gradually
narrow the intention of the service to meet initial needs.
Since SLA is a typical example of output-based agreement, it’s important to bear in mind that value
cannot be fully caught in formalized agreements. Less formalized outcome-based and experiencebased agreements are used when the needed level of cooperation through service delivery and
consumption can’t be adequately reflected in an output-based manner.
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Tracking Service usage
Tracking service usage is a way to track, map, and understand customer and user behavior.
Service usage could be measured by:





CPU utilization, memory utilization, file store utilization
Number of business transactions
Number of system/application log-ons and concurrent users
Number of requests processed in case of differential charging

Service usage measurement may be needed for charging.
Successful charging in cost-based pricing requires that the customer understands exactly what they
are being charged for. This enables them to quantify the value of the service, and to work with IT to
optimize the balance between the cost of the service and its quality.

Charging mechanism
The service providers value realization includes earning profits or at least recovering costs. How
much customers will be charged for a service depends on the charging policies.

Chargeable Items
Chargeable items are similar to cost units in that they are the lowest level at which a cost (or charge)
is measured. The main difference is that cost units are measured from an IT point of view, and
chargeable items are measured from a customer point of view.
Following principles should be considered when making decision on chargeable items:






Chargeable items should be economically sound and clearly connected to the way the
service is delivered and consumed.
The service provider and/or the customer should be able to measure chargeable items
objectively, based on data.
Chargeable items have to be items which can be perceived and controlled by the customer.
The service provider should stimulate sustainable consumer behavior that should ideally
results in cost reduction to the minimum needed for supporting consumer operations on the
required level. The customer can then manage their budget by controlling their demand for
these items.
The business deliverables are not suitable as chargeable items because they require a
detailed measurement of the resources consumed (sales analysis). In such cases, a structure
may have to be established in which the service is charged for as a whole. Another issue is
that business deliverables cannot be easily attributed to single processes or applications,
which requires establishing sophisticated cost allocation models.
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Tracking Service risks
Tracking, assessing, and evaluation of service risks is critical because understanding service risks
is important for identifying potential consumer impact of service failures.
The primary sources of information for service risk identification and assessment are:








Service incidents and complaints
Security incidents and other non-compliances
Monitoring of service quality
Tracking of service value and experience
Changes to demand and capacity
Changes to resources, products and service offerings
Changes to legal and regulatory requirements, contracts and agreements
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Tracking Service value in different Settings
The following table depicts tracking value realization in different types of service relationships.

The higher the level of relationship maturity, the greater amount of work becomes the shared
activities of the customer and the service provider. If there is an out-of-the-box service and the
service provider provides access to standard reports embedded in the solution and there is no
communication between the service provider and the customer regarding value realization, there
may be very sophisticated value realization tracking and assessing activities on the customer’s side,
if service costs are comparatively high for the customer particularly.

Assessing And Reporting Value Realization
Reporting Service outcome and Performance
Assessing and reporting on value realization is about:





Consolidating data from various data sources
Translate metrics into KPIs
Aggregate and present KPIs in a form appropriate for decision making
Formal service reviews or informal meetings

The customer may seek evidence on service outcomes achievement from the service provider in
different terms, such as Return On Investment (ROI), achieving strategic objectives, process
performance, and service levels.
However, all these levels are connected. This means that even in case when the customer just asks
for IT service availability, capacity and performance:
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— The service provider can map service performance metrics to consumer (organization) process
performance to strategic objectives and finally to consumer vision / desired results and should
do it in order to really understand the customer.
— As well as the customer should link service level with its strategic objectives and at least
qualitatively analyze how well the service contributes to the consumer vision / desired results.

Mapping outcomes to outputs
The step or level of assessing and reporting on value realization is about mapping the measured
outputs to outcomes and assessing overall service contribution to the customer objectives and vision.

Analysing the data
After the data is consolidated, analyze the results and find answers to the questions,such as:






Are we meeting targets? Are we operating according to plan?
What are the dynamics? Are there any clear trends? Are they positive or negative trends?
Are there underlying structural problems? Are improvements required?
Are there unforeseen patterns or unexpected and unplanned outcomes that should be fed
back to design and improvement?
Is there new information about the products, services, the customer journey or context, that
is market?

Once analysis is done, present the information in a format that is understandable and at the right
level to:




Identify benefits that were revealed during the time period
Note risks realized and current risk profile
Allow those receiving the information to make strategic, tactical and operational decisions
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Evaluating Value Realization And Improving Customer Journeys
Evaluating and Improving Services and Customer Journeys
Value realization evaluation verifies:




Individual services create the desired value
The completed end-to-end journeys leave the desired customer and user experience behind
(single-loop learning),
The involved service value systems are fit for purpose (doubleloop learning).

Evaluation of Service value
The evaluation and confirmation of the value realization assessment can be formal or informal.

In simple standardized environments, evaluation of value realization may be partly pre-defined. If
service level targets are well-defined, the automated service performance reports and SLA score
boards may indicate if the value realization meets the agreed targets. The customer only reacts in
case of deviations.
In more complicated environments, the evaluation process cannot be fully formalized. It may be
difficult for the service provider to fully understand the outcomes that the consumer wants to achieve.
Frequent service reviews in the form of face-to-face meetings may be a fruitful way to evaluate value
realization in this case.
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In complex and unpredictable environments, service value may be a moving target. Evaluation of
value realization may require continuous evaluation and negotiation of changes to the targets and
the realized value. The service provider and the customer may form shared teams where value
realization constantly is negotiated, monitored and evaluated. Another approach can be the
negotiation of targets and evaluation of value realization through partly automation and through
cognitive technologies, such as dynamic negotiation networks where controllers of different domains
negotiate with each other for the service level parameters of a specific service request.

Evaluation of the Customer Journey
Evaluation of customer journey involves finding answers to the following questions:


Is the customer happy with the service provider?
o Service provider need to examine customer experience measurements, surveys,
feedback

— Does the original value proposition need adjustment?
{ Validating value is a chance to challenge assumptions that have been made earlier. Any service
exists to solve some customer’s problem, therefore consider at least the following questions in order
to test assumptions





Is there really a problem?
Is this service how to solve it?
Is the service delivered the best way to solve the problem?
Have value stream inefficiencies impacted the value realised?
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ITIL4 High Velocity It And Service Value Chain
Unlike the other modules of the Managing Professional stream, the High Velocity IT covers the full
service value chain – from demand to value. All aspects and activities of the value chain are
considered in High Velocity IT – but from a different perspective; from the perspective of high velocity
and digitally transformed organization.
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Key Concepts Of High Velocity IT
High Velocity Nature Of The Digital Enterprise
Digital organization – an overview
A digital organization is one where digital technology enables them to do business significantly
differently, or do significantly different business.




Digital technology is:
o A significant enabler for internal processes.
o Often part of their products and services, as seen by the customer
o A strategic part of the business model
o For primary activities
Digital first is part of the culture.

With digital technology, digital organizations are enabled. Digital technology is an important enabler
for their internal processes and is often part of their products and services in particular. Digital
technology allows organizations to do business differently significantly, or to do business differently
significantly. As such, digitization is a strategic
part of the business model of the organization and applied to the primary (instead of supporting)
activities of the organization. Digital first’ is often part of the culture of the organization.
Digital organizations are often customer-centric and encourage experiments from self-organizing,
autonomous teams, but this is not the essence of ‘digital’.

Introduction to high velocity IT
High velocity IT is the application of digital technology for significant business enablement, where
speed is crucial. It is not restricted to fast development but required from innovation through
development and operations to actually realizing value.





High velocity does not reduce service utility or warranty.
High velocity IT is not binary, but should be viewed as a spectrum - can be higher or lower.
Velocity is speed and direction
o Must be doing the right thing fast.
— Increasing velocity has costs and risks:
o But gives competitive advantage.
o Must ensure there is a clear return on investment.
o May be difficult if the culture does not fit.
o Some organizations don’t need high velocity.

While some digital organizations are more digital than others, the speed is higher in some digital
organizations than in others. So it’s not that there’s high speed and low speed or that higher speed
is better than lower speed. It depends on each organization’s nature how high their speed must be.
In scientific terms, speed also has a directional component – speed in a certain direction. This is
interpreted as doing the right thing in the context of high-speed IT. In other words, it is not only
meeting requirements but also making the right investment and sustainability decisions.
Increasing the velocity involves costs and risks, especially when there is a change in step rather than
gradual improvement. It wouldn’t make sense for some organizations to undertake such a
transformation – they may have higher priorities. For example, other organizations wishing to
increase their speed could consider the amount of cultural change involved to be too difficult or
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unlikely to generate an acceptable return on investment. High-speed IT provides higher levels of
digital enabling for many organizations, but it is not always cautious investment. Some organizations
don’t need it, and the transformation is perceived as too difficult or risky for some others that do it.

Digital Transformation
Digital transformation is the use of digital technology to enable a significant improvement in the
realization of an organization’s objectives that could not have been feasibly achieved by nondigital
means.
Digital transformation is often used to indicate major investment in digitizing, robotizing and
automation that enable organizations to do business significantly differently, or do significantly
different business. In other words, this means digital business transformation or digital transformation
of business.
Digital transformation as the application and integration of technology to all areas of the business
resulting in changes in the business model, the way it operates and how value is delivered to
customers. In addition, there is an important cultural change where experimentation is encouraged,
losing the fear of failure, after all, failure is nothing more than learning. In addition to the inclusion of
technology, digital transformation focuses the business on the customer, their needs and experience.
Creating fast and efficient processes thanks to technology and delivering the highest possible value
to our customer. The idea is to use technology not only to digitize a product or service, but to use
technology to transform that product or service into something significantly better.

IT Transformation
Where business and IT are regarded as separate organizational functions, “IT transformation” can
be used to denote major change to improve how IT services are provided



IT transformation is about how IT systems and services are developed, run and supported.
If IT is not separate from the business then there is no clear distinction between digital
transformation and IT transformation

Where business and IT are regarded as separate organizational functions, “IT transformation” can
be used to denote major change to improve how IT services are provided. IT transformation is about
how information systems and IT services are developed, run and supported. This can include the
decentralisation of the IT function and
its integration in digital lines of business.
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The delegation of the IT function and its integration in digital lines of business, as shown in the
following figure.

Digital Products
A product is a configuration of an organization’s resources designed to offer value for a consumer.
A product is digital when the consumer experiences digital technology in the goods, resources, or
interactions.





Products are provided to consumers by services that enable value cocreation
Consumers acquire goods, and interact with the service provider
Value is co-created when consumer applies their resources to use the product
Many services provide consumer with both digital and physical (or analogue) experiences

A product is a configuration of an organization’s resources designed to offer value for a consumer.
The product is provided to the consumer by means of services that enable the cocreation of value
by both parties.
The services manifest themselves to the consumer as a combination of acquiring goods, using the
provider’s (tangible) resources, and interacting with the provider. The value is co-created during
service provision and consumption, when the consumer applies its own resources to use the product.
A product is digital when the consumer experiences digital technology in the goods, resources, or
interactions. Typically, services will provide a consumer with both digital and physical (or analogue)
experiences.
Examples: Mobile phone, email app, email server application, aircraft, website, reservation system

Digital Technology
Digital technology refers to Information Technology (IT), and Operational Technology (OT) that has
been digitized.
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Digital technology is technology that digitizes something. Digitization is the process of transforming
something from analogue form to digital form, in other words expressed in (binary) digits. For
example, text, sound, and images.

Information Technology
IT is a digital technology application for storing, retrieving, transmitting and manipulating data (data
processing), often in the context of a business or other organization. IT is manifested as information
systems (IS) consisting of hardware, system software, data and data processing applications.
Information is data that in a specific context is useful. Its function is to reduce uncertainty so that
better decisions can be made. Unsurprisingly, providing information to end users with IT is the
ultimate goal.
By providing automated information systems that process and provide data faster, more reliably and
cheaper than humanly feasible, IT’s value has traditionally been perceived as increased efficiency.
More recently, narrow Artificial Intelligence (for example Machine Learning) has not only applied IT
to process and supply data, but also to create new data.
The information from these traditional automated information systems is mainly used for internal
decision making by organizations. The primary information function is to minimize uncertainty.
Information value is only realized when people or things act on informationinformed and improved
decisions.

Operational Technology
Operational Technology is another subset of digital technology. In most Operational Technology,
hardware, system software, data and applications use digitized information as a means to another
goal than making information available to end users. For example, information for auto-piloting an
aircraft or coordinating traffic lights. OT refers to physical devices such as valves and pumps in which
digitized data is used to take physical action. OT devices are as small as the Engine Control Module
(ECM) of a car or as large as the distributed control network for a national electricity grid. The
collective term Industrial Control Systems (ICS) refer to systems such as supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems, distributed control systems (DCS), Remote Terminal Unit (RTU)
and programmable logic controller (PLC) as well as dedicated networks and organization units.
Embedded Systems are also included in the sphere of operational technology for example, SMART
instrumentation, along with a large subset of scientific data acquisition, control and computing
devices. The Internet of Things gives the ability to connect Operational Technology devices to other
Operational Technology devices and to information systems. For the sake of completeness, some
Operational Technology is not digital but analogue.
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Transformation To High Velocity It
How transformation to high velocity it is desirable?




Transformation is major change, but can be agile and incremental
o Some organizations need smaller improvements, not transformation
Transformation involves costs and risks
When is transformation appropriate?
o The funding is available
o There is a clear return on investment
o The transformation fits the organization’s risk appetite
o Other required resources are available
o The transformation fits the organization’s culture

Although some digital organizations are more digital than others, in some digital organizations
velocity is higher than others. So it’s not that there’s high velocity and low velocity or that higher
velocity is better than lower velocity. It depends on how high each organization’s velocity needs to
be. Scientifically speaking, velocity has a directional component as well – velocity in a certain
direction. This is interpreted as doing the right thing in the context of high velocity IT, in other words,
not just fulfilling requirements, but making the right investment and sustainability decisions.
Increasing the velocity involves costs and risks, especially when there is a change in step rather than
gradual improvement. It would not make sense to undertake such a transformation for some
organizations – they may have higher priorities. For example, other organizations seeking to
increase their velocity could consider the amount of cultural change involved to be too difficult or
unlikely to generate an acceptable return on investment.
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High Velocity IT Objectives
Five Organizational Objectives to Direct High Velocity IT
Digital organizations are placing higher demands across the lifecycle of digital products where
technology is strategic for their business models. On a cascade that translates purpose and strategic
goals into more operational goals and indicators, these can be translated into five objectives. These
are:






Valuable investments: Strategically innovative and effective application of IT
Fast development: Quick realization and delivery of IT services and IT-related products
resilient operations: Highly resilient IT services and IT-related products
Co-created value: Effective interaction between service provider and consumer
Assured conformance: To governance, risk and compliance (GRC) requirements

Please note that digital transformation and/or IT transformation may be needed if significant
improvement is required in these areas.
The following figure shows the objectives from an economic perspective.

The objective of valuable investments determines an investment’s potential value. The other goals
are to realize as much of this potential value as possible, but in realization there will inevitably be
value leakages. Costs are also associated with meeting the five goals. The return on investment is
the difference between the benefits realized and the costs incurred.

Organizational Objectives To Direct High Velocity It
Valuable Investments
The scope of the ‘valuable investments’ objective can be considered in following points:






Strategically innovative and effective application of IT.
Classify and validate investments that make a significant contribution to business
strategy:
o Utility determines potential value.
o Warranty ensures potential value is not adversely affected.
Research and development of products in terms of profitability.
Evaluate products and services in terms of profitability:
o Continually re-evaluate/identify better alternatives.

Classify and validate digital investments that contribute significantly to business strategy. The
potential value of digital investments is determined at this stage. This is where the functionality
(fitness for purpose, known as utility) is defined. Utility is what determines the potential value. The
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non-functional requirements (fitness for use, known as warranty) are also determined, but these do
not add to the potential value of the functionality. Warranty ensures that the potential value is not
adversely affected by outages, poor use etc.
Research and development are this goal. In terms of profitability, new digital products and services
are planned and evaluated. To gain and maintain competitive advantage, both the substantive quality
of the products and services and the timing with which they are launched are crucial. The sooner a
potential investment is envisaged and evaluated, the sooner benefits can be realized such as
competitive advantage.
It is also important to assess investments on an ongoing basis once they are justified and approved.
Whether they are in the development stage or are being used, there may be better investment
options. The sooner information is available on alternative investment, the sooner it is possible to reevaluate current investment.
In the digital organization, IT drives and enables the business. It is therefore of crucial importance
that the continually evolving potential of IT is continually evaluated for strategic advantage. The main
concerns are the intrinsic quality of investment initiatives, the speed with which they are identified
and evaluated, and the speed with which they are designed, developed and deployed to production.
There is a period of unawareness before a potential investment (opportunity or demand) is identified.
The quicker technological developments are identified, and the quicker their business potential is
assessed, the quicker an investment decision can be taken.
The potential utility of the product is determined in the engage and plan stage. The potential utility is
only increased during the next product lifecycle stages when new insights emerge. As mentioned
about the value of information and information technology, the actual utility is only realized in parallel
with delivery stage, when users act on decisions that have been improved by information obtained
through IT services or digital products - from the underlying automated information systems.
The actual utility is influenced by the warranty associated with the product. The potential warranty is
determined during the demand and design stages, and is realised during the operate and support
stages.

Relationship with business objectives







Achieve more revenue by more sales and higher prices: Valuable investments in commercial
organization can be about achieving more revenue by more sales and higher prices, by
reducing capital expenditure and operational expenditure, and by reducing risk. In nonprofit organizations, revenue is replaced by the equivalent primary objective.
Value cocreated between provider, consumer, and other stakeholders: The value of an
investment can only be determined when the return is realised, and this occurs after the
investment, when value is cocreated between provider, consumer and other stakeholders.
Measure by sales, revenue, and costs: Valuable investments can be measured by sales
revenue and costs, but also by competences that have been developed during the realization
of the investment.
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Fast Development






Develop new and improved digital products and services frequently, quickly and reliably.
The sooner products are delivered, the sooner value can be realized:
o Fast return on investment comes from fast time to market/customer
— One way to deliver fast is to break product into small parts:
o This allows to realize a certain value before waiting for the complete product.
— Delivery must be reliable, as well as fast:
o This can include able to recover fast, as well as more reliable.
— Fast development has no intrinsic value:
o Value comes from use of the product or service being developed.

There is no intrinsic value for rapid development. It is related to the value of anything being developed.
It enables a faster return on investment in commercial organizations by enhancing market time and
customer time. Usually, this is expressed in terms of more revenue from sales because earlier the
revenue stream begins. For example, it can also be expressed in the volume of traffic on the website
or the number of potential customers who sign up for mailings. It can also lead to lower expenses
and risks if the investment is intended to do so.
Agile development teams deliver potentially deployable software increments as frequently as
possible. By reducing the size of change, the risk of disruption is reduced. Smaller changes means
that change happens more frequently. By changing more frequently, the organization’s capability to
change is improved. Increased change capability leads, in turn, to lower risk of disruption.
The following figure shows the effect of the size changes.

Agile development teams deliver as commonly as possible deployable software increments under
company pressure to realize value rapidly. Unfortunately, these releases frequently have to wait for
actual deployment for days, weeks and sometimes months. In the service value stream, this is often
the longest delay. Usually, this is because of a cautious approval and deployment approach.
Typically, an evaluation by a Change Advisory Board that only meets on scheduled days is part of
the approval process. The actual deployment also occurs on schedule basis.
The thinking behind this approach is that change is potentially disruptive and must therefore be
carefully controlled. Those irresponsible developers must be kept at a safe distance from the
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production environment. From the other perspective, IT operations are perceived as the “no”
bureaucratic department. Due to diametrically opposed targets – make changes very quickly versus
make changes very carefully – development and IT operations are in constant battle, with IT service
managers in the middle.
This tension is based on a familiar mental model in which change disrupts stability and stability
controls change–the fewer the changes, the lower the stability risk. A different way of thinking has
emerged in the last decade. The risk of disruption is reduced by reducing the size of change. Smaller
change means that change happens more often than not. By changing more frequently, the
organization’s ability to change is improved. Increased capacity for change, in turn, reduces the risk
of disruption. Suddenly, the mental model changed from “less change is good” to “more change is
good.“
This way of thinking was adopted by the DevOps society and suitable methods were established
and technology supported. Research has identified a correlation between high performance, with
version control, continuous delivery, and automated testing in terms of deployment frequency, lead
time for change, and change failure rate.

Resilient Operations
The scope of the ‘resilient operations’ can be considered in following points:





Ensure that digital products are highly available for use.
Potential value can only be realized when products are usable.
Warranty reduces risk to utility, and so reduces value leakage.
IT systems are complex so guarantees are an illusion:
o Emphasis is on restoring service quickly, rather than preventing failures.

Only when digital products are available for use can the potential value of digital investments be
realized. The fulfillment of non-functional requirements provides warranty and reduces the risk of
adverse effects on the usefulness (value) of the products. Information systems are increasingly
relying on so many components that it is often impossible to predict or guarantee behaviour. Failureprotected systems are an illusion. For inevitable and unexpected failure, the organization must be
prepared. The emphasis is no longer on a long interval of failures – it is on quickly restoring service
when the inevitable problems arise. This reduces the business disruption.
Resilient operations add nothing to an investment’s potential value rather it ensures that it can realize
the potential. Since information systems are complex and thus intrinsically susceptible to error,
resilient operations are about limiting damage. The damage can be expressed in terms of lost income,
lower prices, incurred costs, and reputational damage, depending on the nature of the systems. For
example, when an e-commerce website suffers from poor availability or performance:





Revenue is lost if customers turn to other providers, prices are under pressure because of
reduced customer satisfaction: satisfied customer tend to be loyal customers, and
loyal customers are usually prepared to pay a premium for a good service experience
Costs are incurred for restoring the service, for workarounds, for communication with
consumers
Reputational damage is incurred when the provider is perceived to deal with incidents poorly,
for instance by negligence, indifference, lack of transparency, and not learning from incidents
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Accessibility is measured as a percentage of uptime / uptime + downtime, with a
specification of the intermediate time between failure and the intermediate time to restore
service. Availability as an indicator of its impact on service consumers is notoriously
unreliable. While the objective facts are useful to know, they are almost meaningless without
understanding how – if anything – they correlate with the consumer experience of the
subjective service.
Performance is measured in different ways, such as loading time for a Web page, executing
a data query, completing a batch process.
Security is measured in security breaches.

Co-Created Value
The scope of the ‘co-created value’ operation can be considered in following points:





Effective interaction between service provider and consumer.
Value is co-created when people or things act on decisions that have been improved by
information derived from information systems.
Users must understand digital products in terms of business process:
o Understand the functionality, interpret the information, make decisions, act.
Value co-creation includes value for all stakeholders.

Co-create value from digital products in close collaboration between service provider and consumer.
From the value of information and information technology perspective, return on digital investments
is only realised when people or things act on decisions that have been improved by information
derived from automated information systems.
The users therefore have to understand the digital products and information and their use in the
context of business processes. Not only should they understand the functionality well enough to use
it appropriately, they also have to be able to interpret the information correctly in order to improve
decision making. Finally, people or things have to act on these decisions. Only then is value realised.
Value co-creation refers not only to the value for the service consumer, but also for the provider and
any other stakeholders.
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For the service consumer, the value is the outcome the service output helps to realize. With
information systems, information is the output that the service consumer uses to reduce uncertainty
and take better decisions. Only when somebody acts on those improved decisions, is outcome
realized.
For the service provider, depending on the nature if the investment, value can be expressed in terms
such as revenue from digital products and services, website traffic, reduced costs, and risks.

Assured Conformance








Service provision and service consumption comply with corporate and regulatory directives
for governance, risk and compliance.
o Digital organizations may use different ways to fulfil these requirements.
High velocity is often associated with taking risks:
o Biggest risk is often not taking a risk, but risks must be justified.
o Governs body must be assured that directives have been followed.
Must understand governance constraints and how to act.
This helps peace of mind for people who own GRC.
This can be measured by (the cost of) security breaches, fines by regulators, bad
publicity, and actions required by internal and external auditors.

Ensure that the provision of service and service consumption complies with corporate and regulatory
guidelines on governance, risk and compliance. While external requirements may remain the same,
for digitally enabled organizations there may be alternative and more appropriate ways to fulfill them.
High speed is often associated with taking risks, and risks may need to be taken from a commercial
perspective. Consequentially, not taking sufficient risks is the biggest risk that an organization can
take. However, risks must be justified and internal rules and external regulations must be complied
with. The governing body must be assured that their directives have been followed.
Regarding governance, the practitioner does not govern but is governed. They operate within a
governance framework. They must understand the applicable constraints and how to act within that
framework. The practitioner’s insight and judgment influence how they act. The more insight and the
better the judgment skills, the more the practitioner will take initiative to bend the rules when the
associated benefits and risks are justifiable. This requires that the practitioner understands the
thinking behind the constraints.
Assured conformance contributes to the peace of mind of the people who are accountable for, and
affected by, governance, risk and compliance issues. They feel more confident that they the
organization acts within these constraints. Assured conformance can be measured by (the cost of)
security breaches, fines by regulators, bad publicity, and actions required by internal and external
auditors.
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Objectives From An Economic Perspective
Digital transformation and/or IT transformation may be needed if significant improvement is required
in the areas related to the five objectives.

The valuable investments objective determines the potential value of an investment. The other
objectives are to realize as much of this potential value as possible but, inevitably, there will be value
leakages during realization. These value leakages can be reduced by investment in warranty (fitness
for use). There are also costs associated with fulfilling the five objectives. The return on investment
is the difference between the realised benefits and the incurred costs.

Five organizational objectives and Service value Chain
The five objectives are closely related to specific value chain activities, except for Assured
conformance, that applies to the whole value chain.



Valuable investments are achieved primarily through decisionmaking in the value chain
activity of the plan.
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Fast development is achieved mainly through the development of applications and
infrastructure engineering in the design and transition and the acquisition or building of value
chain activities
By running the system in the delivery and supporting value chain activity, resilient operations
are achieved.
Co-created value is achieved primarily through supporting the system in the delivery and
supporting value chain activity (together with the service consumer’s effective use).
Assured conformance is achieved by attention to compliance with corporate and regulatory
directives in all of the value chain activities, not only during delivery and support.

The assured conformance objective is achieved by all value chain activities, and the engage and
improve value chain activities contribute to all of the objectives.
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High Velocity ITIL





The Four Dimensions of Service Management
The ITIL Service Value System
The Service Value Chain
The Digital Product Lifecycle

The Four Dimensions Of Service Management

The four dimensions of ITIL 4 are ingredients needed to create high quality products and services
which deliver value to customers are:









High velocity IT and Organizations and people
High velocity IT and Information and technology
High velocity IT and Partners and suppliers
High velocity IT and Value steams and processes high velocity IT and organizations and
People
Differentiating digital technology is often managed as part of primary business activity:
o IT function is often part of line of business, If IT is integral with business.
o May still have centralized IT for non-differentiating services such as email or Wi-Fi
Both IT and business staff are often co-located.
No service level agreements is required since there is no separate organization delivering
services:
o But still need metrics and key performance indicators
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In high velocity IT environments where IT in an essential part of the organization’s products and
services, it is likely that the IT function will be an important part of the business line. While there may
be a centralized IT service center for non-differentiating digital technology such as email and Wi-Fi,
digital differentiating technology is often managed as part of the main activities. There are no internal
service level agreements between IT function for differentiating IT services. Metrics and key
performance indicators may still required, but are directly aligned with the line of business primary
goals, not as part of an IT function’s internal transactions.
In high velocity IT environments, IT specialists often work at the same physical location as their nonIT staff. This is good not only for communication, but also for a better and shared understanding of
the business context in which digital technology is used.

High Velocity IT and Information and Technology






Higher demands:
o Information and technology enables the organization digitally.
o Information and technology supports IT practices such as CI/CD.
Information is an important resource:
o IT should know what data they have and how better to use it.
More use of information in real time:
o Alert to incident flow, ChatOps
Growth in Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AL/ML) will require good knowledge and
information.

In high velocity IT environments that derive significant value from digital technology, part of the value
is related to the information that digital systems provide, and part of the value is related to digital
technology that provides the information in a fast, resilient, secure and efficient manner. Therefore,
higher demands are placed on both the digitally enabled information and technology organizations
and the information and technology (IT tooling) supporting the IT processes.
For instance, high velocity IT tooling is an automated deployment pipeline that delivers faster and
more reliably to production new application versions. Information is a resource that is poorly used in
the function of IT. Experts should be more aware of and make better use of the data they have at
their disposal.
Finding information that is created and used in real time and at times spontaneously is common in
high-speed IT environments. For example, monitoring tools provide real-time access to performance
information as an when needed (for example, when an alert indicates an exception condition or an
incident has been detected). Collaboration tools integrated with bots (ChatOps) can be used to
exchange and acquire additional information when required to take action. It is important to
understand the flow of information and how work gets done so that people have the information they
need when and where they need it as part of their ‘work as usual’ practices.
Business analysis partially addresses this critical need, but the business information management
domain expands the scope to include actual information use. Managing business information not
only ensures that the right information needs are identified, but also that the information is effectively
used in business processes. This applies equally to the information in the IT service management
domain that supports processes. A high-trust organization is characterized by the free flow of
information. This is in line with the generative culture often found in IT organizations with high velocity.
By integrating systems, data duplication (with the risk of various sources of truth) can be avoided.
This also involves using various tools, such as Dev using Jira and Ops using ServiceNow without
interfaces and consolidation. Automatically adding an identifier (for example, a Sprint ID and/or
Backlog item ID) to a change record while a change is making its way through a deployment pipeline
is a way to combine these two.
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AI and ML’s expected extreme growth will place higher demands on well-managed knowledge and
information. Gartner predicts that, due to a lack of an established knowledge management
foundation, 99 percent of AI initiatives in IT service management will fail by 2020.

High velocity IT and Partners and Suppliers
Extensive usage of cloud-based infrastructure, platforms, and other services:





Usually high quality and affordable
Often provided with fixed terms and conditions as utility services
The customer has little or no impact on the provider
Dependencies analysis and appropriate workarounds are essential

High velocity IT environments often use cloud-based infrastructures, platforms, and other services
extensively. Organizations often provide these utility services on their own terms and conditions.
Cloudbased services are usually high quality and affordable, but there is little or no influence on the
provider by the individual user. Therefore, analyzing the dependencies and taking appropriate action
in terms of workarounds, etc. is important.

High velocity IT and value Streams and Processes
The best way to create a unique value stream for each digital service / product:



Can be less efficient than standardized single value stream centralized.
The efficiency benefits far outweigh the costs.

This may be less efficient than a standardized and centralized single value stream serving multiple
products and services, but the efficiency benefits far outweigh the costs, while the value chain of the
service describes the activities required to manage products and services effectively, A service value
stream involves a series of actual steps to create and deliver products and services to consumers.
Therefore, service value streams are where things actually happen and value is co-created. It is
where the practices of ITIL are used. For each organization, service value streams are unique. Most
organizations will have multiple streams of service value that reflect their product diversity. Therefore,
their operating models will include multiple value streams of service.
The following figure shows the four dimensions of a practice being used in a value stream step,
depicted in a variation of a Porter value chain.

Previous versions of ITIL referred not only to process, but also to people, partners and products
(technology). These four elements correspond roughly with the four dimensions of service
management: organization and people, information and technology, partners and suppliers, and
service value streams and processes. The concept of practice, in which all of these dimensions are
present, underscores the importance of balancing the four dimensions and not just focusing on
process, for instance.
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The ITIL Service Value System

The service value system binds together the various building blocks. It describes the activities
translated into value by opportunity and demand. The streams of service value are where the work
is actually done. They are based on the activities of the service value chain and use the practices.
Practices include resources that are already described in the four dimensions of service
management.

Governance and management







Governance directs and controls the organization:
o Evaluates, sets direction for managers, evaluatesperformance
Managers plan, build, organize, and improve the organization.
In digitally enabled organizations:
o IT is not a separate unit:
Single entity is responsible for digital technology and its use
o Practitioners operate within governance and management framework:
Understand constraints, know how to act, apply insight and judgement.
Predetermined instructions not feasible, need to exercise judgement, ‘bend the rules’.

The service value system part describes the underlying management system that focuses on the
management and enhancement of resources, activities and outcomes. Governance is anchored in
management. Governance is the management and control system for whatever organizational entity
is accountable to the governing body. The governing body assesses the situation, sets managers’
direction and monitors the performance of the organization. Managers deal with the organizational
entity planning, building, organizing, and improving.
The responsibility for digital technology is an integral part of the digital business line in digitally
enabled organizations with digital business lines. It is not a separate unit like a centralized IT service
center (although it may exist for non-differentiating IT services such as email). Therefore, both digital
technology and its use in the context of digital products and services are responsible for the governed
and managed organizational entity. This convergence benefits ‘businessIT alignment’ as it is only
business and IT activities and resources that need to be aligned, not separate organizational entities
with different goals. Practitioners of digital technology report to the same management as their less
technical colleagues.
Practitioners operate within a framework of governance and management. They understand the
constraints that apply and they know how to act within this framework. How they act influences their
insight and judgment. When the associated benefits and risks are justifiable, the more insight and
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the better the judgment skills, the more the practitioner takes initiative to bend the rules. High velocity
IT environments are often highly unpredictable, so predetermined instructions are not feasible or
desirable. On the job, the practitioner must exercise judgment. The practitioner must understand the
thinking behind the constraints to do this effectively. This is the manager’s major role in high velocity
IT environments providing context and allowing the practitioner to take responsibility. reconstructing
for Service agility





Traditional management is often based on Specialization, prescriptive processes,
performance targets
Knowledge of work and service provision is
o Different in many subtle human interactions
o Hard to predict how a service interaction will go
o To loose control, give people freedom to use judgement (within constraints)
o To respect team members values and allow them to work within these
Retain detailed procedures for predictable work, for instance, provision of a standard laptop
to a new employee

High velocity IT work methods have serious management implications. The traditional paradigm of
management is based on work specialization, prescriptive processes, and performance driving and
measurement targets. The underlying assumption is that resources and work are sufficiently
predictable to be controlled at low granularity levels. However, with knowledge work and service
provision, it is impossible to predict how a service interaction will manifest itself through a multitude
of subtle human interactions. This means it is futile to impose detailed targets as if they were
machines on the agents or actors in the ‘service system‘. Human beings are intrinsically
unpredictable for better and for worse. They respond to a coworker or customer’s perceived intention,
which then responds in return. Interactions with service are social interactions. A mechanistic,
algorithmic approach to management does not reflect the service workplace’s social reality and is
thus ineffective.
A better way is to loosen control so that in intrinsically unpredictable circumstances people have
more freedom to use their professional judgment. Some process is desirable because people like to
know more or less what what to expect from them and what to expect from them. There is also
control in the form of organizational (power) structure-related constraints. Every human system is a
complex system: its behavior is unpredictable and organic.
But people want to be treated as human beings within those guidelines and boundaries. We have all
experienced how the smallest details in human interaction can ruin service. Not only with customers,
but also with colleagues, this interaction. When detailed processes and other constraints encourage
people to act as algorithms, things go wrong. People tend to exhibit smart disobedience until it is
drilled out of them, and this should be promoted.
The degree of control is strongly dependent on the predictability and therefore the work’s
controllability. Processes with known or knowable requirements, priorities, approaches and
resources can be defined for standardized or algorithmic work. According to a predetermined route,
work passes from specialized workstation to specialized workstation. This category includes the
provision of a standard laptop for a new employee. Every workstation (approval, preparation,
logistics) is unaware of what other workstations have or will have done, but the work is done.
Algorithmic work involves a person following a predefined process, guided by a set of established
instructions along a consistent path to completion of the work. However, heuristic work is based on
people designing ideas and approaches, creating hypotheses and experimenting until a solution is
found. In many sectors, it is found, such as emergency services, medicine, social work, law, and
police.
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The case manager has to deal with each situation or’ case’ differently because the situation does
not fit in with a predetermined process. Algorithms always produce the result ‘correct‘. Usually,
heuristics work, but the results may differ.
Processes and other forms of control are sometimes legitimately used as temporary scaffolding
which provides support until there is more skill and confidence to work heuristically with fewer
restraints. People make their best contributions in organizations where they can act in alignment with
their deep-rooted personal values, so when recruiting people this should be a prime consideration.
This does not mean that the same set of values should be given to employees. This is
counterproductive: for the evolution of the organization, diversity and functional tension are beneficial.
It is advantageous for practitioners to be aware of the values of their team members. Value
differences can explain different behaviors and can trigger individual or collective mental models
refection and refinement. Trying to change the values of people is both naïve and morally doubtful.
As a result of interactions in the specific social context, values emerge over time.
Not only are values hard to pin down, but it is an open invitation to abuse to try to describe them and
promote them as corporate values. People know what is expected of them, so they start using the
new language to describe the old behavior, consciously or unconsciously.
The idea of less control, more professional judgment, and value-driven behavior is not going to
appeal to the manager who wants control illusion. Fortunately, there are other types of managers.

Being managed and Leading







VUCA is a serious managerial challenge:
o Volatility: Nature, speed and dynamics of change
o uncertainty: Lack of predictability, prospects of surprise
o Complexity: Many forces, confounding issues, no cause/effect chain
o Ambiguity: Haziness of reality, easy to misread, mixed meanings
Assess the context, act, fail, and learn from failure.
Few long-term plans, more evolutionary approaches:
o Repellents constrain behavior (policies, rules, sanctions)
o Attractors encourage behavior (indirect and voluntary)
— Experts play an active role in performance and management.

Many organizations, including high velocity IT organizations, are characterized by volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity (VUCA). Volatility describes The nature and dynamics of
change, and the nature and speed of change forces and change catalysts. uncertainty describes the
lack of predictability, the prospects for surprise, and the sense of awareness and understanding of
issues and events. Complexity refers to the multiplex of forces, the confounding of issues, no causeand-effect chain and confusion that surrounds organization. Ambiguity refers to the haziness of
reality, the potential for misreads, and the mixed meanings of conditions; cause-and-effect confusion.
The term VUCA was coined in 1987 but, of course, life’s inherent unpredictability is older. In other
words, evaluate the context and act, and fail consciously and learn from it when you inevitably fail.
VUCA poses a serious challenge to managers. Organization planning and management is beyond
the scope of this publication, but the practitioner should understand that how they are managed is
reflected in VUCA.
The more organizational context VUCA is, the less long-term plans and bombastic transformation
programs the practitioner should expect.
Rather, they should expect more evolutionary approaches based on evaluating actors disposition in
the (external and internal) environment and experimenting with the factors that influence actors. In
terms of repellents and attractors, it is more about managing the present than thinking. Repellents
limit behavior: policies, rules, penalties, etc. Attractors indirectly and voluntarily encourage behaviour.
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Experts thus play an active role in the performance and improvement of the organization. They are
also able to challenge boundaries – some of them are less rigid than others. By taking the initiative,
they are allowed to exhibit leadership: “It is better to be impetuous than to be careful.”

Service offerings and Service Interactions





Service interaction
o Takes place when consumer makes use of provider’s service offering
o Includes service actions, access to resources, and goods
o The Service consumer interacts with service provider’s resources
o The Service provider interacts with service consumer’s resources
o Band of visibility determines what resources are visible to each other
Too broad or too narrow band of visibility are both potential issues
Need to perceive other parties needs and adjust appropriately

Co-creation of value is an important part of the digital operating model. Although it occurs during
most of the service value chain activities, co-creation is best illustrated by showing how the service
consumer dynamically integrates the resources of the service provider together with other service
providers own resources and resources.
What happens when a service consumer actually uses the service offering of a service provider is a
service interaction. Service offers include products (resource combinations) and other resources.
A service interaction between consumer and provider is a combination of three kinds of interactions:




Service actions where the service provider applies its resources (either in response to a
request or proactively), for example, by providing information on the use of an IT service
Access to resources, for example by logging into a website, where the service consumer
makes use of the resources of the service provider
Transfer for goods where, for example by purchasing a laptop, the service consumer acquires
ownership of the resources of the service provider.

The service consumer interacts with some of the resources of the service provider during the service
interaction and realizes that the service provider also uses “back office” resources that play an
indirect role in the service interaction. The service provider also interacts with some of the resources
of the service consumer and is indirectly affected by the resources of the’ back office’ service
consumer. This is called the visibility band. Visibility band width is crucial for service experience and
service interaction effectiveness. If the visibility band is too wide, either party may feel confused or
distracted by unnecessary occurrences. If it is too narrow, the lack of information and influence may
frustrate either party. It is necessary to strike a delicate balance, and this varies from consumer to
consumer, from provider to provider, and both combinations. This requires the ability to perceive and
adjust appropriately the needs of the other party.
The following figure shows the service interaction between the provider’s and consumers resources.
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The Service Value Chain
The following figure illustrates the service provider’s service value chain. The service value chain
represents the six major activities that the service provider executes.

The service value chain is for the service provider. Customer and consumer interactions exist, but
the activities are intended to guide the service provider. The service consumer has a complementary
value chain, which interacts with the value chain of the service provider.
The previous figure illustrates the service provider’s six value chain activities on the vertical axis.
The top half represents service design and development, and providing and supporting the bottom
half of service.
This illustration is suitable for both initial design and development, followed by delivery and support,
and subsequent improvement along with delivery and support.
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On the horizontal axis, the value chain of service consumers is illustrated. The left half is the
acquisition phase and the right half is the service consumption or use phase. An imaginary value-todemand line represents demand feedback and refinement.

Service Value Chains And DevOps
Some service value chain activities (such as Design and transition) have been split into two ‘subactivities’ (Design and Transition) that are easier to map to parts of the DevOps model.

Service value chain (sub-)activities and DevOps:









Design runs in parallel with Dev, focusing more on service than the software product.
Obtain is the interface with external Dev, integrating the developed software product with the
other resources that the service comprises.
Build corresponds with internal Dev.
Transition runs in parallel with, and corresponds with, the deployment from Dev to Ops.
Deliver and Support correspond with Ops, and are often more comprehensive than Ops.
Engage runs in parallel with all of the underlying activities.
Plan corresponds with the planning part of Dev.
Improve corresponds with one of the tenets of DevOps: continual experimentation, learning
and improvement across all DevOps activities (often referred to as the Third Way of DevOps).

Interaction of Service value Chain
The following figure shows how service value chains interacts with each other.
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The primary interfaces between consumer and provider are marked by the consumer’s requirements
(R) and the provider’s service (S).
The requirements describe what is needed to fulfil demand (D). Value (V) is derived from service.
Service design and development and service delivery and support are connected by the product (P)
that is deployed into production.

Service value Chains – overview
The following figure shows how service stream flows across the service value chain.

This example is not unique to high velocity IT but given the critical nature of fast feedback in high
velocity IT, the horizontal loops could be used to discuss getting feedback from users as soon as
possible.
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The Digital Product Lifecycle
Introduction to digital Product Lifecycles
The following figure illustrates the digital product lifecycle from two perspectives – consumer and
provider.

Service consumer and service provider have different perspectives on digital products. They each
have their own lifecycles, that overlap during the period of engagement.
At a certain moment, they discover each other and engage, sometimes leading to a transaction.
Before the service can be provided and consumed, there are onboarding activities, where
preparations on both sides are made.
Then value is co-created from the service, until consumer or provider announces the end of the
engagement.
The preceding figure illustrates how service consumer and service provider each have their own
digital product lifecycles. The service consumer engages the service provider, possibly as a
replacement for a previous service provider. After the period of engagement, the contract is
terminated and the service consumer either replaces the service provider by another one, or no
longer needs a service provider.
The customer journey comprises seven interactions:








Explore: Understand markets and stakeholders
Engage: Foster relationships
Offer: Shape demand and service offerings
Agree: Align expectations and agree service
Onboard: Get on board or leave the journey
Co-create: Provide and consume
Realize: Harvest value and improve
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Lifecycle Stages of digital Product

The digital product goes through various lifecycle stages:










Exploration:
o The service provider researches and develops the product and service offering
o The service consumer becomes aware of the existence of a product and assesses it
as interesting and then desirable, after which an agreement is made
Onboarding:
o An instance of the product is installed and the user organization is onboarded;
sometimes with a transition from a replaced product
cocreating value:
o The service consumer uses the product, and experiences increasing, stable or
decreasing value, eventually leading to a decision to replace or retire the product
o The service provider delivers and supports the product, and experiences increasing,
stable or decreasing return on investment, leading to an investment decision to ‘buy’,
‘hold’ or ‘sell
Offboarding:
o The instance of the product is uninstalled and the user organization is offboarded;
sometimes with a transition to a replacement product
Retired:
o The service consumer no longer uses this product but other consumers may use it
o The service provider no longer offers or supports the product

*Investment decisions




Buy: Being used and improved
hold: Being used and not improved
Sell: Being used and being reduced, replaced or retired
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High Velocity IT Culture
Key Behaviors
The following figure shows the key behaviors indicators that reflect organizational needs as well as
practitioners’ aspirations to work in a rewarding environment.

The given figure aimed to appeal to the human desire to contribute to something worthwhile, to learn
and improve, and to be acknowledged for their intent and effort.
While most of these aspiring behaviors are not exclusive to highspeed IT, the combination certainly
appeals to the kind of people who understand the demands of the more digitally enabled business.
In consideration to the culture that supports and enables high velocity IT work, key behaviour
indicators that reflect organizational needs as well as practitioner’s aspirations to work in a rewarding
environment are proposed.

Help Get Customers’ Jobs Done
This is the essence of any organization. It is the generous act of helping someone solve their
problems and becoming who they are trying to become. It recognizes the customer’s psychographics
that how the customer wants to feel about digital and physical products and services before, during,
and after use.

Commit To Higher Performance
This refers to a significantly higher level of performance. A step-change often. A leap of faith often.
Attaining higher speed while improving quality as well. Value is at the forefront. This means time and
effort, especially when it comes to changing the set of beliefs. The change can be made by some
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people. Some people are not able to. It could be considered too risky, depending on the
organization’s culture.

Trust and be trusted
It’s not just about respecting the professional skills of individuals and trusting them to make the right
decisions, but also about being considerate towards fellow human beings, recognizing diversity and
being inclusive. People also deserve feedback honestly – but with consideration. By paying attention
to unfair treatment, toxic relations, lack of recognition, lack of control, conflicting values, and
insufficient resources, burnout can be reduced. Psychological security promotes better performance
– juniors share their knowledge rather than fear speaking, and seniors dare say “I don’t know” and
ask for help.

Deal with uncertainty
This reflects the volatile and ambiguous nature of the typical organization that is digitally enabled.
Where failed systems are an illusion in these environments, we favor experimentation and are not
afraid to fail easily.

Improve by being inquisitive
The other areas are supported by this. Ignorance is the root cause of all. Either when they had to
act, or when they first created the system, somebody did not have the right information. Ignorance
can also refer to the belief that situations are knowable, leading us back to uncertainty. Experiments
that are driven by data challenge and enhance hypotheses. An important precondition for
experimentation is to trust and be trusted.
The key behaviour indicators are supported by a combination of ITIL guiding principles, models and
concepts that inform “how we do things around here” – in other words, culture.
The guiding principles, models and concepts are grouped into three categories: purpose, people and
progress.
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Fundamental Principles, Models And Concepts
This section describes principles and cultural norms supporting and enabling IT work at high speed.
Given the increasingly significant economic and societal the effect of digital technology, there is
attention for Ethics. Design thinking reflects the importance of offering products and services that
help people become who they want to become. Complexity-based heuristics helps us deal with the
inherent unpredictability of our ‘systems’. Lean culture fosters focus and mindfulness, and exposes
weaknesses in our way of working.
Toyota Kata encourages us to learn and practice disciplined datadriven improvement. Safety culture
and Stress prevention remind us that we are human.

Safety Culture
Safety culture is a climate in which people are comfortable being (and expressing) themselves.
— Organizations are under pressure to improve their performance continuously.
— The economic, societal and political impact of products is increasing.
— This combination can result in stress and burnout.
— Organizations need to:
{ Encourage good behavior for all stakeholders, including employees.
{ To support this, foster shared beliefs, perceptions and values.
In particular, under changing market conditions, digitally enabled organizations are under pressure
to continually improve their performance. Technological progress means their products have an ever
greater impact on the economy, society and politics. And failure, with disaster consequences. This
increases the pressure of high performance, often resulting in stress and burnout. The organizational
challenge is to foster an effective set of shared risk-related beliefs, perceptions and values. It is
effective in the sense that it leads to behavior that benefits all stakeholders including the workforce.
In a safety culture, people:




Are comfortable being (and expressing) themselves.
Feel trusted and valued.
Are prepared to point out risks even if this might reflect badly on them.

Safety culture can be promoted by management commitment:


To realistic practices, continual learning, care and concern for the workforce.

Safety culture is a climate in which people are (and express themselves) comfortable. People feel
confident and valued in such a culture. Consequently, they are more likely to point out risks than
when they fear their reputation and position would be damaged by this.
A good safety culture can be fostered through senior management’s commitment to safety, realistic
hazard handling practices, ongoing organizational learning, and workforce-wide shared care and
concern for hazards.
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Safety Culture And Complex Systems
Complex systems








Always have multiple flaws and latent issues.
Continual changes means flaws continually change.
Most flaws are small, because of system resilience or human intervention.
Significant issues happen due to unpredictable combinations of flaws:
o Not due to a single root cause
Deals with issues requires knowledge, skills, and good working conditions:
o Work conditions are critical when things get stressful
o Culture like ‘not blaming people’, ‘failure is an improvement opportunity’
People need confidence to share opinions and experiment.

Inherently hazardous are the complex systems that characterize high-speed IT environments. There
are always multiple flaws in these systems and therefore latent problems. Continuous changes in
the system and its environment also mean continuous changes in the flaws. Most of these
shortcomings are too small to cause significant problems, either due to redundancy and other forms
of system resilience, or due to human intervention. Usually it is due to an unpredictable combination
of several flaws when significant issues occur, and therefore not a single root cause. Dealing with
such issues requires skilled and knowledgeable staff and working conditions that are favorable.
These conditions are most critical when things get stressful because people are now returning to the
mode of survival based on the deeply embedded assumptions about “how we do things around here“.
To put it another way, ‘culture‘. Therefore, it is crucial that things like not blaming people and treating
failures as opportunities for improvement are more than corporate values that are embraced. It is
crucial in high-speed IT environments that people feel capable of sharing their opinions and
experimenting with improvement without fear of judgment or disappointment.
Safety culture: behaviour patterns






Do something about it, not just talk about why safety is important
Exhibit vulnerability: tell if you have doubts and ask for assistance
Foster and respond to feedback
Be kind and sympathetic: build relationships with people
Be realistic about failure: recognize it is going to happen and people are not to blame, but
the system

Mental Health
A healthy work-life balance should be viewed as an organization’s basic requirement. In other ways,
the absence of such a healthy worklife balance can not be compensated in the long run.
“We want less toxic workplaces, not more resilient canaries” – Dr. Christine Maslach.
It’s a fact of life. While physical health issues have been acknowledged and discussed in the
workplace until lately, mental health has been a taboo. Fortunately, times are changing and these
issues are becoming acceptable and desirable. Mental health concerns are generally not exclusive
to high-speed IT or IT. However, they are critical for both high organizational efficiency and, of course,
well-being for human resources. IT job is mentally and physically stressful, and dealing with it is not
especially nice for the IT sector. Some workplaces are quite toxic, leading to higher rates of burnout.
When delivery models shift to delivery at high speed, it becomes even more imperative to consider
human impact. As well as once the model has become the norm, this applies to the transformation.
These two phases pose very distinct but equally severe difficulties that many organizations still have
to address.
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Stress during change
Fundamentally altering methods of working can explicitly undermine what was earlier viewed as
healthy behaviors and transform them into behaviors that deserve censorship overnight. Managers
may be challenged to get individuals to alter those behaviors. While this is important, the need to
help people through the change process should also be understood, and that this internal change
processing differs significantly between people.
This is especially true of those in IT who have flourished as technologists working mentally
comfortable in extremely organized ways and are extremely stressful for human interaction and
ambiguity.
These individuals may or may not be officially diagnosed with socalled invisible disabilities. In linear,
procedurally oriented, hierarchical settings, these individuals often flourish. The organization’s duty
to care for them is not removed by shifting to new operating models, nor is the value they can bring
to the organization.
That doesn’t mean they’re the only individuals that can be disastrous for significant change. Many in
the workplace have latent mental health problems, such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD),
which may be caused by sudden stress they seem to have little control over.
Here we have used the term mental health to clearly mean those with a long-term and possibly latent
condition that can be diagnosed clinically. This is to differentiate it from the situation stress that
anyone can experience during significant modifications but is decreased once the situation aspect,
such as fear of being redundant, is managed.

Stress During Business As Usual
As high velocity becomes the embedded norm in the organization, new forms of stress can be
generated that are situational but long term. The pressure to constantly deliver can be exhausting
and demoralising.
The threat of AI replacing jobs is ever-present, and the delivery cycle can mean there are few
chances to collectively and inadvisably acknowledge success. Where high velocity is also dependent
on 24x7 on-call support and the need to work unconventional hours the impact on domestic life can
also be onerous.

Mental health: Behaviour Patterns






Elicit advice from mental health professionals
Conduct a risk assessment
Developing strategic, tactical and operational non-judgmental approaches
Ensure that these approaches are only used for the welfare of individuals
Help those with invisible disabilities to interface with high velocity IT teams effectively

Lean Culture
A Lean culture is characterized as a work environment where trust, respect, curiosity, inquiry,
playfulness and intensity all coexist to support learning and discovery.





High velocity IT needs to be based on Lean culture
o To be effective, resilient, and adaptable
Leaders set norms and expectations
o Explain the goal and support the people
Lean creates social patterns that inspire engagement
o ‘What we do matters, so let’s act that way’
Lean has many really good tools
o Lean culture is needed to achieve results
o We have tools but need focussed attention
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To be effective, resilient and adaptable, a high-velocity IT environment must be built on a bedrock of
Lean culture.
Leaders play a key role in setting the social norms and expectations of teams and the interaction of
teams with other teams. Lean culture boils down to the social patterns that create a playful spark in
people and inspire a level of engagement that says, “What we do matters, so let’s act that way!”
Lean leaders articulate the goal and support people in solving problems towards attaining it. Simple
but not at all easy.
Lean has given us many tools and methods, such as value-stream mapping, structured problem
solving, standard work and hoshin kanri.
These tools have been refined over decades (think Lean IT, Agile and DevOps), but rarely are they
applied effectively at the level of achieving breakthrough results. This is not because the tools have
lost their effectiveness, rather it is due to a lack of focused awareness required to experience the
thinking/learning/discovery process inherent in all Lean practice.
In both the understanding and application of Lean and effective leadership, the element which
prevents significant outcomes in high velocity IT initiatives is not a lack of understanding or the use
of the wrong tool. The missing ingredient is the our degree of focused attention we bring to the work.
Elements of Lean Culture

The elements of lean culture are:











Trust: Assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something
(team, work process, etc.)
respect: Giving particular attention, consideration, special regard and esteem to another
Curiosity: Relentless desire to know how and why things work, what makes things work better,
and what better looks like
Inquiry: Systematic search for the facts about the nature of things: their origins, their causes,
their interdependencies, their lifecycles, their nature
Playfulness: Fresh fun way of viewing ideas and their relationship to other ideas while
simultaneously maintaining serious focus and whimsical silliness
Intensity: Deep focus on the topic at hand and the persistence not to become distracted or
lose the path
Leaders need to clearly understand the goal.
Should create an environment where front line workers are:
o Provided safety, support, time and space to try new things.
o Allowed to learn from what works and what doesn’t.
Shape culture and align focus.
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Model, coach, and reinforce the ways of thinking and acting:
o Ask questions, listen, acknowledge, offer help
Mindful presence, having 100% focus on what’s in front of you.

What needs to be in place to create, nurture and sustain a Lean culture?
Leaders need to understand what to do to promote a conscientious Lean culture and why. Current
knowledge is the main ability leaders need to create. This is not a new-age fuzzy concept–it is a
2,500-yearold discipline that was developed through the practical application of everyday practice.
This strategy focuses on establishing an atmosphere in which front-line employees are supplied with
security, help, time and room to try fresh stuff, learn from what works and what does not work.
Leaders need to be profoundly conscious of what individuals say and do and communicate with
others respectfully. Simple, but not straightforward. Employees must think that they are secure when
they are brought up Problems, offering ideas, asking for help or just saying that the work is unclear.
Traditional managers ‘ behaviors do not convey any of these beliefs, create psychological security
or help create the kind of environment that invites or supports employee engagement or initiative.

Leadership with a clear understanding of the goal
Maybe the most significant thing rulers and executives are doing is shaping culture and aligning
concentrate. It may seem apparent, but they need to understand what culture they are attempting to
construct and articulate it obviously within the organization’s objectives in order to make this occur.
Again, a high degree of personal consciousness and psychological security are required.

Managers that are supported and incentivized to create a new way
Senior leadership must model, coach and reinforce the way of thinking, acting and supporting people.
For this to happen, they must be aware of some new behaviours:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Asking questions they don’t think they already know the answer to
Listening to the person, not just the problem
Acknowledging that they heard and what they heard
Asking questions focused on things they wonder about, not about what they are thinking
Asking what help is needed

These behaviours require a high degree of self-awareness and emotional intelligence (the capacity
to be aware of, control, and express one’s emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships
empathetically). Mindfulness is the key skill that positions someone to develop the communication,
coaching and leadership skills needed to support and incentivize others. Thinking without awareness
is muda (waste, non-value added activity)! This is why mindful presence is so essential here.

Mindful presence
Aware presence is getting 100% of your focus on what’s before you. Your mind is not thinking about
the past, the future, or things that are not there. It’s a calm, straightforward feeling to be alive with
the only thing that comes into your mind being the situations as they present themselves right at the
time.
Perhaps the hardest part about being mindful is that if you begin thinking, “yeah, I’m in the
moment!“ You’re dropping out of the moment and beginning to think about the latest past. You just
need to be in the present moment to be fully current without thinking about the present moment. You
are immersed in the present moment, effortlessly, nothing else enters your concentration field-much
like the calm, clear focus of a laser beam.
This state of being generates a profound and rapid clarity within your mind’s canvas. You can see
endless opportunities and fresh connections.
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Lean culture: Behaviour Patterns







Trust people and the ‘system’, but remain vigilant and give feedback when needed.
Treat people decently.
Strive to understand how things work and what could be improved.
Gather facts systematically and challenge hypotheses.
Develop new insights with a combination of whimsical silliness and serious focus.
Focus mindfully on the topic in hand – the rest is noise.

Ethics
Ethics is a system of principles which defines what is good for individuals and society.







Political, environmental, social and economic impact of IT is increasing
Digital organizations have a moral obligation to consider how they apply IT.
Engineers have moral responsibility for what they create.
Ethics belongs in the education of engineers.
Ethical behaviour must be measured and monitored .
Practitioners can read about ethics, organize discussion groups, imagine the social and moral
implications of their work, and think in general about the broader consequences of their
actions.

The political, environmental, societal, and economic impact of IT is unprecedented - for better and
worse. Digital organizations – organizations in which IT drives the business rather than just supports
it – have an increasingly strong moral obligation to consider how they apply IT, beyond their direct
economic interests.
Software engineering is becoming synonymous with social engineering. Machine learning algorithms
can take a set of training and amplify the worst of human biases. For example, picture recognition
identifying only white people as researchers, and Microsoft’s Turing Machine bot experimenting with
that learned hate speech from a few poor performers. Organizations can not simply represent good
and bad society: they have a moral responsibility to correct these prejudices.

Typical behaviour patterns:






Think about how your actions affect others
Establish generic ethical principles
Accept that ethical principles just help to clarify specific situations
Discuss dilemma’s
Take responsibility for choosing the least bad course of action
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High Velocity It Culture – Models And Concepts
Complexity-based heuristics
Complexity thinking is the knowledge that certain structures are unpredictable because their limits
only partly restrict the agents acting within the scheme, and the agents alter the limits.

Complex Adaptive Systems





System: A set of parts which, when combined, have qualities that are not present in any of
the parts themselves.
Complex: Behaviour of the whole isn’t predicted by the behaviour of the parts.
Adaptive: system can learn and change.
Examples: stock market, biosphere, city, any human social groupbased activity, many things
in high velocity IT environments.

From a practical point of view, systems thinking is about seeing the results of our actions in a larger
context. A system is regarded as a set of parts which, when combined, have qualities that are not
present in any of the parts themselves. Much of W. Edwards Deming’s work including the Shewhart
(later PDCA) Cycle is based on systems thinking. The underlying theory can be traced back across
several centuries and encompasses various schools of thought. The field is still developing. One of
the more recent developments is the application of systems theory to complex systems and complex
adaptive systems.
The study of complex adaptive systems is highly interdisciplinary and blends insights from the natural
and social sciences. Complex means that the behaviour of the whole is not predicted by the
behaviour of the parts - behaviour is emergent. Adaptive means that the systems have the capacity
to change and learn from experience.
Examples of complex adaptive systems include the stock market, social insect and ant colonies, the
biosphere and the ecosystem, the brain and the immune system, the cell and the developing embryo,
cities, manufacturing businesses and any human social group-based endeavour in a cultural and
social system such as political parties or communities.
Complex adaptive (organizational) systems are frequently found in high velocity IT environments.

Complex adaptive systems in high velocity IT:






Inherently unpredictable
A challenge to people who are used to working with processes
Behaviour arises through interactions between many ‘agents’
Boundaries can be affected by the agents, increasing unpredictability
Experimental approach is needed to both development and support
o Many independent experiments in parallel
o Deal with negative side-effects of experiments that fail
o Continue and broaden experiments that succeed
o Remember that circumstances and results will change

Complex adaptive (organizational) systems are frequently found in high velocity IT environments.
The inherent unpredictability of these systems presents a challenge to people who are used to
working with predetermined processes, detailed analyses and project plans that are based on
knowledge of the work. In complex systems, behaviour emerges as a result of unforeseeable
interactions between many agents and the boundaries that constrain and therefore affect them.
Boundaries can also be affected by the agents, increasing the unpredictability.
In these circumstances, an experimental and non-linear approach is needed. Perform multiple
experiments in parallel (so they don’t influence each other), and observe what works and what
doesn’t. Be prepared to deal with negative side effects of failed experiments. Continue and broaden
successful experiments, bearing in mind that circumstances and result will change.
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Some work is more predictable, and some is less.
Cynefin is a sense-making framework to deal with complexity.

Most organizations will experience a variety of work contexts, some being more predictable than
others. It is therefore important to be able to understand the nature of the particular work being
executed, and the act accordingly. The Cynefin sense-making framework offers a practical way of
assessing complexity and determining appropriate courses of action. It distinguishes between five
domains or contexts that characterize the relationship between cause and effect:






Obvious: Clear causality, where predetermined best practice should be applied
Complicated: Unclear but knowable causality that can be determined by analysis or expertise,
followed by good practice
Complex: Unclear and unknowable causality requiring safe-tofail experimentation (emergent
practice)
Chaotic: A more extreme form of complexity that demands immediate action to transition the
situation to complex
Disorder (in the center of figure): The state of not knowing in which of the other domains you
are, with a bias to assume that the domain corresponds with the context in which you are
most experienced

Cynefin is also described as a liminal system, because rather than having completely solid
boundaries between each domain, the ‘edges’ between order, complexity and chaos tend to be
thought of as a phase shift.
Recognising complexity can be a big help to engineers:







Often used to think in ‘if-then-else’ ways.
Rethink belief (or confirm doubt) that rigid processes and plans always work
How to troubleshoot a complex failure:
o Identify multiple hypotheses for what might be happening.
o In parallel, test each plausible hypothesis, using small, safeto-fail experiments.
o Observe the impact of the experiments.
o Try to amplify any positive outcomes, and dampen any negative effects.
Unpredictability is not always a bad thing:
Research and development often benefits from high variability.
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Antifragility



Complex adaptive systems that increase in capability, resilience, or robustness, as a result
of stress or failure.
Example: evolution of a plant, or an animal, or a social media platform

Challenge of complexity thinking



You have to think for yourself, and face your own difficulties.
Can no longer simply apply best practice.

Recognizing complexity and thus unpredictability as a legitimate state of affairs is often a liberating
revelation to technicians used to thinking in If-Then-Else terms. This allows them to rethink their faith
that rigid procedures and plans are the right way to react to every scenario, confirming their internal
doubts about the universal efficacy of procedures and plans.
Because a complicated failure lacks a single, coherent route from cause to effect, various variables
are likely to be causal, and in earlier addressed problems there is probable to be no accurate
precedent for them. Furthermore, the available proof could support competing theories about what
causes the problem. It is not necessarily unwanted to be unpredictable. It relies on the activity’s
nature. Operations generally benefit from low variability, while elevated variability benefits research
and development. The reduced the manufacturing and distribution process variability, the more
coherent the quality of the item, and the faster and cheaper the output. By finding and coping with
the root cause of the variability, variability can be decreased. It’s up to the causality. This variability
can be utilized in product research and development where there is uncertainty about a product’s
potential by gaining quick feedback, taking rational hazards, and dynamically altering the product in
reaction. A excellent instance is the Minimum Viable Product concept where a helpful but not
complete product is introduced to evaluate market potential and adapt accordingly. In stock options
there is a parallel: the greater the variability, the greater the prospective profit with a restricted loss.
The longer you can wait to make choices about product development, the more options you need to
boost the product’s value.

Complexity thinking: behaviour patterns





Assess causality, be aware of natural bias towards one domain.
Act according to the context; in Cynefin terms.
Beware of ‘recipes’ based on cases and so-called best practice.
Don’t try to engineer human systems – evolve them, move to the ‘adjacent possible’, not a
gap analysis and organizational change.

Design Thinking
Design thinking relates to the procedures of cognitive and
practical development of design ideas.
Quality of digital products and customer experience are paramount
Design thinking helps practitioners to:





Create better digital products
Create better customer experiences
Help get customer jobs done
Design user experiences, not goods

In digitally enabled organizations, the quality of the digital products and customer experiences is
paramount. An understanding of design thinking gives practitioners the ability to contribute – together
with co-workers and customers – to creating better digital products and customer experiences, and
helping get customers’ job done better.
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Design thinking is particularly useful when addressing wicked problems, in other words when there
are unarticulated needs and conflicting hypotheses.
Design thinking is just how designers think. Although it is continually evolving, it’s not new, but it has
recently attracted more interest.
Digitally enabled organizations are looking to design to help them benefit from the current economic
turmoil. Design is about more than goods, it is also about designing user experiences, processes,
and systems by applying an approach that has been come to be known as design thinking.
Design thinking is very useful for ‘wicked problems’




Unarticulated needs
Conflicting hypotheses
Many stakeholders with different needs (customers, users, regulators, …)

Service consumer has highest priority



Their life should be enriched, made easier
But many other stakeholders must be considered too

Design must also consider economic aspects
Designers create products with a particular intent, with a specific purpose: to transform a situation
that is not convenient or optimal, into one that is. They think about ways to change these
unfavourable conditions into ones that are more preferable: fitter for purpose and fitter for use.
Customers are not the only ones who use products. They are also used by the provider, sales person,
manager, developer, operator etc. Design thinking tries to solve this intractable wicked problem of
balancing the concerns of all of these stakeholders, as well as for the organization itself. The
consumer, in general, has the highest priority.
Their life should be enriched, should be made easier – especially when it comes to using digital
services. Ultimately, customers finance the organization. The most beautiful curve is a rising sales
graph. Designers appreciate this and are therefore also concerned with economic aspects.
Design thinking: behavior patterns




Empathize with the user – the ability to walk in the users’ shoes.
Speculate and experiment – create a hypothesis based on observation and reflection, and
test it with a prototype.
Dare to decide - what the customer says they want is not always leading, but what they do
and need; the empathic designer feels what is most important.

Continual Improvement
Improve Value Chain Activity
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Continual improvement applies to both process and product. There is a method in place that
improves the product if the product requires enhancement. This method may also need to be
improved, and procedures are improved. Finally (though the recursive sequence may be expanded),
the method of enhancement may also need to be improved.
Product improvement is always a practitioner’s concern, and the main process may also be improved
based on the degree of independence.
Improving the Improvement process is likely to remain a duty of management.
Toyota Kata is a pattern for scientific thinking and routines for practice and coaching.




Organizations need to continually improve
o Under changeable market conditions
o Difficult to follow predetermined plans
o Improvements are incremental
This requires
o Scientific thinking with disciplined execution
o Practice unlearning old habits
o Confidence and competence to improve
o Practice and coaching

Toyota Kata





Builds confidence to pursue challenging goals in complex systems
Helps teams make their own decisions and manoeuvre effectively
Reduces jumping to wrong conclusions
Helps to sustain new habits

Toyota Kata: Four step

The steps of the improvement kata are:



Get the direction or challenge: Improvement should be aimed at specific goals, not just
random.
Grasp the current condition: A direction is not useful unless we know where we are right now.
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Establish the next target condition and identify obstacles: Describes both the outcome we
desire next and the expected condition of the process to generate that outcome
Experiment toward the next target condition: Come up with ideas to overcome an obstacle
and run experiments with that idea. If possible, test only one hypothesis at a time.

The four step improvement process is based on five questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are we trying to achieve?
Where are we now?
What obstacle is now in our way?
What’s our next step, and what do we expect?
When can we see what we’ve learned from taking that step?

Toyota Kata: Behaviour Patterns






Institutionalize continual improvement by including it in job profiles (practitioner and
coach), training, meetings, and performance appraisals.
Iterate in small steps.
Experiment scientifically, based on hypotheses, observations and conclusions.
Improve not only the product/service and the delivery process, but also the improvement
process (including coaching).
Safe to fail experiment as long as we’re learning.
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The ITIL 4 Direct, Plan and Improve module explores and explains principles, methods, and
techniques that can be universally used to direct, plan, and improve.
The ITIL 4 Direct, Plan and Improve section in this course discusses how direction and governance
play a prominent role in the ITIL Service Value System. This section focuses on the role of risk and
risk management and impact of governance in Direct, Plan and Improve.
The section also focuses on the nature, scope and potential benefits of organizational change
management.

Key Concepts of Direct, Plan and Improve
ITIL 4 Direct, Plan and Improve and Service Value Chain
The following figure depicts how Direct, Plan and Improve maps to the ITIL service value chain. As
the title of the module suggests, the Direct, Plan and Improve covers the Plan and Improve activities
of the value chain. The ‘Direct’ part relates to governance, which is part of the service value system.

Common Definitions
Direction
Direction assists in creating and shaping an action plan.
Direction leads, conducts or guides someone (with or without advice) or orders or orders something.

Planning
Planning is arranging a method of achieving an end or creating a detailed programme of action.
When organizations plan too much or too little, various problems may arise, including:




To the extent that actions are delayed, planning every detail of an initiative beforehand
Have a belief that any contingency has been planned can cause difficulties to respond
when the unexpected occurs
Start work without careful planning can lead to rework and waste of effort due to errors that
could have been avoided
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Improvement
The act of adding value or quality to something; improving something.
Comparison is the basis of improvement. Compared to another state, something can only be
improved. Our definition also implies agreement on what is ‘better.’ Enhancement ultimately means
change. There can be no change in results without changing some aspect of the current state.

Operating Model
An operating model is a conceptual and/or visual representation of how an organization co-creates
value with its clients and other stakeholders and how it runs itself.
Operating models divide complex systems into more understandable sub-systems to make them
easier to understand and manage.

Risk
A possible event that could cause harm or loss, or make achieving goals more difficult. It can also
be defined as outcome uncertainty and can be used to measure the likelihood of positive and
negative outcomes.
Knowledge of risk is essential in the context of Direct, Plan and Improve is to maximize results while
minimizing harm or loss. Risks should be considered for many reasons, including:





If risks are not properly understood, teams may be directed to undertake certain failure
projects.
If team members notice risks but do not see evidence of preventive actions, they may
lose their project confidence, increasing the likelihood of failure.
If plans do not include active risk management, increase the likelihood of delays, rework, or
project failure.
Improvement can only be achieved if the current state is understood, including understanding
the risks associated with creating the desired improvement.

They need to be managed once the risks are understood. The use of controls is a key method for
managing certain types of risks.

Control
The means of managing a risk, ensuring the achievement of a business goal, or following a process.
Controls are countermeasures or safeguards that give reasonable assurance that goals will be
achieved and that unwanted events will be prevented or detected and corrected. There are three
broad categories of controls:




Organizational/procedural controls (policies, organization, ownership, training, processes)
Logical/technical controls (required fields, scripting, automated workflows)
Physical controls (an electronic badge entry system, a metered intake valve)

Controls require proof of their efficacy. The organization can not evaluate, without evidence, whether
the control reduces risk or ensures success. They’re part of the direction as well. They are used to
enforce directives selected. Evidence of the effectiveness of a control may show that guidelines have
been followed.

Overview of Scope of Control
The extent of the area(s) or activities over which the person has authority to direct others’ actions or
define the required outcomes is the scope of control of a person.
ITIL guidance is not just for managers:



It can be applied at many levels
Corporate leaders have very wide authority
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Everyone has some authority

We all have influence and control




The extent of influence exceeds the scope of control
Ways of influencing things beyond our control may need to be found
Influence can be more efficient and sustainable than simply ordering others

Control scope is different from the scope of influence of a person. Typically, a person’s scope of
influence is wider than their scope of control. Each person has a specific control scope that they
have authority over. If the individual is a member of corporate leadership, those around that person
usually clearly recognize their authority.
However, if the individual is positioned in the organization at a “lower” level, their official control
scope may be quite limited, perhaps only to a few people who report to them directly. Indeed, many
individuals within an organization have a control scope that is limited to themselves and their own
activities.
Regardless of the official scope of control of a person, everyone has the ability to exert influence far
beyond that. In a particular situation, it is important for each person to recognize the scope of their
control and compare it with the scope relevant to the situation. The delta between their control scope
and the relevant scope creates the need to find effective, often creative ways to influence noncontrolled things. Even within the scope of control of a person, influencing and inspiring cooperation
is usually more effective and sustainable than commanding it.

Goals Cascade

To be able to make good decisions, an organization must be able to measure the right things. This
can be done by connecting what is measured to the results that the organization wants to see and
fulfil. A simple, conceptualized cascade of metrics that can be used to make these connections and
plan meaningful metrics are:


Purpose: Why do we do this? What’s the reason for the effort?
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This is where the core mission or purpose is articulated that needs to be achieved. From this
high-level purpose, everything necessary for achieving and validating this purpose can be
determined.


Objectives: What would look like a successful outcome? What are the success characteristics?
The next thing necessary is to break that purpose down into specifics based on the defined
purpose or mission. Typically there will be a number of goals associated with the purpose, each
of which will have to take action and measure the results of that action.
This level may be referred to in certain organizations or contexts as goals or some form of
success factor such as “critical success“.



Indicators: What measurable results would indicate success? How many different indicators do
we need to be evaluated effectively?
For each objective, there will be at least one, but most likely several measurable elements can
be examined to evaluate the degree of success in achieving what was desired. The indicators
typically take the form of relevant metrics since each metric is associated with either a desired
trend or target. The most important of these indicators are sometimes referred to as Key
Performance Indicators or KPIs.



Metrics: What are the numbers? How many per period? How long per issue? What percentage
of all items recorded?
For each indicator, the appropriate behaviors, events, or other element needs to be measured
and data processed for use in evaluation. Each indicator is based on one or more measurements,
but not all metrics contribute to an indicator.
The metrics cascade can be used at many levels to establish meaningful metrics for a wide
variety of activities in an organization.
There are many ways to apply this metrics cascade structure, but here are a few hints that may
be useful:









Purpose: The purpose should be defined at a level that is appropriate for the thing
being evaluated. It should provide sufficient information to allow the definition of the
associated objectives, but not actually become the objectives themselves.
Objectives: We have used the term “objectives” here to denote something that an individual or
organization is trying to achieve or to create. That is why they are sometimes described as goals,
sometimes as targets or even as success factors. Use this level to create clarity of focus at the
tactical level. If these things are achieved or created, it is likely that the desired purpose will be
fully or partially achieved.
Indicators: As the word implies, it is the role of this level to provide relevant metrics that
legitimately indicate the achievement of or progress towards one or more objectives. To pick the
right metrics to serve as indicators of success, consider the source and accuracy of the data that
feeds the metric, as well as the relevance of the metric to the objective being measured.
Metrics: A measurement is simply some dimension, or quantity determined by measuring, such
as the exact size, degree, strength, etc. of something. Measurements may be expressed in
number of standard units like meters or megabytes. A metric is rarely just a single measurement,
but rather requires the processing of data produced by measurement into information that can
be used to gauge something quantifiable that is important to the organization’s
performance.

The entire cascade can be used iteratively. At the highest level the purpose might be the mission of
the organization. The purpose of each project, practice, service or team should support that
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organizational purpose. In some cases, the purpose of an activity might be the objective of another
activity.ant to the organization’s performance.
The following figure represents the situation where the service provider organization is part of a
larger parent organization that sets the overall organizational mission and strategy.

Balanced Score Card (BSC)
Consider four perspectives that contribute to the mission:





Customers, including customer experience and satisfaction
Financial, including traditional financial management
Internal (business process), good leading indicator of future performance
Innovation (learning and growth), linked to continual improvement
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In the early 1990s, Kaplan and Norton originally developed the BSC (Kaplan and Norton, Harvard
Business Review, Jan-Feb issue, 1992). The original purpose of BSC was to define measurements
and metrics; however, it is now widely used as a planning and management framework. The BSC is
named due to the way it considers the balance between four different perspectives contributing to
achieving the desired vision and mission for the business. The figure mentioned above shows the
four perspectives that contribute to the mission.
The BSC building blocks are measures. Each of the strategic objects you describe will have one or
two things you can measure to determine whether they are performing as desired. Limit the number
of measurements that you track, if you track too many, this will often mean that nothing improves as
resources are spread thinly.
COBIT Goals Cascade





Stakeholder drivers influence stakeholder needs
These cascade to enterprise goals
o Based on balanced scorecard
Alignment goals align IT efforts to business objectives
Governance and management objectives are described by COBIT framework
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COBIT is an IT governance framework that aligns business goals with IT services. The COBIT goals
cascade in the 2019 version is a critical part of the framework, turning stakeholder needs into
actionable strategies.
The first step of the COBIT goal cascade sees stakeholder drivers influencing stakeholder needs.
These stakeholder needs can be influenced by changes in strategy, business environment, new
technologies and other factors.
In the second step these stakeholder needs cascade to enterprise goals. The COBIT goals cascade
organizes these into the four dimensions of the balanced scorecard.
The third step sees the enterprise goals cascading to “alignment goals” which are goals that
“emphasize the alignment of all IT efforts with business objectives.”. Many enterprise goals will only
be achieved if these IT related alignment goals are met. And finally, the alignment goals cascade
into the governance and management objectives of COBIT.
In the fourth and final step of the cascade the alignment goals cascade to the governance and
management objectives of the COBIT framework.
When the COBIT goals cascade is applied it ensures that IT-enabled investments will meet the goals
set by the enterprise, address the defined stakeholder need and realise the desired value to the
business.
Organization Cascade





Measure performance at multiple levels
o Organization, business unit, department, team, and individual
Even if you don’t use formal methods you still have to do this
Goals at each level support higher levels
Can be used to drive continual improvement at all levels
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Organizations need to measure performance to multiple levels, such as organization, business unit,
department, team, and individual. Even if do not use any of the other methods, you will still need to
define metrics and measurements at all the levels that are appropriate to the business you are
working in. Goals need to support the higher levels of the hierarchy – for example, goals set for an
individual must support the goals of the team that person is a member of, similarly, the goals of that
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team need to support the goals of the department. These goals will cascade up to ultimately support
the goals of the organization.
Goals will be defined at all levels, regardless of your scope of control, the goals that you define under
this model will support the goals of the organization.
This hierarchical approach to measuring and reporting at multiple levels give opportunities to identify
improvement opportunities at every level of the organization. This can lead to an entire hierarchy of
improvement plans that will contribute to improving value throughout the organization, not just at the
individual level in the hierarchy. The above figure shows how measurement at each level can drive
improvement plans at each level, feeding up to higher-level improvement planning.
This needs to be seen as an iterative approach, with metrics defined at each level to support higherlevel metrics, and improvement plans at each level supporting higher level improvement plans. There
are likely to be multiple metrics and improvement plans at each level of the hierarchy.

Policies, Controls, And Guidelines
It is important to remember why they are first defined when defining elements such as policies,
controls and guidelines. There is little point in a policy that is defined but not followed. An ineffective
check is not considered a check. If it cannot be used by those for whom a guideline is documented,
the effort has been wasted to create the guideline.

Policies
Policies are formally documented statements of expectations and intentions of management in
relation to a particular area or task. Policies are used to direct actions and decisions, and it is
compulsory to adhere to policies.
Certain points should be considered while defining an effective policy:












Be clear, but concise: They have to understand it for people to adhere to a policy. Be sure to
document the policy objective (what it is supposed to achieve), the scope to which it applies,
why it matters to the organization, together with the actual policy itself, as clearly and
concisely as possible.
Keep it simple and practical: The details of what is expected of each person to whom the
policy applies should be stated in such a way as to make it easy for them to know what to do
(or not to do), how and when to do it, and what tools and/or systems to use.
Anticipate questions: The questions people are likely to have about it when writing the policy,
anticipate as much as possible. Some questions can be answered by clarifying the policy’s
wording or implementation, but others can be answered in the document’s “Frequently Asked
Questions” (FAQ).
Educate and communicate: When putting in place a new policy, make sure each group of
stakeholders is properly trained on how to follow it. If their role does not require formal training,
be sure that they have received adequate policy communication in order to support their
compliance and regulation.
Build in flexibility: They should be stated in the document if there are any exceptions to the
policy. In circumstances beyond the control of the people involved, it is particularly important
to provide flexibility. If an individual wishes to request a onetime exception to the
policy, a clear process should be in place for making, considering and either granting or
denying the application.
Define non-compliance consequences: Besides specifying what is required to follow the
policy, the consequences of not doing so should be clearly documented. Any
specified consequences must then be consistently and fairly administered. If not, the policy
will be discounted and ignored quickly.
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Build in measurement and compliance validation: At the same time as the policy is
defined, it is necessary to define and implement the means to validate that it is being
followed. Validation activities should start as soon as the policy is in place. Once the policy
is in force, it is important to praise those who follow it and those who do not provide support
and coaching to help them to follow it.
Promote transparency: Ensure policy documentation is easily accessible throughout the
organization and is well publicized. When a person does a job that the policy applies to, they
should be able to reference the policy if they need it.
Provide for feedback: Policy development should take the input of relevant stakeholders in a
collaborative manner. This will enable them to feel involved in development, better
understand the resulting policy and make them more likely to support adherence to it.
Mechanisms should be provided to people after the policy is in force to provide feedback,
lodge complaints or make suggestions for improvement. Feedback and communication
should be compiled about what is being said and how the communication loop will (or will not)
be closed.

Controls – an overview
A control is a means of managing a risk, ensuring a business goal is achieved or following a process.






Some controls are policies
Some controls ensure compliance to policies
Controls should be sufficient to achieve the required result without introducing
consequences that are unacceptable to the organization
When possible, build controls in to the technology, which in turn reduces the effort for people
to comply
Excessive controls may cause people to circumvent the control or work inefficiently, or
have negative business impacts

Although many of the above recommendations may apply to other types of controls, not all controls
are in the form of policies. In fact, the control-policy relationship is a complex one. To ensure
compliance with a policy, a control (such as limiting access to selected data) may be put in place.
On the other hand, a policy can be defined as a means of controlling particular behaviors. We provide
some guidance about effective controls, but the general guidance lies here is the same that controls
should be sufficient to produce the desired result without introducing other consequences that the
organization considers unacceptable.
The better the more controls that can be automated or incorporated into our technology solutions.
Doing so will ease the need for additional effort to make the control work for the people involved.
However, if too many technical checks cause the people involved to circumvent the checks or create
inefficiencies or other negative business consequences, they need to be reconsidered.

Guidelines – an overview





Guidelines are not requirements, they are recommendations
o To guide people making decisions or performing activities
Must be seen as helpful
Must be easy to access, understand, and follow
Guidelines are only needed for tasks that
o Are performed by many people, but could be confusing without assistance
o Used to do done differently and quick adoption of a new method is needed
o Are performed infrequently but too much variation creates challenges
o Could be easier, faster, or more successful if expertise is shared
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Guidelines serve to guide employees as they perform an activity or make a decision, as the name
implies. Guidelines provide general recommendations on what to do or how to do something to
achieve the desired results in a particular situation.
Guidelines are not requirements, but rather recommendations and allow the person using them to
have some discretion. With that in mind, to be effective guidelines, those who use them must see
them as being easy to access when needed, easy to understand and follow, and of real help in doing
what needs to be done. For each task in an organization, it is not necessary to provide guidance.
The following situations in which guidelines might be useful are:





Tasks performed by many people, but seems confusing to many without assistance.
Tasks that used to be carried out differently where it is desirable to quickly adapt new
methods.
Tasks that are seldom performed, but where too much execution variation creates challenges
when performed.
Tasks that can be made easier, faster, or more successful if high-performance individuals’
expertise can be shared more easily and widely.

Decision Making Authority
Place decision- making authority at the right Level






Governance decisions are made at highest levels of the organization
o But it makes no sense for all decisions to be made at the same level
o If all decisions require involvement of leadership they will be slow
Decision making authority should be delegated as far as possible
o While still ensuring that required outcomes are consistently produced
o This helps to ensure people are respected, motivated, and valued
Everyone must understand their own scope of control
o And make decisions within that scope
o If scope is too narrow then decision making will be pushed too high
o If scope is too broad then risks may be created

While governance decisions are made at the highest levels of an organization, it does not make
sense for all decisions of every kind to be made in the same way. If all important decisions require
the direct involvement of leadership paralysis will quickly set in. Different types of decisions call for
different levels of control and rigor, but a general rule to follow is to delegate as much authority as
possible, while still ensuring that required outcomes are consistently produced.
When each person in an organization has clearly defined roles and responsibilities and knows their
scope of control, they can make decisions within that scope and drive productive action. If their scope
of control is too small, decisions will be forced higher and higher in the organization, slowing work
and overloading decision makers.
Another negative consequence of holding too much decision making at the top of an organization is
that persons lower in the hierarchy may feel disrespected and under-valued. This can cause poor
morale, low productivity, an unwillingness to accept new responsibilities and even destructive
behaviors.
One way to view appropriate placement of decision-making authority is to match the level of rigor to
the level of risk. Decisions that, should they go wrong, present a significant risk to the health of the
business should be made via mechanisms that provide more structure and review. Decisions that
present little real risk or from which the organization may easily recover should be placed as close
as possible to those performing the work. This will avoid unnecessary delay and engender a feeling
in employees that they are trusted. With proper support and control mechanisms in place, more and
more decisions can be placed at the operational level because risk is moderated with training,
automation, policies and guidelines.
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Role Of Grc And Integration Into Service Value System
The governing body should understand the governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) function’s role
in relation to other departments. They must understand the GRC function’s accountability for and
responsibilities in:




Making specifically delegated decisions.
Providing clarity to the rest of the organization based on these decisions.
Monitoring the progress management teams make towards implementing the solutions
necessary to realize the governing body’s objectives.

Overview Of Risk Management
Risk management in direction
Decisions about risk will vary depending on whether the risk relates to:




Long-term organizational objectives.
Medium-term organizational objectives.
Short-term organizational objectives.

The following figure depicts interactions between long-, medium-, and short-term objectives.

Risk management should be applied continuously with information made available when critical
decisions are being made.






Through strategic decisions,long-term goalsare addressed and the context for decision
making at other levels of the organization set. This can be done by defining risk
appetite and thresholds for risk. Only well into the future can the risks associated with
strategic decisions become apparent. Therefore, evaluating and reviewing these decisions
and associated risks on a regular basis is a critical part of risk management. At this level,
portfolio management becomes a key practice in determining the risks to products/services,
projects and customers, as well as the means of addressing or mitigating those risks.
Medium-term goals are usually reflected in the portfolio of projects and address the
programs and projects that are authorized to bring about change in business. Medium-term
goal decisions are smaller in scope than strategic ones, especially in terms of timeframe
and financial responsibility.
At the operational level, short-term goals are addressed to ensure continuity of business
services. However, risk decisions at this level must also support achieving long-and mediumterm objectives.
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ITIL provides context and support for these principles







Focus on value/outcome/costs/risks
Service value system
Four dimensions
Guiding principles
Risk management practice
Continual improvement
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ISO 31000-2018 defines eight principles for risk management. They are:
















Integrated: Organizations must integrate efforts in risk management into all activities. ITIL
addresses integration through the SVS governance and risk management practices
component.
tructured and comprehensive: A comprehensive and structured approach to risk
management will result in consistent and desirable outcomes of risk management. The
attainment of value in ITIL is directly attributable to the introduced risk balance versus the
removed risks. Risk reduction requires a clear, comprehensive structure and risk
definition.
Customized: The approach to risk management should be proportionate and adapted to suit
the organization’s needs, taking into account the objectives and the operating environment’s
external and internal context. Risks should be considered within ITIL in relation to the four
dimensions applied to each SVS component.
Inclusive: Informed risk management requires all stakeholders to be involved in appropriate
and timely ways to enable the different perceptions of stakeholders to be taken into account
when implementing risk management. To be flexible and agile,
ITIL
promotes
transparency through the “Collaborate and Promote Visibility” guiding principle.
Dynamic: Considering the volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of the internal and
external business environment, efforts in risk management need to adapt and respond to
change in an appropriate and timely manner. ITIL aims to balance risks and costs through
the lens of the four dimensions to facilitate value creation. In addressing and mitigating risks,
this provides stability, consistency, simplicity and clarity.
Best available information: To analyze trending events, effective risk management has a
critical dependence on historical and current information. In order to address the uncertainty
and ambiguity of available information, information needs to be reliable. In line with the ITIL
guiding principle of “Collaborate and Promote Visibility”, achieving value requires quality of
information, understanding of information and trust in that information.
human and cultural factors: It is necessary to understand cultural and behavioral factors for
effective risk management with knowledge of how these factors affect the risk management
effort. These factors are addressed by the ITIL dimension of Organization & People when
addressing the impact on the whole SVS and potential risks to value generation.
Continual Improvement: Risk management should continue to enhance its efforts to manage
risk. Management needs to leverage the organization’s experience and learning efforts to
obtain risk information and properly assess these risks. ITIL incorporates Continuous
Improvement in the four dimensions as a component of the SVS, as an activity (improve) of
the Service Value Chain and as a distinct general practice of management.

Risk management in Planning and Improvement




All plans must consider how risks will be managed:
o Consider alternate approaches, such as iteration, to reduce risk
All improvement actions must consider how risks will be managed:
o Including the risk of doing nothing.
Risks must be actively managed:
o Through the life of the plan/improvement.

All plans must consider the associated risks and how those risks can be managed. If a plan’s risks
are too great, an alternative plan may need to be adopted. Every element of a plan must be
considered and mitigation plans devised for risks that cannot be eliminated.
Additionally, when a plan is underway, risks must be actively managed until the point of completion.
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The risk management also applies to improvement activities. Improvements require change and
change involves risk. When proposing action, the risks of proceeding should be considered, but so
should the risks of inaction, which are equally relevant. For example, if an organization chooses not
to upgrade an application to avoid a risk of instability, they may be embracing a greater risk: no
longer being supported by the application’s vendor.

Governance





Direction from the governing body
Dictates how directions will be given throughout the organization
Directs to all groups must support governance direction
Conflicts between governance direction and local management direction can lead to
difficulties which in turn leave the staff in an untenable position and requires care and
fairness

The impacts of governance should be clear in the context of direction, planning and improvement.
Direction from the organization’s governing body will dictate the parameters given throughout the
organization in all directions. If a direction given to a group or individual is in opposition to the
direction given by the governing body, the people will be placed in an untenable position. They can
not follow a directive that violates instructions from above, but it is also problematic not to follow an
immediate supervisor’s instructions. Therefore, it is important that organizations carefully and fairly
communicate and oversee their governance decisions.
Governance is a critical contribution to all planning





Each plan must support the organization’s governance direction
Plans are specifically designed to ensure compliance or alignment with strategic
goals set by governing bodies
Plans should make sure you understand how successful it is
Changes in governance should result in all related plans being updated

Governance decisions and directives are also critical inputs to all planning. Activity cannot be
planned that is in opposition to directives from the governing body or that have devolved from those
directives.
Plans are often designed for the purpose of establishing mechanisms to ensure compliance or
alignment with the strategic goals set by governing bodies. Such plans must be made with a full
understanding of what is intended and what it would look like to achieve successful compliance or
results. For continued alignment, any in-flight plans or programs should be reviewed if new directives
are issued by the organization or new strategies defined.
Governance is a critical contribution to all improvements




Many improvements improve compliance directly or indirectly.
Improve processes, practices and value streams.
Each aspect of the service value system contributes to the achievement of strategic goals
and is subject to continuous improvement.

Finally, alignment with the guidelines on governance is an important component of any
improvements to be made. Many enhancement initiatives will improve compliance with directives or
outcomes of in-flight programs either directly or indirectly. Improving practices and associated
processes as well as value streams will contribute significantly to compliance with guidelines. Each
element of the service value system of the service provider has a role to play in achieving the
strategic goals set by the governing body and is therefore subject to continuous improvement.
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Controls That Are Sufficient, Yet Not Excessive
Every control that is put in place within an organization must produce the desired result without
creating unintended unwanted consequences. To do this, consideration must be given to the human
factor when designing controls.
Controls that do not fulfil the purpose for which they are intended may not exist.
Each control put in place in an organization must produce the desired result, without creating
unintended undesirable consequences. To do this, it is necessary to take the human factor into
consideration when designing controls. For example, an organization may want to ensure that certain
data is available for audit purposes. To do this they may put controls on the data entry system that
make relevant fields required from the moment a new record is saved. If, however, the information
in question is not always available at the moment the record is saved, staff members may take to
entering placeholder data values just to be able to save the record. In this case, the values entered
will often not be updated with correct information later, leading to bad data instead of missing data.
This would not be in line with the desired result of the control.

Effects of Controls
Consider the effect and behavior of controls on individuals




If you force people to do something when they find it difficult to do something
Easy-to-follow control will be effective
Staff will circumvent a control that is difficult to follow

An organization might want to make certain data available for audit purposes, for example. In order
to do this, they can place controls on the data entry system that require relevant fields from the
moment a new record is saved. However, if at the moment the record is saved, the information in
question is not always available, staff members may need to enter data values for the placeholder
just to be able to save the record. In this case, the entered values are often not updated later with
correct information, resulting in bad data rather than missing data. This would not be consistent with
the control’s desired result.

Design measurement Controls
Design measurement controls with care




Avoid excessive measurements
Focus on value will help identify the most important measurements
If measurements are used to assess people then they will meet the numbers, even if it breaks
the organization!

Measuring is a common form of control in use. Data is measured and reported to validate the
performance of desired actions or the achievement of agreed goals. However, measuring everything
that can be measured is excessive and impractical. Experience has shown that there is little value
in measuring so many things unless an organization has the time and capacity to actually use all the
measurements it collects. Measures should be limited to those that can be actively used for informed
decision making. Identifying only the appropriate measures needed to ensure that the agreed
objectives are achieved is in line with the guiding principle “Focus on Value”.

Organizational Change Management
Every change involves people




All improvements require behavior changes or even changes in roles.
Regardless of the extent, size or nature of the change
Even a technologically-related change
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OCM



Treats people with the aspect of change
Helps to make changes and improvements successful

OCM is concerned about change on the people’s side. It is a structured approach that ensures
smooth and successful implementation of improvements for lasting benefit. Improvements invariably
require people to change their way of working, change their behavior and change roles at times. It
involves people whatever is being changed in relation to process improvement in IT service
management (ITSM), technology change, new service introduction, service improvement, etc. will
have an impact on people regardless of the scope, size, or nature of the improvement initiative. It
may not be a huge impact but it will require some change in the behavior of people.

Purpose of organizational Change management

OCM’s goal is to win the hearts and minds of each person affected by the change to reduce or
eliminate resistance and ensure that the change is successfully implemented and sustained.
Individuals, teams, and organizations are transitioned from their current state to a desired future
state in which the change has been made and works as expected.

Benefits of organizational Change management

When people understand the purpose of the change, how it will affect them and their job, and when
they believe in the significance and benefits of the change, they are far more likely to succeed in
improvement initiatives.
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Who should be involved in organizational Change management?
You cannot outsource accountability for OCM


But you can outsource responsibility for some or all of the activities.

You don’t have to find the resources entirely in your IT teams





There may be people carrying out OCM in any part of the organization.
Make use of skills and experience wherever you find them.
Human resources departments often have the required competence.
Understand what activities you need help with, and why they are needed.

Leading and implementing OCM requires a somewhat specialized skillset. Many organizations seek
help from external suppliers, but the accountability for OCM cannot be transferred to an external
resource.
Someone within the organization must be accountable, even when the responsibility for the activities
is delegated.

Organizational Change management relationship with DPI
Direction


You need them when you direct employees to change their behavior.

Planning



You need to consider the aspects of people when making any plans.
You need to consider people even in routine day-to-day planning.

Improvement




DPI cannot make improvements without OCM.
Understand each stakeholder group’s involvement.
Encourage early collaboration in every improvement and in critical decisions.

OCM is woven throughout the DPI activities. Indeed, without considering the human factor, it is
hardly possible to be successful in any activity.

OCM and Direction
The importance of establishing and using a vision and mission to direct and drive behaviour. OCM
is dealing with the human factor in relation to direction in this context. If the organization wants to
direct its employees to behave in a certain way – maybe adopting a new way of working or using
new criteria for their own decision making using OCM principles and methods and helping to uncover
where there may be resistance to this direction and defining ways of overcoming it. Regardless of
the level at which direction is given, consider how it can be taken and how to make sure people
follow the direction in which OCM enters.

OCM and Planning
Organizational change management efforts should be integrated into the plan when planning any
action. A lot of a plan was unsuccessful, not because the work was not done, but because the people
were not brought along for the journey. Large plans will of course include OCM plans, especially for
programs with multiple sub-projects and broad organizational impact. Even in routine operational
day-to-day planning, individuals should consider the human factor and plan accordingly to address
it.
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OCM and Improvement
Without OCM, it is impossible to achieve or sustain improvement. After all, improvement requires
change and change requires people’s involvement and commitment. Their contribution to
improvement at each level should be understood for each group of stakeholders and the most
effective methods to engage with them should be defined. Some stakeholders may need to be
involved at a highly detailed level, while others may need to be involved as reviewers or approvers.
Early in an improvement effort, when goals and objectives are defined, and at critical decision points
throughout the process, broad collaboration is critical, particularly in a real-time group context.
Everyone must be at the same time in the room. While this can be logistically very challenging, in
the long run it typically saves a huge amount of work. This collaboration will also provide broad
stakeholder support for both the what and the how, making the initiative much more likely to succeed.
Once the right voices have been heard during key decision-making and clear directions agreed upon,
then individuals and teams can work on their parts of the effort with confidence and more
independence. Building checkpoints and coordination activities in appropriate collaboration ensures
continuous alignment as the work progresses.
Setting and confirming the goals It is useful to define the boundaries of the improvement initiative
based on the information gathered about the vision and the area or areas you think need attention.
All enhancement initiatives should have clear goals that clarify both the purpose of the enhancement,
the expected value and the proposed direction – essentially defining the enhancement initiative
vision. The objectives should be concise, forward-looking, achievable, clear and inspiring to all
stakeholders.
There is a risk of creating the impression that the work is of low priority when there is poor visibility
for enhancement activities. When an initiative is communicated to a team, department or company
and then it is never mentioned again, or rarely mentioned again, the perception is that the change is
not important. When staff members try to prioritize work on improvement versus other daily
emergency tasks, work on improvement may seem like a low-priority activity unless its importance
is made transparent. Improvement work can be viewed as optional, something that can only be
attended to if you can find time, which is not the case.
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Stakeholders
A stakeholder is an individual or organization with an interest or involvement in an organization,
product, service, practice or other entity.
Stakeholders in an improvement initiative or a service include:



Anyone who has a vested interest.
From staff participants to suppliers, business partners, managers, partners, leaders and
sponsors.

Stakeholders can also include customers, users and sponsors internal or external to the service
provider organization.
Stakeholders include anyone interested in the enhancement initiative, ranging from employee
participants to suppliers, business partners, managers, partners, leaders and sponsors. Defining the
stakeholders involved in delivering and receiving a service is important. Each of the different
stakeholders will have different needs that can best be met if their position and preferred channels
of communication are understood. For example, a customer service review may require a simple
one-page report and a monthly telephone call, while an internal project review may require an update
of the project plan and project governance, discussed at a face-to-face meeting.
For each stakeholder you need to identify:









What interest do they have in the outcome of the work? Positive or negative?
What is their primary motivation? What information do they need?
How do they want to receive information?
What is their current opinion of the initiative? Is it based on good information?
Who influences their opinions? Are some of these influencers important stakeholders
in their own right?
What will win them around to support the improvement?
If it is doubtful they can be won over, how can their opposition be managed?
Who might be influenced by their opinions?

Stakeholder Mapping




Understand the power and influence of each stakeholder
Know the most important stakeholders to win
Based on power/interest grid to map the influence and involvement of stakeholders

After identifying and characterizing the stakeholders, the next step is to work out each stakeholder’s
power, influence, and interest. The objective is to develop an understanding of the most important
stakeholders to know how they are likely to respond and how they can win their support.
It is possible to use the stakeholder map as a power/interest grid to map the influence and
involvement of stakeholders of the initiative, making it easy to see which stakeholders are likely to
oppose or criticize the initiative, and which stakeholders could be advocates and supporters.
The following figure shows the position of an individual on the grid, showing the initiative’s value.
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Stakeholders can be divided into four categories:





Critical stakeholders: Stakeholders with high impact and high involvement should be fully
involved and satisfied with the improvement.
Major stakeholders: Stakeholders with high impact and low involvement should be satisfied
with the improvement, but but only somewhat involved in driving the initiative.
Significant stakeholders: Stakeholders with low impact and high involvement should be kept
adequately informed and engaged in order to ensure the initiative causes no major incidents.
Minor stakeholders: Stakeholders with low impact and low involvement should be monitored
and informed, but do not need to be communicated with about everything.

Communication
Effective Communication
Groups of stakeholders can be represented with personas:



To assist in managing targeted communication.
Especially if the influence is not the individual but the collective.

Influential stakeholders need individual personal communication:



Powerful stakeholders’ opinions can shape an initiative early.
Support from strong stakeholders can help the initiative gain resources.

Early and frequent communication on the nature and benefits of the initiative will assist in supporting.
Advance resistance and take steps to gain support in the plan.
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User persons or groups often list stakeholders in communication plans to minimize targeted
communication to a sustainable level. Listing individual names or a hybrid of individuals and groups
is often useful when using a power / interest grid to map stakeholders. It’s best to name individuals
with the greatest influence. List groups whenever the level of influence relates to the individual rather
than the collective.
Keep in mind when identifying grid stakeholders:






The views of the strongest stakeholders can be used at an early stage to shape the initiative.
This not only makes them more likely to show support, but their input can also improve the
initiative’s quality.
Supporting strong stakeholders can help win more resources, making the initiative more likely
to succeed.
They will understand the nature and benefits of the initiative by communicating with
stakeholders early and frequently, which will ensure their vocal support.
It is possible to anticipate reaction to the initiative and integrate into the plan actions that will
win support.

Communication Principles

People at work need to communicate regularly and effectively with other human beings, so a rounded
set of communication skills is a must. Some people are naturally better at this than others - those
who are not still need to appreciate the fundamentals of communication in order to at least achieve
a basic level of competence and effectiveness.
The important point is that communication requires an acknowledgement of the emotional aspects
of the other person. Good communication involves being flexible enough to use appropriate content
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and tone in order to achieve the desired objective. The fundamental principles required for good
communication can be summarised are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Communication is a two-way process
We are all communicating, all the time
Timing and frequency matters
There is no single method of communicating that works for everyone
The message is in the media

It’s important to bear these principles above in mind when presenting information – knowing the
audience, being aware of your own communications style, considering timing and media. This will
help you to achieve success with communication and collaboration.

Communication Is A Two-Way Process





We are constantly sending and receiving communications:
o One-way communication is ‘broadcasting’.
We always need to ensure that our messages are understood:
o Receiver of a message also must check it has been understood correctly.
Email with no response is not effective:
o Use checks to see of the message has been absorbed.
Communicate proactively:
o What do people think? How did they respond to your messages?

We should start from the position that communication is happening all the time and that we are
constantly acting as senders and receivers. Communication is not simply sending out messages –
that’s broadcasting - communication is multi-lateral, pervasive, duplex and constant.
The sender cannot assume that, just because they’ve sent out a message, it has been acknowledged
and understood. There will be a reason that a message was sent and it is the responsibility of the
sender to ensure that this outcome has been achieved. The receiver also has a responsibility to
check and confirm what is being sent to them – i.e. that they have understood it correctly.
Simply sending out an email is not good communication. It is imperative that the sender is clear that
their message has been sent, received and understood.
It is useful to employ checks and tests to see if the actual message has been absorbed – this can
vary from formal checks to informal ‘coffee machine’ chats. In larger projects it is useful to build up
data on the best communications media by usage, to optimise future ways of reaching people.
It’s vital to be proactive in your communications, to find out what people think and how they have
responded to information sent to them or expected from them. Listening and observing are key
communications skills that have a big impact successful collaboration. It is useful to go and see how
other teams are working, join in their meetings and discussions and listen to what people are saying
and thinking. All of this will improve your chances of building appropriate and workable solutions.
We are all communicating all the time





Even if we don’t speak or write:
o Body language, gestures, tone of voice.
o Even by omission, for example leaving someone out of an email or meeting.
Some authorities argue that the most important aspect of all communication is non-verbal
communication.
Be aware of your own communication style and how it affects other people:
o Think of other communication techniques that you can try.
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We are constantly delivering messages, whether through body language, voice tone or omission. By
leaving them out of a meeting or email trail, we can make a statement about what we think of some
people or the position of their team. There are many different statistics on how much of the actual
communication, i.e. successful transfer of relevant information, is actually delivered through nonverbal methods – some claim that this is the most important element – i.e. not what you say, but how
you say it.
At a personal level, people should be aware of their own communication style and how this could
have a positive or negative impact on other stakeholders and co-workers. Are you seen as a listener
and inclusive worker, or do you simply rail people through your character strength to your point of
view? To achieve the best results, successful project managers and change agents need a portfolio
of communication techniques and approaches.

Timing And Frequency Matter








Good timing is essential to get things done.
Understand business periods when there is high activity and priority:
o Don’t bring up a minor issue in the middle of a major incident!
o Issue service reports at a time when customers can read them.
Don’t communicate about planned downtime before it’s been agreed.
Send customer satisfaction surveys after major initiatives / incidents.
Don’t over communicate. Send just the right number of messages.
Get close to your customers, form a relationship.

As in any successful relationship, good timing is essential to get things done. There is no point
bringing up a minor issue when everyone is pre-occupied with a major incident.
We can make similar mistakes – albeit innocently – when trying to ‘communicate’ as an IT
organization, including:






Failing to appreciate and respond appropriately during key business periods when there is
heightened activity and priority
Sending out updates about planned service downtime before it has been agreed with users
Issuing reports showing great performance statistics when there are major incidents or
ongoing issues occurring
Sending out customer satisfaction surveys before incidents are closed, or sending these out
too often to the same people
Over-communicating – i.e. sending out too many messages or escalations, such that they
lose their impact and get ignored.

Get close to your customers and stakeholders – we can’t define everything about how we work
together in terms of SLAs, OLAs and KPIs - it’s the relationships that counts.
Good relationships are based on developing good levels of intimacy, proximity and shared goals, all
of which help to inform each party of what the other is doing, thinking and also about to do. This in
turn helps to clarify when the best time to act is, to initiate contact and
dialogue.
There is no single method of communication that works for everyone




We all have preferences, including preferred ways of communicating and receiving.
Know who you communicate with, which helps you choose how to communicate, even if you
can’t always do this for everybody.
For both message and format, consider alternative options. Many business cases fail
because Plan B is not available.
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Everyone has different sending and receiving communication preferences and ways. To ensure that
you reach your intended audience, it is therefore preferable to use a number of different media and
techniques. It really helps to know who you are communicating with to select the best way to reach
them. With each individual this is not always possible but should be used as the prevailing guide
where possible. It is essential to consider alternative options for the format and content of the
message or document when trying to influence or advance an issue, for example, a business case
or long-term change.
Many business cases simply fail due to a lack of communication ability that is clear and effective.
Often, Plan B is a successful successor to Plan A.

The message is in the medium




The format and style of a message can determine emotional response which will affect the
level of importance, interest, and understanding.
Use communication to help in building relationships.
Use relationships to help in improving communication.

A message’s format and nature can often determine the receiver’s emotional response. This will
have a major impact on its level of importance, interest and understanding. Care is needed to select
the most appropriate message format, style, size, and medium. This will help to improve the chances
of this being read and understood, instead of simply being ignored or removed. We should also
ensure that each message and information exchange helps to create a clear picture of the overall
relationship between parties – rather than by focusing on individual issues.

Feedback Channels
Establishing feedback Channels
Communication is a two-way process:



We’re not ‘doing’ to stakeholders.
Listening can often be more important than talking.

Everyone needs to actively ask stakeholders for feedback:




There should be known, easy-to-use feedback channels.
Consider using email, social media, collaboration tools.
Take into account the type of feedback and privacy or anonymity.

Communication is a two-way process, so static feedback channels should be available and known
to stakeholders in addition to actively generating feedback. These channels could be email, social
media, spaces for electronic collaboration, etc. Different channels might be needed based on the
type of feedback and the need for privacy or anonymity for those who submit it.
Encouraging feedback





People need to feel safe to provide feedback.
Allow anonymous ‘silent resistors’ feedback:
o Encourage feedback from named persons as this can be addressed directly.
o More information on anonymous feedback is difficult to collect.
o You can not show the actions you have taken to the person who sent the feedback.
Monitor your communication feedback:
o So you know if you received the messages as you wanted.
o Tune your communications according to your feedback.
o Improve your ability to meet various audiences.
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Stakeholders need to feel safe to share feedback and trust that attention will be given. Anonymity
may be required to capture the silent resistors, but gather information about the sender whenever
possible so that it can be addressed directly. Anonymous feedback can be actionable, but the
relevant action is often difficult to communicate to the interested party and it is almost impossible to
collect additional information or engage in further dialogue.
Monitoring your communication approach feedback is a vital way to determine whether the message
is being received as intended, and it provides an opportunity to fine-tune future communications in
order to better meet the audience’s needs and address any gaps.
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